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iAbstract
Recommender systems already are a consistent part in the life of most people regularly using the
internet. They get recommendations when they shop at Amazon.com, when they watch video clips
on Youtube.com, or when they listen to music on Spotify.com etc. There are still many challenges
in recommender systems research, though. One challenge that is present in almost all application
domains is data sparsity, i.e. missing information about items or users. In very sparse application
domains, data sparsity can completely hinder the creation of recommendations. In more diverse
application domains, where few items are heavily used while most items are rarely used, the pop-
ular items tend to be recommended over-proportionally often. In contrast, the niche items tend to
be excluded from the recommendation lists.
This thesis therefore aims to contribute to the state-of-the-art in handling data sparsity in recom-
mender systems. Therefore, it investigates techniques to find similarities between the items solely
by analysing their usage. This approach is based on the assumption stemming from context-aware
computing that the users’ contexts and knowledge influence their activities and, thus, are inherent
in the items’ usage. Hence, no additional information like content or social metadata are required to
find relations between the items. For this purpose, techniques that are successfully applied in cor-
pus linguistics to detect relations between words by analysing their usage in language are adapted
to items and their usage. This way, pair-wise item relations as well as item clusters are created
based on the items’ usage. These usage-based item relations are then utilised in standalone and
hybrid recommender systems with the goal to create suitable recommendations for as many items
as possible including the rarely used ones.
The discussed techniques are evaluated on four data sets, two of them were collected in web por-
tals that support learners in finding suitable learning materials while the other two data sets were
collected in web portals that recommend movies to users. The evaluation results show that by
exploiting the items’ usage, usage-based relations between the items can be discovered that in-
deed give a hint at their similarity. Furthermore, the usage-based recommender systems are able
to create more recommendations in application domains holding predominantly rarely used items
than the presented state-of-the-art recommendation approaches. In application domains holding
heavily used items that are recommended over-proportionally often in addition to many rarely
used items, the usage-based recommender systems are able to recommend more niche items than
the presented state-of-the-art recommendation approaches without lowering the accuracy of the
recommendations. Thus, the usage-based approaches are better suited to provide users with accu-
rate recommendations for idiosyncratic items than the recommendation approaches presented in
literature so far that do not require additional metadata either.
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Zusammenfassung
Fu¨r die meisten Internetnutzer sind Empfehlungssysteme allgegenwa¨rtig geworden. Sie bekom-
men Empfehlungen, wenn sie bei Amazon.de einkaufen, wenn sie sich Videoclips auf Youtube.de
ansehen oder wenn sie sich auf Spotify.de Musik anho¨ren. Es gibt jedoch immer noch viele Her-
ausforderungen, mit welchen sich die Entwickler von Empfehlungssystemen konfrontiert sehen.
In vielen Anwendungen sind beispielsweise nur spa¨rliche Informationen u¨ber die Nutzer und die
zu empfehlenden Objekte vorhanden. In Anwendungen, in welchen sehr wenige Informationen
vorliegen, kann es vorkommen, dass kaum Empfehlungen generiert werden ko¨nnen. Bei Anwen-
dungen, die sowohl vielfach als auch selten genutzte Objekte anbieten, werden die beliebten Ob-
jekte u¨berproportional ha¨ufig empfohlen. Im Gegensatz dazu werden die weniger oft genutzten
Objekte, welche fu¨r die meisten Nutzer aufgrund ihres niedrigeren Bekannheitsgrades schwerer
zu finden sind, kaum empfohlen.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es daher, Mo¨glichkeiten aufzuzeigen, mit welchen auch spa¨rliche Infor-
mationen u¨ber die Nutzung von Objekten so ausgewertet werden ko¨nnen, dass geeignete Emp-
fehlungen fu¨r diese Objekte erstellt werden ko¨nnen. Dies bedeutet außerdem, dass zusa¨tzlich zur
Nutzung, keine weiteren Informationen u¨ber die Objekte, wie beispielsweise Angaben zum Inhalt
oder Genre eines Films, zur Empfehlungserstellung beno¨tigt werden. Die Arbeit stu¨tzt sich dabei
auf die Annahme aus dem Context Aware Computing dass die Aktivita¨ten eines Nutzers sowohl
durch sein vorhandenes Wissen als auch durch seinen aktuellen Kontext beeinflusst werden und
diese somit implizit in den Nutzungsinformationen der Objekte enthalten sind. Dieser Annahme
folgend werden Techniken, welche erfolgreich in der Korpuslinguistik angewendet werden, um
verwandte Begriffe basierend auf ihrer Nutzung in der Sprache zu finden, adaptiert und auf Ob-
jekte und ihre Nutzung angewendet. Die nutzungsbasierten Objektbeziehungen werden daraufhin
fu¨r die Erstellung von Empfehlungen eingesetzt.
Die diskutierten Techniken werden anhand von vier Datensa¨tzen, welche Informationen u¨ber die
Nutzung und Bewertung von Objekten enthalten und in Lern- bzw. Filmportalen gesammelt wur-
den, evaluiert. Die Evaluationsergebnisse zeigen, dass durch das Auswerten der Nutzungsdaten
tatsa¨chlich nutzungsbasierte Beziehungen zwischen Objekten aufgedeckt werden ko¨nnen, welche
einen Hinweis auf ihre inhaltliche oder qualitative A¨hnlichkeit geben. Weiterhin sind die nutzungs-
basierten Empfehlungssysteme dazu in der Lage, in Anwendungen, in welchen wenige Informatio-
nen u¨ber die Nutzung der Objekte vorliegen, mehr Empfehlungen zu generieren als die zum Ver-
gleich vorgestellten, aktuellen Empfehlungssysteme. In Anwendungen, in welchen die ha¨ufig ge-
nutzten Objekte u¨berproportional ha¨ufig empfohlen werden, ko¨nnen die nutzungsbasierten Emp-
fehlungssysteme mehr Nischenobjekte empfehlen ohne dabei die Pra¨zision der Empfehlungen zu
verringern. Das bedeutet, dass die nutzungsbasierten Ansa¨tze geeigneter dafu¨r sind, Empfehlun-
gen fu¨r Nischenobjekte zu erstellen, als bisher vorgestellte Empfehlungssysteme, welche ebenfalls
keine zusa¨tzlichen Metadaten beno¨tigen.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Recommender systems already are a consistent part in the life of most people regu- Recommender
Systemslarly using the internet (Bobadilla et al., 2013). They get recommendations for
hotels when visiting a tourism web site, for songs when using a digital music ser-
vice, or for shoes and clothing when browsing the products of an online fashion
retailer. In these application domains, a recommender system acts as a shopping
assistant trying to satisfy the users and to increase the turnover, i.e. sell more prod-
ucts (Herlocker et al., 2004). However, recommender systems are required to take
on different roles and support different functions depending on the domain and
task (Ricci et al., 2011; Herlocker et al., 2004). For example, in e-learning applica-
tions, a recommender system can act as a teacher by trying to support the students
in learning efficiently and effectively as well as in improving their grades. Add-
itionally, these systems try to relieve the teachers which is especially important
in large online courses (Manouselis et al., 2011; Romero et al., 2007). In all roles,
though, recommender systems aim to only recommend those items to their users
that are of most relevance for them (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
Recommender systems usually try to create relevant recommendations by predict- Recommendation
Approaches:
Collaborative
Filtering
ing the ratings for users on items they have not yet seen to then select the most
promising ones. The most well-known concepts used to calculate rating predic-
tions are collaborative and content-based filtering as well as hybrid systems that
combine two or more recommender systems (Koren and Bell, 2011; Adomavicius
and Tuzhilin, 2005). All these concepts base on given user-item-rating matrices, i.e.
user-item pairs for which the rating is known, see table 1.1 as example that shows
the ratings of four users on five movies on a scale from 1 to 5. Collaborative filter-
ing (CF) approaches exploit this matrix to find similar users and items, respectively
(Herlocker et al., 2004). Here, user-based CF (UBCF) approaches recommend items
to users that are liked by similar users. For example, in the given user-item-rating
2 1 Introduction
Table 1.1: Exemplary user-item-rating matrix
Hangover Due Date Away We Go Notting Hill Pulp Fiction
Anna
3 - 5 - 5
Julia
2 - 5 4 -
Tim
4 3 - 5 5
John
- 4 5 4 -
matrix, Anna and Julia are similar according to the movies they both rated, i.e.
Hangover, which they both do not like very much, and Away We Go, which they
both seem to love. Thus, a UBCF approach would recommend the movie Notting
Hill to Anna because Julia rated it highly and Pulp Fiction to Julia because Anna
rated it highly. Item-based CF (IBCF) approaches compare items based on the rat-
ings of the users they have in common and recommend items similar to those the
users enjoyed. For example, the movies Away We Go and Notting Hill were rated
similarly by the users they have in common, i.e. Julia and John. Thus, an IBCF
approach would recommend Notting Hill to Anna because she likes Away We Go,
additionally it would recommend Away We Go to Tim who likes Notting Hill.
In contrast to the CF approaches, content-based filtering (CBF) makes use of add-Recommendation
Approaches:
Content-based
Filtering
itional semantic information to identify if two items are similar according to their
content, e.g. the movies Hangover and Due Date are both comedies (Lops et al.,
2011). Furthermore, CBF approaches create user profiles based on the semantic
information of the items they rated, e.g. Julia likes romantic movies but does not
enjoy comedies according to her given ratings (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007). Other
approaches incorporate for example the context of a user (e.g. if she is going to the
movies with her friends or with her children) (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011;
Anand and Mobasher, 2007), demographic information (e.g. the user’s age and
gender) (Kim et al., 2010), or additional domain knowledge (e.g. recommendations
for financial services must adhere to legal regulations) (Felfernig et al., 2006). Fi-
nally, hybrid systems combine two or more recommender systems in order to profit
from their strengths and balance out their weaknesses (Burke, 2007).
3In recent years, recommender systems have become popular in the technology- Recommender
Systems in TELenhanced learning (TEL) domain to identify suitable learning resources for stu-
dents or other users they might want to collaborate with etc. (Manouselis et al.,
2011; Vuorikari and Massart, 2010; Romero et al., 2007). Such recommender sys-
tems often require extensive additional information about the learning resources
(e.g. the competencies or knowledge they impart) and information about the users
(e.g. existing knowledge and learning goals) which are often not available and ex-
pensive to create (Manouselis et al., 2013). Therefore, the special interest group
dataTEL1 (Data-driven Research and Learning Analytics) was created to increase
research on educational data sets and make educational systems more transparent
and predictable. In a first study of the data sets submitted to dataTEL in the context
of a contest, Verbert et al. (2012a) found that a challenge to be tackled is data spar-
sity. They state that further research on implicit relevance indicators and similarity
measures is required to find relevant items or users.
While in the domain of technology-enhanced learning it can be difficult to create Movie
Recommender
Systems
personalised recommendations at all due to the data sparsity, there is a different
focus when recommending entertainment items like movies, songs, or books. On-
line stores and rental services often offer more items than traditional stores, rental
shops, or libraries and need recommender systems to enable users to find the not so
popular items as well (Brynjolfsson et al., 2011; Goel et al., 2010). However, popular
items that hold a lot of usage data are more easy to recommend and, thus, niche
items are often excluded from the recommendations (Adomavicius and Kwon,
2012; Zhang, 2009). Though, a large recent study analysing rating data shows that,
for instance in the case of movies, users regularly give high ratings to niche items,
suggesting that users value speciality items (Goel et al., 2010). Additionally, users
favour recommendations that are for items they would not have thought of by
themselves (McNee et al., 2006; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). For some online
stores it might even be more beneficial to recommend niche items. For instance,
the online movie rental service Netflix2 could encourage users to rent niche movies
which are less costly to license than blockbusters (Goldstein and Goldstein, 2006).
These domain descriptions exemplarily show how data sparsity can hinder the cre- Problem Scope
ation of suitable recommendations. Approaches that tackle the sparsity problem
are usually hybrid recommender systems that try to incorporate as much infor-
mation as available. A popular example is cluster smoothing, e.g. the rarely used
items are clustered based on their semantic features and items of the same cluster
are assumed to be rated similarly (Park and Tuzhilin, 2008; Xue et al., 2005). How-
ever, those approaches first base on additional metadata that are often not available
and second tend to impair the accuracy of the recommendations (Adomavicius and
Kwon, 2012). Therefore, the aim of this doctoral thesis is to analyse usage data in
1http://ea-tel.eu/sig-datatel/
2http://netflix.com/
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order to extract new knowledge that is implicitly given in the users’ behaviour and
to use this knowledge to enhance recommender systems. The sort of usage data
available varies depending on the domain and application and can comprise im-
plicit relevance indicators like accessing a web page or listening to a song as well
as (only) explicit relevance indicators, i.e. ratings. In this thesis, the usage data
collected in online web portals for e-learning and for movie recommendations are
considered.
Analysing the interactions of users with web applications using data mining tech-Web Usage Mining
niques to gather new information is well-known as web usage mining (Cooley
et al., 1997). Two well-known examples are association rule mining, e.g. a person
who puts bread and butter in her shopping basket has an 80% likelihood to also
buy milk (Ceglar and Roddick, 2006), and session clustering, e.g. the automatic
clustering of interaction sequences of a news portal in groups representing users
interested in sports or representing users interested in weather etc. (Sumathi et al.,
2010). However, web usage mining focusses mainly on the automatic discovery
and analysis of behavioural patterns (Mobasher, 2006). These are then for example
used to profile and classify the users interacting with a web application or to op-
timise a web site’s structure. In contrast to these approaches, this doctoral thesis
tries to enrich the available information about the items based on the given usage
data in order to find usage-based relations that can be utilised to improve rating
predictions for rarely used items.
More specifically, this thesis develops techniques to detect relations between items solelyResearch Goal
by analysing their usage in order to support recommender systems in creating suitable
recommendations for rarely used items.
1.1 Approach and Research Questions
Following the interactional view on context which assumes that context arises fromUsage Data and
Context activity (Dourish, 2004), this doctoral thesis investigates the hypothesis that the
behaviour of a user implies contextual information, e.g. the task the user is working
on or her mood. While explicit contextual information might not be detectable, it
is assumed to exist as contextual glue between the accessed items. This is to say,
items like text documents or songs are not used independently from each other in
successive user actions but as an expression of the users’ current contexts and their
knowledge. Hence, it stands to reason that two items that are used in similar usage
contexts (or behavioural patterns) exhibit a relation even though they might never
be used together.
This assumption can be considered as analogy to approaches applied in corpusContext in Corpus
Linguistics linguistics in which linguistic entities (e.g. words) are represented by their usage
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contexts, i.e. co-occurring entities, in order to find linguistic entities with similar
meanings. Similarly to items accessed in successive user actions, linguistic entities
stand in linear orders, e.g. in speech or in written texts. The context of a linguis-
tic entity can thus be defined by the entities that occur before and after it (Saus-
sure, 1916). If two words occur in very similar or even identical usage contexts,
they are assumed to be semantically related. For example, in many sentences the
term car can be replaced by the term vehicle, thus, they share similar usage contexts
containing for instance the terms driver and highway. Therefore, the terms car and
vehicle are assumed to be semantically related even if there might be no sentence
holding both items (Hoey, 2009). Another approach to group semantically related
linguistic entities uses their contexts to calculate higher-order co-occurrences. For
example, the terms feed and dog often co-occur as well as the terms feed and cat,
thus, cat and dog are second-order co-occurrences. This approach can be repeated
to form co-occurrences of any order in which higher-order co-occurrence classes of
lexical entities tend to become stable and semantically homogeneous (Heyer et al.,
2006). Concluding, it can be stated that lexicology heavily relies on the investiga-
tion of word contexts. By comparing entire contexts and examining (higher-order)
co-occurrences, semantic relations can be detected and further exploited.
The aim of this thesis is to gather knowledge about the items solely by analysing Research
Questionstheir usage and to use this knowledge to create recommender systems that are able
to deal with rarely used items. Inspired by the techniques applied in corpus lin-
guistics and the assumption that the users’ knowledge and contexts are (partly)
inherent in the items’ usage the following research questions arise:
RQ 1: Can usage-based relations of items give a hint at the items’ similarity?
The term similarity denotes a very broad concept and can be used to describe dif-
ferent kinds of relations. Here, the concept of attributional similarity is considered,
i.e. two items are similar to the degree that they share attributes, e.g. the topic of a
text document, the genre of a movie, or also the subjectively felt quality of an item
that can be expressed by explicit user ratings. The research question is investigated
in part II of this thesis by analysing the data collected in test beds from the TEL
domain as they provide extensive usage data and semantic metadata to evaluate
the results.
RQ 2: Can usage-based relations of items be utilised to create recommender sys-
tems that are able to accurately recommend rarely used items?
This research question is investigated in part III of this thesis. First, the possibilities
to create and enhance recommender systems by utilising the usage-based similar-
ities are explored in the TEL domain. Thereafter, the most promising approaches
are adopted to create a movie recommender system that is solely based on explicit
user ratings.
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1.2 Main Contributions
The research conducted in this thesis contributes to the exploitation of usage dataContributions and
Publications collected in web portals in order to detect similarities between items which can help
to overcome data sparsity and, thus, to improve rating predictions especially for
rarely used items. The approaches are evaluated on learning resources for which it
can be challenging to create rating predictions and recommendations at all as well
as on movies with a focus on creating accurate rating predictions for niche items.
The contributions of this thesis and the main associated publications are listed in
this section. All publications that arose from the research conducted on the thesis’
topic can be found on page 189. Selected passages of these publications have been
included in this thesis, mostly in paraphrased form.
1. A usage data mining approach that detects semantic similarities between learn-Contributions to
the 1st Research
Question
ing resource pairs solely by exploiting their usage contexts.
Publications:
- Katja Niemann, Hans-Christian Schmitz, Maren Scheffel, and Martin Wolpers.
Usage Contexts for Object Similarity: Exploratory Investigations. In: Proceed-
ings of the 1st International Conference on Learning Analytics and Know-
ledge (LAK ’11), pages 81-85, New York, NY, USA, 2011. ACM.
- Katja Niemann, Maren Scheffel, Martin Friedrich, Uwe Kirschenmann, Hans-
Christian Schmitz, and Martin Wolpers. Usage-based Object Similarity. In:
Journal of Universal Computer Science, 16(16):2272-2290, 2010a.
2. A usage data mining approach that clusters learning resources in semantically
homogeneous groups by calculating higher-order co-occurrences based on their
usage contexts.
Publications:
- Katja Niemann and Martin Wolpers. Usage-Based Clustering of Learning Re-
sources to Improve Recommendations. In Sara de Freitas et al. (eds): Pro-
ceedings of the 9th European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning
(EC-TEL ’14), pages 317-330, Berlin Heidelberg, 2014. Springer.
- Katja Niemann, Hans-Christian Schmitz, Uwe Kirschenmann, Martin Wolpers,
Anna Schmidt, and Tim Krones. Clustering by Usage: Higher Order Cooccur-
rences of Learning Objects. In Simon Buckingham Shum et al. (eds.): Proceed-
ings of the 2nd International Conference on Learning Analytics & Knowledge
(LAK ’12), pages 238-247, New York, NY, USA, 2012b. ACM.
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3. A recommendation approach that is based on the usage-based item similarities Contributions to
the 2nd Research
Question
and can be combined with state-of-the art recommendation techniques. The ex-
ploitation of the usage data in the recommendation process balances out data
sparsity, enables more accurate recommendations of learning resources, and is
even able to outperform the usage of content information.
Publication:
- Katja Niemann and Martin Wolpers. Usage Context-Boosted Filtering for Rec-
ommender Systems in TEL (best student paper award). In Ralf Klamma et al.
(eds.): Proceedings of the 8th European Conference on Technology Enhanced
Learning (EC-TEL ’13), pages 246-259, Berlin Heidelberg, 2013b. Springer.
4. A recommendation approach that is based on the usage-based item similarities
and is able to remarkably increase the aggregate diversity and novelty of movie
recommendations without decreasing the recommendations’ accuracy.
Publication:
- Katja Niemann and Martin Wolpers. A New Collaborative Filtering Approach
for Increasing the Aggregate Diversity of Recommender Systems. In Inderjit
S. Dhillon et al. (eds.): Proceedings of the 19th ACM SIGKDD International
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD ’13), pages 955-
963, New York, NY, USA, 2013a. ACM.
Figure 1.1 visualises how the contributions are related. The first two contribu- Relations of the
Contributionstions (i.e. the pair-wise item similarities and the item clusters) are two separate
approaches. However, they share their fundamentals, i.e. the usage context def-
inition as well as different metrics to calculate the significance of co-occurrences.
These similarities and clusters are then used to create recommender systems which
in turn can be combined with other recommendation approaches to form hybrid
systems. Contributions 3 and 4 each present standalone and hybrid recommen-
dation approaches, though, they focus on different domains, i.e. learning resource
and movie recommendation, respectively.
Usage-based Item Similarities (RQ 1)
Usage Context
Definition
Association
Measures
Pair-wise item
similarities
Clusters
holding similar
items
Usage-based Recommender Systems (RQ 2)
Standalone
recommender
systems
Hybrid
recommender
systems
RecSys
Output
Figure 1.1: Structure
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1.3 Thesis Structure
Part I: Background
Chapter 2 provides an overview on the state-of-the-art in recommender systemsState-of-the-Art
research focusing on content-based and collaborative filtering approaches as well
as on context-aware and hybrid systems. Thereafter, the requirements for recom-
mendations regarding their diversity, novelty, and serendipity are introduced to
then present systems that deal with these requirements. The chapter closes with a
discussion of the presented approaches and shows the research gap this thesis aims
to fill, i.e. the accurate recommendations of rarely used items.
Chapter 3 describes the fundamentals of this thesis’ core idea, i.e. to represent anCore Idea &
Approach item by its usage contexts or more specifically, by its co-occurring items. The idea
is inspired by the specifications of the context in language as well as in context-
aware computing which are both presented in this chapter. Subsequently, the no-
tion of usage context that is applied in this thesis is specified and discussed in de-
tail, including the specification of association measures to weight and select co-
occurrences. The chapter concludes with a presentation of the two application do-
mains of this thesis, i.e. technology-enhanced learning and movie platforms, and
describes and compares the used test beds.
Part II: Usage-based Item Similarity
Chapter 4 discusses the creation of item representations based on the availableUsage Context-
based Item
Similarity
usage data and describes the calculation of pair-wise item similarities. For example,
it is investigated if the order in which items are accessed by users is of importance
when comparing their usage contexts. In order to evaluate the different approaches
and the suitability of the used association measures, the correlation coefficients be-
tween the resulting usage-based similarities and different semantic metadata-based
similarities are calculated and interpreted. Additionally, a manual comparison is
conducted to balance missing information in the items’ semantic metadata.
Chapter 5 transfers the concept of higher-order co-occurrences from linguistic en-Higher-order
Co-occurrences of
Items
tities used in language to items accessed in usage contexts with the aim to create
homogeneous item clusters. After discussing the possibilities to implement this ap-
proach, the chapter contains an overview and discussion of clustering evaluation
methods. The selected evaluation methods are then applied to judge the quality of
the resulting clusterings and to compare the suitability of the underlying associa-
tion measures.
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Part III: Enhancing Recommender Systems
Chapter 6 discusses the implementation of recommender systems that utilise the Recommendation
of Learning
Resources
results from the previous two chapters, i.e. the pair-wise item similarities and the
item clusters. Thereafter, it shows how these systems can be combined with exist-
ing approaches to form hybrid recommender systems. Finally, the chapter provides
an extensive evaluation and compares the results with state-of-the-art recommen-
der systems that use collaborative as well as content-based filtering techniques.
Chapter 7 discusses the transfer of the usage context-based recommendation ap- Recommendation
of Moviesproach from the TEL test beds that provide extensive usage data to the movie rec-
ommendation test beds that only hold rating data. The results are evaluated against
state-of-the-art recommender systems with a focus on correctly recommending rare-
ly used items and, thus, increasing the aggregate diversity and novelty of the rec-
ommendations.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by reflecting on the experiments and results accord- Conclusion
ing to the research questions. It also contains suggestions on how to adapt the pre-
sented approaches to other application domains. Finally, it presents a discussion
about future work as well as closing remarks.
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Chapter 2
Recommender Systems: A Survey
of the State-of-the-Art
Recommender systems are taking on a steadily growing importance in an expand- Introduction
ing number of domains to filter relevant items for users. Hence, several recommen-
dation techniques have been developed and improved over the past two decades.
This chapter gives an overview of recommendation techniques, i.e. content-based
and collaborative filtering techniques as well as hybrid approaches that combine
different techniques and context-aware systems. Furthermore, the concepts of di-
versity, novelty, and serendipity in recommendations are discussed and a survey of
systems dealing with these concepts is provided. Thereafter, different measures to
evaluate recommender systems are introduced.
2.1 Content-based Filtering
Content-based systems use item profiles holding the items’ attributes and user pro- Content-based
Systemsfiles holding the users’ preferences in order to create recommendations. Item pro-
files can be created automatically, e.g. through keyword extraction from textual
documents, or manually, e.g. for a database of cars holding attributes like brand
and horsepower. User profiles can be built explicitly by asking the users about
their interests or implicitly by considering the users’ activities. In order to cre-
ate recommendations the user profiles are matched against the item profiles and
the most suitable unknown items are recommended. For example: Jane likes the
movies Midnight in Paris and Silver Linings which are both assigned with the genres
comedy, fantasy, and romance. A content-based movie recommender would try to
recommend movies to Jane that hold the same genres. Additionally, the directors
and the actors etc. can be considered as well as keywords from the descriptions of
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the movies’ storylines. This subchapter describes how the items’ contents can be
analysed and how this information is used to build user and item profiles as base
for creating suitable recommendations.
2.1.1 Content Analysis and Item Representation
The basic approach to automatically create an item representation consists in ex-Item
Representation and
the Vector Space
Model
tracting features, e.g. keywords, n-grams, or concepts from it (if the item itself holds
textual elements, e.g. a news article) or its description (e.g. reviews for a movie).
Thus, for each item set or corpus, a vocabulary can be created holding all terms con-
tained in or associated with at least one item. The most obvious approach to create
a vocabulary is to apply natural language processing (NLP) techniques to the items
or their descriptions, e.g. tokenisation, stop word removal, and stemming. Using
the vector space model (VSM) each item is then represented by a vector where each
dimension corresponds to a term from the overall vocabulary. Formally, I denotes
the set of items and D constitutes the dictionary holding all terms that need to be
considered when comparing two items, i.e. the extracted keywords. Thus, each
item i ∈ I is represented by its vector xi ∈ R|D| with xit being the weight wit of
term t ∈ D for item i (Lops et al., 2011). The most famous measure to weight terms
in documents is TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) which is
based on the assumptions that on the one hand, the more often a term occurs in a
document the more representative it is, but that on the other hand, the more often
a term occurs in the entire collection of documents the less relevant it is to discrimi-
nate documents. That is, keywords shall be both representative and discriminative,
see formula 2.1 with freq(t, i) being the frequency of term t in item i or its descrip-
tion and It ⊆ I being the set of all items that contain or are associated with term
t.
wit =
freq(t, i)
maxl∈D freq(l, i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TF
∗ log |I||It|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IDF
(2.1)
The similarity of two items i and j can thus be calculated by applying any vector-
based similarity measure, e.g. the Dice or the Jaccard coefficient (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 2010). The most widely used measure is the cosine similarity, see
formula 2.2.
sim(i, j) =
xTi xj
||xi|| ||xj || =
∑
t∈D wit ∗ wjt√∑
t∈D wit2 ∗
√∑
t∈D wjt2
(2.2)
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An early content-based recommender system relying on keyword extraction and Systems Based on
Keyword Extractionthe VSM is Letizia (Lieberman, 1995). Letizia tracks and analyses a user’s browsing
behaviour, i.e. visited web pages, search queries and clicked links, to anticipate
what items may be of interest to her. Each item, i.e. a web page or a query, is
described by a keyword vector. The user profile holds the keywords of those items
that have been of interest for her in the past, e.g. web pages visited several times.
When creating recommendations the user’s vector is compared to the vectors of
those items she did not visit so far and the items most similar to her user vector
are recommended. Syskill & Webert (Pazzani et al., 1996), another keyword-based
recommender system, also aims to support the user while browsing but relies on
explicit user feedback, i.e. user ratings of web pages. Additionally, Syskill & Webert
create several profiles for a user, one for each topic a web page can belong to. In
order to create the topics, each web page from the training set is represented by
its TF-IDF based vector and each topic is represented by the average of all TF-IDF
vectors of the items that belong to it. A new web page is then assigned to the
topic that has the smallest angle between its vector and the vector of the new web
page. YourNews (Ahn et al., 2007) attempts to recommend the most interesting and
relevant items from 62 RSS news feeds on 8 topics for individual users. In order to
do so, YourNews periodically crawls the RSS feeds and creates weighted (TF-IDF)
term vectors. Similarly to Syskill & Webert, the user model is created using explicit
user feedback.
More sophisticated approaches try to semantically analyse the content using on- Semantic Analysis
Using Ontologiestologies like WordNet1, a database holding semantically and lexically interlinked
English nouns, verbs and adjectives. This way, problems like polysemy (i.e. a word
can have multiple meanings) and synonymy (i.e. multiple words can have the same
meaning) can be overcome. This approach is also known as word sense disam-
biguation, i.e. each occurrence of a word is associated with a specific word sense
by exploiting its context, i.e. the sentence or the whole document it occurs in. The
system described by Lops et al. (2007) performs word sense disambiguation for
nouns using WordNet by calculating the distance between all possible word senses
and choosing those word senses with the shortest accumulated distances for each
sentence (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998). In WordNet, each word sense is repre-
sented by a SYNSET (SYNonym SET) in which each SYNSET consists of a set of
synonymous words representing one concept and each word belongs to as many
SYNSETs as it reveals different meanings. As example, the noun dog inherits seven
different word senses e.g. an informal term for a man (you lucky dog) or a sausage
(hot dog), the noun cat inherits eight different word senses, e.g. a nice guy or a spite-
ful woman gossip. However, both nouns also belong to SYNSETs that are hyponyms
of the SYNSET domestic animal, thus, the shortest path between the nouns cat and
dog amounts to two steps using their meanings as domestic animals. When the re-
spective word senses are found, each item is described by a vector holding weights
1http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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for SYNSETs rather than for keywords. Other content-based recommender sys-
tems that use WordNet for word sense disambiguation are e.g. SiteIF (Magnini
and Strapparava, 2001) that recommends news, SEWeP (Semantic Enhancement
for Web Personalisation, Eirinaki et al., 2003) a web personalising system that ana-
lyses usage logs and the content of visited web pages, and ITR (ITem Recommen-
der, de Gemmis et al., 2007) which recommends items from different domains (e.g.
books, music, and movies).
Another way of semantically analysing content consists in the use of encyclopaedicSemantic Analysis
Using
Encyclopaedic
Knowledge
knowledge sources like DBpedia2 which holds structured and inter-linked know-
ledge extracted from Wikipedia3 or the Open Directory Project4 (ODP) which is a
human-reviewed directory of the web that holds categorised links to quality web
sites (Lops et al., 2011). A system using encyclopaedic knowledge to disambiguate
the meaning of words that refer to real world entities like persons, buildings, or
computer systems, is Wikify! which links extracted keywords to corresponding en-
tries (i.e. pages) in Wikipedia (Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007). Usually, a phrase can be
linked to more than one Wikipedia entry, thus, a link disambiguation using the con-
text needs to be conducted. When the respective entry is identified, the analysed
content can be automatically enriched with information given in Wikipedia. In re-
cent years, several systems using Wikipedia and DBpedia have been published,
e.g. to identify similarities between movies (Lees-Miller et al., 2008), to filter RSS
feeds (Smirnov and Krizhanovsky, 2008), to provide users of a content-based rec-
ommender system with additional information (Semeraro et al., 2009b), or to filter
news based on the users’ Twitter and Facebook profiles that are associated with
Wikipedia entries (Narducci et al., 2013).
An alternative to the automatic extraction of semantic features is manually createdManually Created
Data / Social
Metadata
information. Traditional environments like libraries use the expertise of librarians
or archivists to create metadata about their resources. These metadata typically
contain information such as title, author, and further classifications. Since this pro-
cedure requires the manual creation of the metadata for all resources, it is lengthy
and time consuming and also requires a lot of expertise. Further, maintenance of
the data is problematic as well. One way to avoid such problems is the use of so-
cial metadata like ratings, tags, or comments about items which are created by a
community. The data can be used to create different views on the resources, e.g.
by filtering content which is tagged with a specific keyword or by only displaying
content which is frequently used or highly rated. Tags in particular provide an ef-
fective way to represent user interests and help users to find documents about spe-
cific topics (Li et al., 2008). Thus, this approach can effectively be used for different
media types like images, videos, or audio files where it is still difficult to automati-
2http://dbpedia.org
3http://wikipedia.org
4http://www.dmoz.org/
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cally extract the appropriate semantic features (Duan et al., 2009). A disadvantage
of using social metadata is that it has to be added by a community and, thus, often
contains ambiguous or synonymic tags. Furthermore, it is not assured that each tag
is assigned correctly. Therefore, the user generated tag spaces tend to be sparse and
noisy which makes it challenging to use them for example to compare item profiles
(Lops et al., 2013). Techniques dealing with this problem are tag recommender that
propose tags to users based on an item’s content (Diaz-Aviles et al., 2010) or based
on tags added to the item in other social systems, i.e. cross-tagging (Stewart et al.,
2009).
2.1.2 User Profiles
Most content-based recommender systems hold a model for each user, i.e. a func- User Modelling
tion that predicts the likelihood that the user is interested in a specific item. Com-
monly, these models are trained using the history of the user’s interactions with the
recommendation system (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007). In the following paragraphs,
some models used for learning user profiles in content-based recommendation sys-
tems are presented, i.e. Naı¨ve Bayes, decision trees, and k-nearest neighbour algo-
rithms.
Probabilistic methods create a probabilistic model based on previously observed Probabilistic
Methods and Naı¨ve
Bayes
data. A probabilistic algorithm commonly applied for text classification tasks is the
Naı¨ve Bayes classifier. In order to classify an item i, the class c ∈ C with the highest
probability P (c|i) of i belonging to c is chosen. The estimation of P (c|i) is based on
P (c), the probability of observing an item in class c and P (i|c), the probability of
observing item i given class c, see formula 2.3. The probability P (i) of observing
item i is usually neglected as it is the same for all items (Lops et al., 2011).
P (c|i) = P (c)P (i|c)
P (i)
(2.3)
The value for P (c) can be estimated using the training data. This, however, does
not work for P (i|c) as it is very unlikely to see the same item more than once (Lops
et al., 2011). The procedure of estimating P (i|c) can be simplified by the indepen-
dence assumption of the Naı¨ve Bayes stating that the occurrence of a particular
token t is statistically independent of the occurrence of any other token l given an
item i of class c (Lewis, 1998). Thus, for each token t in item i the probability of
P (t|c) is calculated separately and combined afterwards. There are two frequently
used formulations of Naı¨ve Bayes, i.e. the multivariate Bernoulli that assumes that
each item is represented by a binary vector and is thus best suited for structured
data and the multinomial model that captures word count information and is in-
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tended to be used with unstructured text (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007). Formula 2.4
shows how the multinomial model combines the values of P (t|c) with freq(i, t)
being the frequency of t in i.
P (c|i) = P (c)
∏
t∈i
P (t|c)freq(i,t) (2.4)
Content-based recommender systems using a classifier based on Naı¨ve Bayes are
e.g. NewsDude (Billsus and Pazzani, 1999) that recommends personalised news
stories, LIBRA (Mooney and Roy, 2000), a system for recommending books based
on semantic information available at Amazon.com, and ITR (Semeraro et al., 2009a)
which additionally uses linguistic information offered by WordNet to learn user
profiles.
Decision tree learners recursively partition training data into subgroups by a testDecision Trees
on some feature until the subgroups contain only instances of one class. Prominent
examples include ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) (Quinlan, 1986), its successor C4.5
(Quinlan, 1992) and MARS (Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines) (Friedman,
1991). Given structured data, examples for features used to split the branches are
the cuisine and cost segment for restaurants or the brand, type, and cubic capacity
for cars. Kim et al. (2001) additionally use features of the users, e.g. age, income,
and educational background to create a decision tree linking customer demograph-
ics with preferences for product categories. Based on the predictability and purity
of the decision tree branches, the most promising ones are selected and transferred
into marketing rules. An example of a translated rule is ”If age < 30, gender =
male and education > undergraduate then display Mercedes advertisement, with
accuracy = 0.9 and level = 3”. An often used feature in the context of text clas-
sification is the absence or presence of a word or phrase. However, the decision
trees’ tendency to base classifications on as few tests as possible can lead to a poor
performance in text classification tasks which frequently involve a large number of
relevant features (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007).
Nearest neighbour algorithms compare an unseen item to all items stored in theNearest Neighbours
training data. The label of the item is then derived from its k-nearest neighbours.
When using structured data, the Euclidian distance is commonly used, whereas for
unstructured text data, the cosine similarity has proven successful. Even though k-
nearest neighbours (knn) algorithms are quite effective they are time-consuming at
run time as they do not require a training phase (Lops et al., 2011). A system using
a knn algorithm is the Daily Learner (Billsus et al., 2000), a learning agent helping
users to access news that are interesting for them. The Daily Learner maintains
two profiles for each user to model the user’s long-term and short-term interests,
respectively. The short-term model that must be able to adjust more rapidly to
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the user’s changing interests is based on a knn model using the full text of the
currently used news stories, whereas the long-term model is based on a model that
requires a training phase (Naı¨ve Bayes Classifier) and cannot be adjusted instantly
to represent the user’s general interests.
Other approaches used for text classification and user profile learning include lin- Linear Classifiers
and Relevance
Feedback
ear classifiers and relevance feedback. Linear classifiers learn linear decision bound-
aries (such as hyperplanes) to separate items in a multi-dimensional space, e.g.
support vector machines (SVM) that have proven to perform particularly well on
text classification tasks (Joachims, 1998). Relevance feedback is used in information
retrieval to help the users in incrementally refining their queries. The adoption of
relevance feedback to text categorisation is known as Rocchio’s formula where each
document is represented through a vector holding TF-IDF weighted terms and each
class is represented through a prototype vector combing its document vectors. An
unseen document is then assigned to the class with the smallest distance between
item and class vector. Examples for content-based systems using relevance feed-
back are YourNews (Ahn et al., 2007) that bases on open and editable user profiles
to filter news from RSS feeds as well as the personalised recommender system in-
troduced in (Chen et al., 2013) that uses tag-based online relevance feedback to
create movie recommendations.
2.1.3 Conclusion
The content-based approach has several advantages, e.g. user independence, the Advantages
unproblematic inclusion of new items, and transparency. Since content-based rec-
ommender systems exploit only the user profiles of the active users and compare
them to the items’ profiles to calculate recommendations, it is independent from
the completeness of other user profiles. When a new item is added to the database,
its content is analysed and based thereupon it can directly be recommended to a
user and does not need to be rated by other users first. Finally, the content-based
approach is very transparent, this is to say, the users are able to easily understand
why they received certain recommendations which makes the recommendations
more trustworthy.
Disadvantages of the content-based approach include the limitation of content ana- Disadvantages
lysis, over-specialisation, and the new user problem. The automatic discovery of
semantic features to describe items has several limitations, especially when it has
to deal with multilingual content or when almost no content information is given,
e.g. when recommending unclassified photos. Additionally, no subjective informa-
tion such as the quality of the design of a web page or of a movie can be considered.
When enough content information is given to describe the items, content-based rec-
ommender systems tend to overspecialise as they only recommend items similar to
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the ones the user already liked. Finally, when the recommender system is based
on implicit or explicit ratings, the profile of a new user needs to evolve first before
suitable recommendations can be created.
2.2 Collaborative Filtering
Systems based on collaborative filtering do not consider semantic attributes of theIntroduction
items or the users but solely make use of the users’ ratings on items. Here, the
ratings can be explicit (e.g. rate a book with 3 stars) or implicit (e.g. visit a site, listen
to a song). This subchapter starts with a description of classic neighbourhood-
based collaborative filtering techniques, i.e. user- and item-based approaches, to
then present more recent techniques based on matrix factorisation.
2.2.1 Neighbourhood-based Collaborative Filtering
Recommender systems based on the neighbourhood automate the word-of-mouthWord-of-Mouth
Principle principle where a person relies on the opinion of friends or other like-minded per-
sons to decide on the value of an item, e.g. whether or not to buy a book or watch a
movie. As example, Amy wants to go to the movies but cannot decide which film
to watch. She knows that John has a similar taste as they both like Django Unchained
but dislike To Rome with Love etc. whereas Tina likes horror and action movies and
Amy does not. Thus, Amy decides to ask John for his opinion on current movies
and does not consider Tina’s position. This depicts the idea behind user-based col-
laborative filtering where for each user the most similar users are identified and
only their ratings are considered to create recommendations. Item-based collab-
orative filtering is based on the same data, i.e. implicit and explicit user ratings
but calculates the similarities between items based on common users. Thus, a user
gets recommendations for items that are most similar to her positively rated items
according to the other users’ ratings (Desrosiers and Karypis, 2011).
Formally, user-based collaborative filtering approaches predict a rating rui of a userUser-based
Collaborative
Filtering
u ∈ U for an item i ∈ I by considering all ratings of that item given by the k most
similar users to u. In order to include enough ratings to make a reasonable rating
prediction, the k most similar users are selected from the subset Ui ⊆ U , i.e. the
users that actually rated i. Thus, the similarities between u and all other users in Ui
must be calculated first. The set of items that were actually rated by u is denoted
by Iu. The similarity of two users u and v is predicted by comparing their ratings
on items rated by both users, i.e. Iu ∩ Iv = Iuv. This is to say, if two users often
rate items similarly good or similarly bad they receive a high similarity score. The
k most similar users to u that rated i are denoted with Ni(u). The predicted rating
is then calculated by combining the ratings on i of the users inNi(u). The probably
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most prominent example for user-based collaborative filtering is the MovieLens5
movie recommendation web site.
Item-based collaborative filtering approaches predict the rating rui based on the Item-based
Collaborative
Filtering
ratings of user u for the k most similar items to i. Hereby, the k most similar items
are selected from the set of items that were actually rated by u, i.e. Iu. Thus, the
similarities between item i and all other items in Iu must be calculated to select the
neighbours of i. The similarity between two items i and j is predicted by compar-
ing their ratings given by users that rated both items, i.e. Ui ∩ Uj = Uij . This is to
say, items that are often rated similarly by the same users get a higher similarity
value than items that are often rated differently or that do not share users at all.
The calculation of the item pair similarities is often done offline and the similarities
are stored in an item-item similarity table that is used as input for the online rating
prediction. This is an advantage to the calculation of user similarities which must
be done online as otherwise the current context of the active user, e.g. items put
in the shopping cart, would not be considered for the recommendations. The pre-
dicted rating is then calculated by first selecting the k most similar items to i that
were rated by u which are denoted by Nu(i) and second by combining the ratings
of u for items in Nu(i). Item-based collaborative filtering was introduced first by
Linden et al. (2003) for the use on Amazon.com.
Similarity Calculation
The performance of neigbourhood-based approaches depends to a large extent on Cosine Similarity
the underlying measure used when calculating the similarities between users and
items, respectively. The most famous similarity measures used for collaborative
filtering are presented in this subchapter, i.e. the cosine similarity, the Pearson cor-
relation, the adjusted cosine similarity, and the Spearman rank correlation. In in-
formation retrieval, items are generally represented as vectors and their pair-wise
similarities are calculated by applying any vector-based similarity with the cosine
similarity being the most prominent, as already shown in subsection 2.1. Users and
items in recommender systems based on collaborative filtering can be handled the
same way. A user u can be represented by vector xu ∈ R|I| with xui = rui if u rated
i or 0 otherwise. Similarly, an item i can be represented by xi ∈ R|U|. Formula
2.5 depicts how the similarity of the two users u and v is calculated using the co-
sine similarity. The similarity calculation of two items using this approach is done
analogous.
C(u, v) =
xTu xv
||xu|| ||xv|| =
∑
i∈Iuv rui rvi√∑
i∈Iu r
2
ui
√∑
i∈Iv r
2
vi
(2.5)
5http://www.movielens.org/
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The Pearson correlation (PC) similarity does not compare the absolute user ratingsPearson Correlation
Similarity as the cosine similarity but measures the extend to which two variables linearly
relate with each other. This is to say, it considers the fact that all users have their
own rating scheme and some users tend to give higher or lower ratings than others
even if they love or hate an item in the same way. Thus, the Pearson correlation
similarity is able to outperform the cosine similarity and has established itself as
standard for the calculation of similarities in user-based collaborative filtering sys-
tems (Desrosiers and Karypis, 2011). Formula 2.6 depicts how the similarity be-
tween two users is calculated in consideration of the differences in the mean of the
users’ ratings.
PC(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)(rvi − r¯v)√∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)2
√∑
i∈Iuv(rvi − r¯v)2
(2.6)
In item-based collaborative filtering systems, it is beneficial to consider the users’Adjusted Cosine
Similarity rating variances as well and the Pearson Correlation similarity can be calculated
analogous by exchanging the users’ means by the items’ means. However, since
the differences in the rating scales of different users are more characteristic than the
differences in ratings given to individual items, it has shown to be more appropriate
to compare ratings that are centred to their user mean instead to their item mean
(Symeonidis et al., 2006). Formula 2.7 shows the adjusted cosine (AC) similarity, a
modified version of the Pearson correlation similarity which compares user mean-
centered ratings, which is commonly used in item-based systems.
AC(i, j) =
∑
u∈Uij (rui − r¯u)(ruj − r¯u)√∑
u∈Uij (rui − r¯u)
2
√∑
u∈Uij (ruj − r¯u)
2
(2.7)
Several other similarity measures have been proposed in the last years (Su andOther Similarity
Measures Khoshgoftaar, 2009). Examples are the mean squared difference and the Spearman
rank correlation. The mean squared difference defines the similarity between two
users as the inverse of their squared average rating difference based on the items
rated by both users. Analogous it can be used for items (Shardanand and Maes,
1995). However, in most cases it is inferior to the Pearson correlation (Desrosiers
and Karypis, 2011). The Spearman rank correlation (SRC) does not use the concrete
rating values but the positions of the items in the users’ ranking lists arising from
their given ratings. Formula 2.8 shows the similarity calculation of the users u and
v using the Spearman rank correlation with pui being the position of item i in the
ranking list of user u and p¯ being the mean of all positions in the user’s ranking list
to consider the length of the ranking list as well. An advantage of the SRC is that
the users’ personal rating schemes do not impact the rating prediction and thus, no
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rating normalisation needs to take place. However, when only a few rating values
are pre-defined, the Spearman rank correlation is not appropriate since no ranking
can be defined between items rated with the same rating.
SRC(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iuv(pui − p¯u)(pvi − p¯v)√∑
i∈Iuv(pui − p¯u)2
√∑
i∈Iuv(pvi − p¯v)2
(2.8)
Rating Prediction
The most obvious approach to create an estimated rating rˆui by a user u on an item Simple Weight
Averagei is by creating the weighted average of all ratings given to i by the neighbourhood
of u, i.e. Ni(u) (for user-based approaches), respectively by combining all ratings
given by u to the neighbourhood of i, i.e. Nu(i) (for item-based approaches) (Su
and Khoshgoftaar, 2009). Formula 2.9 depicts this approach for the item-based
approach with wij being the similarity weight of the items i and j.
rˆui =
∑
j∈Nu(i)wij ruj∑
j∈Nu(i) |wij |
(2.9)
When ratings from different users are combined, as it is done in user-based ap- User Mean
Centeringproaches, the adoption of rating normalisation techniques has proven successful
(Howe and Forbes, 2008). One possibility to do so is the user-mean-centering, see
formula 2.10, with r¯u being the average of user u’s ratings. Here, the deviation of a
rating from the user’s mean is considered rather than the absolute rating value. By
adding the weight rating deviations to the average rating of user u, the ratings are
adapted to her rating scale (Desrosiers and Karypis, 2011).
rˆui = r¯u +
∑
v∈Ni(u)wuv (rvj − r¯v)∑
v∈Ni(u) |wuv|
(2.10)
Z-score normalisation (Herlocker et al., 1999) considers the spread in the individual Z-score
Normalisationratings of a user u, i.e. the standard deviation σu, additionally to the user’s mean
rating. This is to say, it is more outstanding when a user with a mean rating of 3.5
and a standard deviation of 0.5 rates an item with 5 stars as when a user with the
same mean rating but a standard deviation of 1.5 gives such a high rating to an item.
Formula 2.11 shows how a rating can be calculated using the z-score normalisation
in the user-based approach.
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rˆui = r¯u + σu
∑
v∈Ni(u)wuv(rvi − r¯v) / σv∑
v∈Ni(u) |wuv|
(2.11)
The use of a normalisation scheme can have undesirable effects. For example, thereSelection of a
Normalisation
Scheme
might be users who only rate items they like a lot and thus give only high ratings,
e.g. 4 and 5 out of 5 stars. Using a normalisation technique, one might think these
users dislike the items they rated with only 4 stars. Additionally, a standard devia-
tion from 0 can lead to undefined results. However, in most cases, the use of a nor-
malisation scheme improves the rating calculation, especially when the rating data
are not overly sparse (Howe and Forbes, 2008). User mean centering and z-score
normalisation have been found to give comparable results at which z-score nor-
malisation is preferable when the rating scale has a wide range of discrete values
or is continuous (Desrosiers and Karypis, 2011).
User- vs. Item-based Collaborative Filtering
Both approaches presented in this subchapter share the advantage that no seman-Common
Advantages and
Disadvantages
tic information about the items is needed but only the rating data. Additionally,
the recommendations are based on a word-of-mouth principle which means that
cross-genre niches can be identified and, thus, there is only a small risk of over-
specialisation. However, for both approaches, the new user problem still exists and
the new item problem, i.e. an item needs to be rated first before it can be recom-
mended, is introduced (Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009). When choosing between a
user-based and an item-based approach, one must consider several factors, e.g. the
accuracy, efficiency, stability, and justifiability.
In terms of accuracy the user-item ratio must be considered. If a system holds muchAccuracy
more users than items, it is advisable to choose an item-based approach and vice
versa. This is due to the fact that in a system with much more users than items and
a given number of ratings, the user vectors are on average more sparse than the
item vectors and the similarity calculations get the more accurate the more ratings
the compared vectors hold (Fouss et al., 2007).
The efficiency depends on the amount of users and items as well, however, since theEfficiency
calculation of the item pair similarities can be done offline, item-based approaches
tend to be quicker and to scale more easily than user-based approaches (Sarwar
et al., 2001). One approach to handle the scalability problem of user-based ap-
proaches is to reduce the data size. This can for example be done by comparing
each user to only a small group of other users, by using a smaller range of items for
the comparison of users, or by ignoring very popular and very unpopular items.
While these approaches might lead to better scaling, they usually worsen the rec-
ommendation quality, though (Linden et al., 2003).
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Additionally to the user-item ratio, the frequency of change in users and items must Stability
be considered as well. For example, in a system in which the available items are
constantly changing, e.g. in a news recommender, it is advisable to choose a user-
based approach. On the contrary, if the available items are relatively static com-
pared to the system’s users, an item-based approach may be preferable (Desrosiers
and Karypis, 2011).
It has been shown that users trust more in a recommended item when they under- Justifiability
stand why exactly this item was recommended to them (Herlocker et al., 2000). In
an item-based approach, the items that were used to create a recommendation can
be shown to the user. Additionally, the users can be given the option of modifying
the list of considered items or the weights as e.g. done in Amazon.com. This is not
possible in user-based approaches without violating the users’ privacy (Desrosiers
and Karypis, 2011).
2.2.2 Matrix Factorisation for Collaborative Filtering
Matrix Factorisation (MF) models try to characterise users and items using auto- Matrix Factorisation
Modelsmatically discovered latent factors. Those factors might refer to obvious dimen-
sions (e.g. the genres of movies), less well defined dimensions (e.g. the quirkiness
of movies), as well as completely uninterpretable dimensions. Models that are in-
duced by matrix factorisation are also often referred to as Single Value Decomposi-
tion (SVD) models to which they are closely related. However, conventional SVD is
undefined if the knowledge about the matrix that is to be decomposed is not com-
plete, i.e. if the matrix contains missing values (Koren et al., 2009). Therefore, the
approaches applying pure SVD need to fill the original matrix with (mean) values
before the analysis.
Formally, for a set of users U and a set of items I the user-item-rating matrix R is
of size |U| x |I| with Rui = rui if user u rated item i or 0 otherwise. MF aims to
decompose R in the two matrices P and Q using k latent factors such that P is of
size |U| x k, Q is of size |I| x k, and the inner product of P andQ approximatesR,
see equation 2.12.
R ≈ QT x P (2.12)
Each item i ∈ I is associated with a vector qi = (Qi1,Qi2, ...,Qik)T with Qij ∈ R
that measures the extent to which the item bears the factors of the space. Add-
itionally, each user u ∈ U is associated with a vector pu = (Pu1,Pu2, ...,Puk)T with
Puj ∈ R that measures the extent of interest the user has in the corresponding fac-
tors. The resulting dot product represents the user’s overall interest in the item’s
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characteristics, i.e. the estimated rating, see equation 2.13 (Au Yeung and Iwata,
2011).
rˆui = q
T
i pu =
k∑
j=1
qijpju (2.13)
In order to learn the matrices Q and P, the system initialises Q and P (e.g. withError Regularisation
random values) and then adapts the matrix components sequentially to minimise
the average squared error of all estimated ratings based on the known rating values.
It has proven successful to regularise the squared errors to prevent overfitting, see
equation 2.14.
eui = (rui − qTi pu)2 + λ(||qi||2 + ||pu||2) (2.14)
The constant λ defines the degree of regularisation and is usually quite small (Ko-
ren and Bell, 2011). The system that won the Netflix Prize6, a challenge for rec-
ommending movies based on rating data, made use of matrix factorisation and a
regularisation constant of 0.02 that was determined by cross-validation (Bell et al.,
2007a).
Methods used to calculate how the matrices need to be adapted in order to min-Learning
Algorithms imise the regularised squared error are for example stochastic gradient descent
(Funk, 2006) and alternating least squares (Hu et al., 2008). Stochastic gradient
descent optimisation loops through all given ratings, calculates the prediction er-
ror and then modifies the parameters by a magnitude proportional to the learning
rate γ in the opposite direction of the gradient, see equation 2.15.
qi ← qi + γ ∗ (eui ∗ pu − λ ∗ qi)
pu ← pu + γ ∗ (eui ∗ qi − λ ∗ pu)
(2.15)
The learning rate γ must be chosen carefully, too small a value can lead to a slow
convergence rate while too big a value is probable to impair the prediction accu-
racy. Several strategies have been proposed and tested to determine the most suit-
able γ, e.g. the Deterministic Step Size Adaption (DSSA), the Incremental Delta Bar
Delta (IDBD), the Stochastic Meta Decent (SMD), and the Gradient Cosine Adap-
tion (GCA) (Luo et al., 2013). As example, in the case of the aforementioned Net-
flix Prize winning system, the learning rate was set to 0.001. The alternating least
6http://www.netflixprize.com/
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squares (ALS) approach conducts the optimisation by alternately fixing one of the
unknowns (i.e. qi and pu) to create a quadratic problem that can be solved using the
method of least squares (Koren et al., 2009). ALS is preferable to stochastic gradi-
ent descent if the system is able to use parallelisation or if the user-item matrixR is
relatively full which is often the case when implicit data are used (Hu et al., 2008)
In order to deal with distorting effects, e.g. the users’ subjective rating scales or Normalisation
Using Biasesmassive advertisement for some items, MF techniques can be adapted to consider
biases. Equation 2.16 illustrates the calculation of the estimated rating rˆui consider-
ing the overall rating average µ, the user bias bu, the item bias bi, and the user-item
interaction qTi pu, i.e. the overall user’s interest in the item’s characteristics (Koren
and Bell, 2011).
rˆui = µ+ bi + bu + q
T
i pu (2.16)
As example, if the overall rating score over all movies is 3.5 stars, if the movie
Midnight in Paris tends to be rated 0.5 star above the average, and if Julia is a critical
user who tends to rate 0.25 stars under the average, then the biased-based estimate
for Julia’s rating of Midnight in Paris would be 3.75 (i.e. 3.5 + 0.5 - 0.25) stars. When
adding the user-item interaction (Julia and the movie Midnight in Paris are both
placed high on the fantasy and romance dimensions) the estimated rating can be
adjusted e.g. to 4.5. The accurate modelling of the biases is crucial, hence, more
elaborated bias models have been invented and the biases can be adapted as well
in the error minimisation process when the matrices P and Q are learnt (Koren,
2009).
MF-based systems are also able to integrate additional information, e.g. a set of Additional Input
Streamsuser attributes A(u) like gender, age group, zip code, etc., which might help to
overcome the cold start problem. Each attribute a ∈ A(u) is represented by a vector
ya ∈ Rk that expresses the extend to which an attribute reveals the preference for
specific dimensions. For example, users in the age range of 12-16 are more likely to
value Anime movies than users in the age range of 50-60. Equation 2.17 shows the
integration of the attributes. Additional attribute sets describing the users or the
items can be included in the same way (Koren and Bell, 2011).
rˆui = µ+ bi + bu + q
T
i [pu +
∑
a∈A(u)
ya] (2.17)
Several other features can be considered as well, for example temporal dynamics
and confidence values. Temporal dynamics affect user preferences (because users
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change their preferences over time) and item popularity (because it can be depen-
dant on the season and other factors like the release of a sequel) as discussed in
(Koren, 2009). Confidence values indicate how certain a MF system is in an esti-
mated rating and, thus, the ratings can be weighted accordingly when learning the
matrices (Hu et al., 2008).
Several refinements and extensions for creating models using latent factors haveAlgorithms and
Implementations been proposed in the last years. For example, Luo et al. (2013) propose different
learning rate adapting strategies to maintain a good balance between accuracy and
convergence rate, Zhuang et al. (2013) present a parallel stochastic gradient des-
cent method for shared memory systems to reduce the cache load, and Zhang et al.
(2014) propose to include additional information into the learning process, e.g. by
using different biases for different movie genres. Some of the most popular and
successful algorithms were implemented in openly available libraries to ensure an
easy use of these approaches and a better comparability to new approaches. Two
famous and extensive libraries are PREA7 (Personalised Recommendation Algo-
rithms, Lee et al., 2012) and MyMediaLite8 (Gantner et al., 2011). The PREA toolkit
is a free, open-source software that can be used under the terms of the Free BSD
License and was developed by the Statistical Machine Learning and Visualisation
Lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Additionally to baseline (e.g. user- or
item-average) and neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering techniques, it offers
a broad range of techniques using latent factors, i.e. regularised single value de-
composition (SVD), non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF), probabilistic matrix
factorisation (PMF), and Bayesian probabilistic matrix factorisation (BPMF). The
SVD approach is a basic MF approach using biases and regularisation (Paterek,
2007). The NMF approach decomposites the original matrix in two matrices that
only hold positive values (Lee and Seung, 2000). The probabilistic techniques PMF
and BPMF try to model the regularisation using adaptive prior probability distri-
butions (Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2007) or Bayesian approaches (Salakhutdinov
and Mnih, 2008) to prevent over-fitting. MyMediaLite is an open source library
of recommender system algorithms that can be used under the terms of the GNU
General Public License (GPL). Additionally to various other approaches that do
not use latent factors, it offers standard matrix factorisation (MF), factorised matrix
factorisation (FMF) based on the results of the Netflix Prize Winners (Bell et al.,
2007b), and biased matrix factorisation (BMF) using probabilistic modelling based
on (Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme, 2008; Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2007).
Matrix factorisation methods have become popular since in the majority of casesAdvantages and
Disadvantages they are superior to the neighbourhood-based approaches in terms of accuracy (Ko-
ren et al., 2009). Additionally, it is easy to include multiple forms of feedback, tem-
poral dynamics, and confidence levels (Bell et al., 2007a). A disadvantage of latent
7http://prea.gatech.edu/
8http://www.mymedialite.net/
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factor approaches is the model building phase which can be expensive. Further-
more, not all models allow an incremental update but need to be built from scratch
as soon as new data need to be incorporated. Thus, a trade-off between predic-
tion performance and scalability must be found (Luo et al., 2013). Similarly to the
neighbourhood-based models, the more ratings are given for users and items, the
more accurate the predicted ratings are, thus, the new user and new item problems
remain (Karimi et al., 2012; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009).
2.3 Hybrid Recommender Systems
A hybrid recommender is a system that combines multiple recommendation tech- Introduction
niques to produce its output. Thus, it exerts the advantages from more than one
technique while the drawbacks of single techniques can be compensated. Burke
(2007) describes several approaches to combine recommender systems which are
discussed in the sections that follow, i.e. weighted hybrid, mixed hybrid, switching
hybrid, cascade hybrid, and feature augmentation hybrid.
A weighted hybrid combines the scores of all used recommendation techniques us- Weighted Hybrid
ing a weighting scheme to calculate the final score for each candidate item. In the
case that one or more recommendation techniques are not able to create a rating
for all possible user-item combinations, it must be decided if the intersection or
the union of the items that hold scores from at least one recommender is consid-
ered as candidate set for the creation of the recommendations. Using the intersec-
tion has the disadvantage that the candidate set might be too small whereas if the
union is used, the hybrid must handle missing values when combining the different
scores (Burke, 2002). An example for a weighted hybrid is the event recommender
proposed by Khrouf and Troncy (2013) which combines user-based collaborative
filtering and content-based filtering that is based on the item profiles comprising
for example information about the place and time the events take place. Hornung
et al. (2013) even combine three approaches in order to recommend music, i.e. item-
based collaborative filtering and two content-based filtering approaches in which
one is tag- and the other one is season-based.
A mixed hybrid does not combine the scores calculated by the different recom- Mixed Hybrid
mendation techniques but displays the recommended items in a combined way.
The most simple way of combining different recommendation lists is by displaying
them in an alternating way. More sophisticated approaches base their selection on
the confidence values that were assigned to each estimated rating by the respec-
tive recommender system (Burke, 2007). The design of the mixed hybrid has the
advantage that no strategy for dealing with missing rating values is needed and,
thus, it can easily be used even if the underlying data are sparse. That is also the
reason why Smyth and Cotter (2000) decided to use a mixed hybrid when combin-
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ing a content-based and a collaborative filtering approach to create personalised
television listings.
A switching hybrid only displays the recommendations from one single recom-Switching Hybrid
mendation technique. In order to select the most promising technique, each rec-
ommender is rated in terms of confidence based on the actual recommendation
situation. The design of the switching criteria is crucial for the performance of
the whole system. Some switching hybrids use the confidence values that are pro-
duced by the recommendation techniques themselves such as NewsDude (Billsus
and Pazzani, 1999) that recommends personalised news stories and maintains two
models per user to represent the short- and the long-term interests. Other switching
hybrids use external criteria, e.g. demographic or behavioural information about
the users like the Duine system that creates recommendations for television shows
(van Setten, 2005).
Cascade hybrids are based on a hierarchical model in which the first recommenderCascade Hybrid
defines the candidate set and the initial scores for the candidates and each following
recommender can further limit this set and refine the calculated scores. An example
of a cascade hybrid is the Entree´ system that recommends restaurants in Chicago
(Burke, 2002). In a first step, a rule-based recommender determines the candidate
restaurants based on features like cuisine, price, style, atmosphere, and occasion.
Then, a collaborative filtering approach selects the most promising restaurants to
be recommended. Context-aware systems that apply pre-filtering (as shown here)
or post-filtering (i.e. filtering the recommendation results based on contextual fea-
tures) can be considered to be cascade hybrids as well (see section 2.4 and Panniello
et al., 2014).
Feature augmentation denotes the process of expanding the underlying knowledgeFeature
Augmentation
Hybrid
base, i.e. each contributing recommender adds features to the items’ descriptions.
The process of directly augmenting the user-item matrix with rating predictions is
also known as imputation-boosted recommendation. Melville et al. (2002) intro-
duced content-boosted collaborative filtering which is probable the most famous
feature augmented hybrid / imputation-boosted recommender system. First, the
system tries to predict every missing rating in the user-item-rating matrix using
a content-based approach. Thereafter, the recommendations are calculated using
a collaborative filtering approach and the filled up matrix is then used as input
for any recommendation technique. This approach was often used and adapted in
order to enhance recommender systems, e.g. in the recipe recommender proposed
by Forbes and Zhu (2011) that first performs content-based data imputation to then
apply matrix factorisation on the content-boosted user-item-rating matrix.
There is not one hybrid system superior to the others; the combination of recom-Conclusion
mender techniques mainly depends on the given task and data. The weighted hy-
brid is probable the most simple one, however, it is not recommended to use when
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the data are sparse. The successful use of a mixed hybrid requires the combination
of equally strong recommender techniques (if the items are selected alternately)
or the creation of a confidence score for each estimated rating. The benefit of a
switching hybrid depends on the ability to design a sufficient switching criterion,
e.g. different recommender systems for different age groups. The cascade hybrid
can be advised to be used when recommender techniques are combined that are
not equally strong. The strongest recommender is then used to select the candidate
sets and the weaker recommender systems are only able to refine the ratings. Fea-
ture augmentation is an expensive process and not desired side effects are possible,
however, the use of feature augmentation can also drastically improve the rating
process when the first recommender techniques are able to create quality data. Con-
cluding, according to Konstan and Riedl (2012), the integration of content-based,
collaborative, and context-based recommendation techniques is a key challenge in
recommender systems research that needs to be investigated.
2.4 Context-aware Recommender Systems
Context-aware recommender systems do not only focus on the items, the users, Introduction
and their interactions, but also consider contextual information such as time, loca-
tion, weather, company, etc. For example, a context-aware travel recommender can
provide different vacation recommendations based on the season and the travel
group (e.g. family, friends, or newly married couple). A detailed discussion about
the definition of the term context is given in chapter 3. Generally, context-aware
recommender systems are either based on contextual pre-filtering, contextual post-
filtering, or contextual modelling (Panniello et al., 2014).
Contextual pre-filtering describes the process of contextualising the data that is Contextual
Pre-filteringused as input for the recommender system, i.e. the current context is used for select-
ing the relevant set of data records. As example, if a user plans to go to the movies
with her minor children, a context-aware movie recommender using pre-filtering
will base its recommendations solely on ratings given by users that watched the
rated movie together with minor children. Thus, a context-aware recommender
system applying pre-filtering is a hybrid system and as such, the pre-filtering can be
combined with any recommendation technique (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011).
Since the pre-filtering can result in a dramatic loss of training data, Adomavicius
et al. (2005) propose context generalisation, e.g. generalise specific days of the week
into the more general concepts of weekday and weekend. The generalisation can be
done manually using expert knowledge or by using machine learning algorithms at
which the complexity depends on the number of filters. Systems using contextual
pre-filtering are for example proposed by Ahn et al. (2006) to recommend adver-
tisement to mobile users and by Baltrunas and Ricci (2013) who split each item into
several sub-items based on its different contexts.
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Context-aware recommender systems based on contextual post-filtering calculateContextual
Post-filtering the predicted ratings based on the entire data set to then filter out irrelevant items
or to re-rank the results according to the user’s current context. When the filtering
approach is chosen, those items are neglected that do not hold a significant number
of the characteristics defined in the filters, e.g. movies without a favourite actor or
director are filtered out. In the ranking approach, the candidate items are re-ranked
based on how many of the relevant characteristics they exhibit, e.g. a movie that is
directed by a favourite film director and in which a favourite actors plays a major
role is ranked higher than a movie with a favourite actor that is directed by any
film director (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011). Panniello et al. (2009) conducted
an experimental comparison of a pre- and the two post-filtering methods (filtering
and ranking) using several e-commerce data sets. This comparison showed that
there is not one approach superior to the others but that the performance depends
on the specific application.
In contrast, the contextual modelling does not describe the contextualisation ofContextual
Modelling the data but of the recommendation function itself. That implies a switch from
a 2-dimensional (2D) recommender based on the 2D user-item-rating matrix to a
multi-dimensional (MD) recommender that includes additional dimensions for the
different context attributes (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011). An example for a
contextual MD recommender system that provides recommendations for restau-
rants considering the users’ context is given in (Oku et al., 2006). They extend the
value space by adding one axis for each context feature and then apply a support
vector machine (SVM) approach to classify the restaurants as relevant or not rele-
vant according to the user and her context. Additionally, Adomavicius et al. (2005)
show how 2D model-based recommendation approaches can be directly extended
to handle additional dimensions. Panniello et al. (2014) compare several contex-
tual pre-filtering, post-filtering and modelling approaches by evaluating their rec-
ommendations in terms of accuracy and diversity for different tasks in different
domains. While none of the methods performs best in all experimental settings,
the contextual modelling approaches tend to perform better than the pre- and post-
filtering approaches.
It has been shown that context does matter in recommender systems to enable aConclusion
system to recommend the most suitable items to its users (Panniello et al., 2014;
Baltrunas and Ricci, 2009; Ahn et al., 2006). Though, the field of context-aware sys-
tems is still relatively new and under-explored (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011).
Additionally, there are no big standard data sets yet in order to compare different
context-aware approaches even though several data sets were temporarily avail-
able in scope with the CARS (context-aware recommender systems) workshop se-
ries (Adomavicius and Jannach, 2013).
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2.5 Diversity, Novelty, and Serendipity
In order to satisfy and positively surprise its users, a recommender system needs Introduction
to recommend relevant items the users will like and most probably would not have
found on their own. Thus, besides accuracy, other characteristics such as diversity,
novelty, and serendipity must be considered as well (Taramigkou et al., 2013; Shani
and Gunawardana, 2011; Konstan et al., 2006). In this section, these concepts are
shortly addressed and an overview of systems dealing with them is given.
2.5.1 Individual Diversity
The individual diversity denotes the diversity of the items in a user’s recommenda- Specification of
Individual Diversitytion list. For example, a movie recommendation list holding movies from different
genres is more diverse and probably more interesting to and satisfying for a user
than a list holding only recommendations for action movies or romantic comedies.
However, while the diversity of the items in a recommendation list should be as
high as possible, the opposite holds true for each item in the list and the respective
user (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
The most common strategy for optimising this similarity-diversity trade-off con- Diversification
Using Semantic
Features
sists in selecting one item after another depending on the quality of the items. An
item’s quality is composed of its similarity to the query, i.e. the user profile, and
its diversity to the items already contained in the recommendation list. After one
item is selected the quality of the items not selected so far is recalculated. Thus,
the recommended items are as similar as possible to the query while being as di-
verse as possible to each other. Bradley and Smyth (2001) proposed this approach
for a content-based recommender, thus, calculating the similarity of the items is
straightforward. Ziegler et al. (2005) adopted this approach as topic diversification
for a collaborative filtering recommender systems and used a taxonomy provided
by Amazon.com to calculate the similarity of the items.
The dependency on auxiliary semantic information restricts the application domain Diversification
Using Latent
Factors
of the presented approaches. However, latent factors can be used as well for the
diversification of recommendation lists which has been shown by Shi et al. (2012).
Additionally, they do not aim to create recommendation lists that are as diverse as
possible but as diverse as needed according to the interest range of each user. Thus,
the more someone is interested in various topics, e.g. in different music or movie
genres, the more diverse her recommendations will be.
All presented approaches have in common that they try to avoid overspecialisa- Conclusion
tion. This is important because users that are caught in a similarity hole (McNee
et al., 2006) or in a filter bubble (Pariser, 2012) and, thus, only receive recommen-
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dations for the same kind of movie or only songs from the same artist tend to be
unsatisfied with the recommender system (Taramigkou et al., 2013). Though, ne-
glecting the obvious recommendations and pushing items with probable lower es-
timated ratings in the recommendation lists also means to take the risk of lowering
the accuracy and a trade-off must be aspired.
2.5.2 Aggregate Diversity
The aggregate diversity describes the total number of distinct items recommendedSpecification of
Aggregate Diversity among all users. Improving the individual diversity does not mean improving
the aggregate diversity. For example, if each user gets recommendations for the
same 10 movies from 10 different genres, the individual diversity is high, but the
aggregate diversity is still low. Increasing the aggregate diversity has several ad-
vantages. For example, it has been shown that popular items are recommended
disproportionately often because they provide extensive usage data and, thus, can
be recommended to more users (Zhang, 2009; Fleder and Hosanagar, 2007). How-
ever, a system focussing on providing a wider range of items and not mainly popu-
lar items more likely recommends novel and diverse items to its users which often
favour recommendations that are for items they would not have thought of by
themselves (McNee et al., 2006; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). A large recent
study analysing rating data shows that, for instance in the case of movies, users
regularly give high ratings to niche items, suggesting that users value speciality
items (Goel et al., 2010).
A broader range of recommended items is not only important for the users’ satis-Long Tail
faction but plays an important role in online stores as well (Goldstein and Gold-
stein, 2006). Many markets have historically been dominated by a small number of
bestselling products (Pareto Principle, Brynjolfsson et al., 2011). Internet markets,
though, exhibit a significantly less concentrated sales distribution. Anderson (2006)
describes the phenomenon that niche products can grow to become a large share of
total sales as The Long Tail. There are two explanations for this phenomenon. First,
an online store can easily offer a larger number of items than a traditional store.
Second, by using tools such as recommender systems, users can be encouraged to
buy items they would not have found by themselves (Brynjolfsson et al., 2011). For
some online stores it might even be more beneficial to recommend niche items. For
instance, Netflix9 could encourage users to rent movies from the long tail, which
are less costly to license than blockbusters (Goldstein and Goldstein, 2006).
There are two lines of research that try to improve the aggregate diversity. The firstPopularity-based
Re-ranking line calculates the rating predictions using already existing filtering approaches to
then choose items from the candidate lists based on several features (e.g. popu-
9http://netflix.com/
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larity), while the second line of research tries to improve the estimation process
especially for rarely used items. One approach to re-rank the list of candidate items
for a user to improve the aggregate diversity has been proposed by Adomavicius
and Kwon (2012). First, an ordered list of recommendations is calculated using
any filtering technique. Second, for all items having a better expected rating than a
given threshold, additional features are calculated and considered, for instance the
absolute and relative likeability of an item (how many users liked the item among
all users or among all users who rated that item, respectively) and the item’s rating
variance. According to these features, the candidate items are re-ranked and only
the top-n items are recommended. This way, niche items are pushed to the recom-
mendation lists and very popular items are rejected even if their predicted ratings
are higher. While this re-ranking technique can improve the aggregate diversity of
the recommendations, it comes at the expense of accuracy.
Another approach to select the best-n items for each user while yielding the max- Graph-theoretic
Re-rankingimum aggregate diversity is proposed by Adomavicius and Kwon (2011). At first,
the system calculates all candidate items for each user by applying any filtering
technique. Then, a bipartite graph is created with the users and the selected items
as vertices connected through edges that hold the predicted ratings as edge weights.
By solving the maximum bipartite matching problem using a suitable algorithm,
the maximum aggregate diversity is reached as each item is restricted to only one
user. Users that receive less than n items in that process also receive recommenda-
tions for items that scored best in the first step. The accuracy and diversity of this
graph-theoretic approach depends on the selection criteria for the items included
in the graph. The more items are selected as candidate items for each user, the more
diverse and less accurate the recommendations are and vice versa.
The approaches from the second line of research do not re-rank the candidate items Clustering Items
from the Long Tailbut try to improve the rating predictions for niche items so that they are automat-
ically recommended more often. Therefore, Park and Tuzhilin (2008) group the
items from the long tail into clusters based on their attributes (e.g. name, descrip-
tion, price). Then, for each item cluster, a data mining model is built that pre-
dicts unknown ratings in this cluster based on the known ratings and the items’
attributes. Items from the head (as opposed to the tail) are not clustered, but for
each of these items an individual predictive model is built. The splitting of the
head and the tail is based on several features, e.g. the items’ average rating or their
popularity. Another approach is to determine the clusterings’ extent by the amount
of usage data an items holds (Park, 2013). For example, each cluster needs to hold a
pre-defined number of ratings denoted by α. If an item holds more than α ratings it
is not clustered at all. If it holds less ratings, it is clustered with a semantically simi-
lar item that holds a similar number of ratings. This procedure is repeated until the
items in the group hold at least α ratings. This allows a finer gradation in the clus-
tering process because the items should be clustered in as small groups as possible
to not distort the rating prediction and in as large groups as needed to not impede
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the rating prediction. By clustering the niche items into groups, the missing usage
information can be compensated. This approach clearly improves the estimation of
rating predictions. It does, however, rely on additional semantic metadata describ-
ing the items which are often not available or difficult to create automatically, e.g.
for uncategorised pictures or songs.
Levy and Bosteels (2010) propose to explicitly push items from the long tail (here:Pushing Items
from the Long Tail songs from not well known artists) to the recommendation lists. After analysing
data collected from last.fm10 they define each artist with less than 10.000 listeners
as long tail artist. For each artist in the last.fm data set they calculate the k most
similar long tail artists based on the users’ listening histories and the tags applied
to each artist. Thereafter, the users get recommendations for songs from those long
tail artists that are most similar to their favourite artists. No evaluation has been
published so far.
All approaches from the first line, i.e. the re-ranking approaches that push nicheConclusion
items to the recommendation lists, result in a loss of accuracy. This is most likely
because the niche items do not hold sufficient rating data for creating predicted
ratings that are as reliable as the predicted ratings for popular items. Additionally,
the probability that a user likes an arbitrary popular item is naturally higher than
the chance that the user likes an arbitrary niche item. The approaches from the
second line try to improve the quality of the predicted ratings for niche items by
compensating the absence of sufficient rating data with the use of semantic or so-
cial metadata. The results are promising, however, enough additional information
about the items (or the users) must be available (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2012;
Levy and Bosteels, 2010; Park and Tuzhilin, 2008).
2.5.3 Novelty and Serendipity
Novelty and serendipity are two concepts that concern a user’s familiarity with theIntroduction
recommended items. An item that the user does not know is a novel item, however,
it is not necessarily a serendipitous one since serendipity inherits the concept of
surprise. For example, the new movie of the user’s favourite director can be a
novel prediction but it is not a serendipitous one, as the user will most probably
find it on her own (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
Abbassi et al. (2009) propose outside-the-box recommendations to help users makeOutside-the-Box
Recommendations
Using Semantic
Features
new discoveries. Therefore, the items are clustered into groups (here: regions)
based on their content attributes, e.g. the genre of a movie. Then, for each user
and region the user’s familiarity with items in that region is calculated. If a user is
not familiar with a specific region, it can mean that the user does not like the items
10http://www.last.fm/
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in that region (e.g. horror movies) and, thus, chooses not to rate them. Though,
it can also mean that she has not been exposed enough to these items, e.g. be-
cause she never received respective recommendations. In the latter case, this re-
gion potentially contains relevant and surprising items. In the described scenario,
a user-based collaborative filtering algorithm is already in place. Thus, in order to
figure out whether a user has received recommendations for a region in the past
and ignored them or not, the most similar users are analysed. If they are at least
partly familiar with a specific region, the system assumes that the user does not like
items from that region, otherwise, it assumes that the user never received respec-
tive recommendations. Eventually, the system re-ranks the candidate items that
were calculated by the user-based collaborative filtering approach according to the
familiarity of the user and her neighbours to the regions the items belong to.
Auralist is a music recommender that tries to balance the conflicting goals of accu- Outside-the-Box
Recommendations
Using Latent
Factors
racy, diversity, novelty, and serendipity using outside-the-box recommendations as
well (Zhang et al., 2012). The basic approach of Auralist employs Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA, Blei et al., 2003) which is a technique to determine latent factors.
These factors are then used to compare artists, items, and users. The use of la-
tent factors has the advantage that no additional semantic metadata are needed,
though, a sufficient usage data volume is required. In order to improve the novelty
and the serendipity, the basic version of Auralist is extended with a declustering
algorithm. This algorithm tries to find the musical bubbles (i.e. clusters of artists
the user listens to) to then recommend items outside these bubbles.
Iaquinta et al. (2010) introduce a content-based recommender including serendipi- Serendipitous
Encounterstous encounters to be used within museum scenarios. The recommender starts with
analysing the items’ textual metadata by conducting word sense disambiguation
using WordNet and learns the user profiles by applying a Naı¨ve Bayes approach.
Thereafter, the recommender makes suggestions for items that are as similar as pos-
sible to the user preferences but also as different as possible to the items the user
has already seen. Additionally, some items that were randomly chosen from the set
of the most serendipitous items are recommended.
The common goal of the presented approaches is to avoid obvious recommenda- Conclusion
tions in order to positively surprise the users with serendipitous items and thus,
to increase the perceived quality of the recommender system. Though, increasing
the novelty or serendipity can lead to a decrease in the recommender’s accuracy
and a trade-off must be found (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011). Additionally, even
the serendipitous items that are by definition as diverse as possible to a user’s con-
sumed items need to have some kind of relation to the user since the users are
likely to mistrust the recommender if they get totally unrelated recommendations
(Ge et al., 2010)
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2.6 Evaluation Methods for Recommender Systems
This section deals with the evaluation of recommender systems in respect to differ-Online and Offline
Evaluation ent aspects that were already mentioned, i.e. accuracy, novelty, and diversity. The
measures differ depending on the experimental setting, e.g. whether the evaluation
is conducted online or offline. In online evaluations, the users can directly react to
recommended items, e.g. by using or ignoring them. In offline experiments, there
is no interaction with the users but instead the given user-item pairs and the re-
spective ratings are used for the evaluation. Therefore, the user-item pairs holding
rating values are divided into a training and a test set in which the user-item pairs
from the training set are used to train the recommender system and, thus, to predict
the hidden ratings of the user-item pairs in the test set (Shani and Gunawardana,
2011). Commonly, such an evaluation is conducted using a n-fold cross validation
approach, i.e. the given user-item pairs are randomly split in n equally sized sub-
sets. Thereafter, n validation rounds are conducted where in each round another
subset is used as test set and the remaining subsets form the training set. Finally,
the results of the n rounds are averaged. In the paragraphs that follow, a selec-
tion of evaluation metrics for recommender systems is discussed with the focus on
accuracy, novelty, and diversity that can be applied in offline evaluation settings.
2.6.1 Evaluating the Accuracy
Prediction Accuracy Measures
Two evaluation metrics that are traditional in measuring the accuracy of predictedMAE
ratings are the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean squared error (RMSE)
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). The MAE represents the average error, i.e. the
average deviation of the predicted ratings from the real ratings, see equation 2.18
with T being the test set holding user-item pairs (u, i) with the known ratings rui
and with rˆui representing the predicted ratings.
The RMSE is also based on the deviations of the predicted and the real ratings,RMSE
however, it squares these errors, thus, it is more sensitive against large errors and
less sensitive against smaller ones, see equation 2.19. Both evaluation metrics can
hold any value between 0 and the maximum possible error (which is 4 if the ratings
are given on a scale from 1 to 5) with 0 being the best result.
Additionally, especially if the user-item-rating matrix is very sparse, not only theCoverage
accuracy of the rating predictions but also the coverage, i.e. the number of user-
item pairs for which a rating can be predicted, must be taken into account. One
way to do so is to calculate the percentage of the number of predicted ratings in
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comparison to the number of user-item pairs in the test set. While it is desirable
to have rating predictions that are as accurate as possible, a recommender system
should also be able to create predictions for as many user-item pairs as possible.
However, it depends on the application if the accuracy or the coverage is weighted
more.
MAE =
∑
(u,i)∈T |rui − rˆui|
|T | (2.18)
RMSE =
√∑
(u,i)∈T (rui − rˆui)2
|T | (2.19)
Classification Accuracy Measures
In many applications it is not important whether a recommender system is able Precision and
Recallto predict if the user will rate an item with 1 or 2 stars on a scale from 1 to 5,
but that the system is able to predict that the user will not like the item and vice
versa. The ability of a recommender system to distinguish between items the user
will most probably like (i.e. relevant items) and items the user will most probably
not like (i.e. irrelevant items) can be evaluated by measuring the precision and the
recall (Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009). The precision is calculated as the fraction of
the number of items that are correctly identified as relevant and the number of all
recommended items, see equation 2.20. The recall is calculated as the fraction of
the number of items that are correctly identified as relevant and all relevant items,
see equation 2.21. Thus, the precision reveals how pure the recommendations are
while the recall shows how many of the relevant items are found. These measures
often hold an inverse relationship, i.e. it is possible to increase the precision at the
cost of decreasing the recall and vice versa. The fβ score combines precision and
recall in which the value of β allows to weight the score of one of the measures more
than the other, see equation 2.22. When the harmonic mean of both is considered, β
has a value of 1 (van Rijsbergen, 1979). All three evaluation metrics can reach any
value between 0 and 1 with a result of 1 being the best.
In general, precision and recall are calculated independently for each user and are Item Relevance
then averaged. Though, if the number of recommendations for each user are very
different, e.g. because the data set is very small and most users only hold one or two
rated items in the test set, another approach is suggested. Here, the recommended
items for all users in the test set are evaluated at once. In order to define if an item
is relevant or not for a user a threshold must be fixed. Commonly, items that are
rated with at least 4 out of 5 stars are considered to be relevant while items rated
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with 3 or less stars are considered to be irrelevant. More precisely, a threshold of
3.5 on a scale from 1 to 5 is chosen to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
items (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2011).
precision =
|relevant items ∩ recommended items|
|recommended items| (2.20)
recall =
|relevant items ∩ recommended items|
|relevant items| (2.21)
fβ score = (1 + β2) ∗ precision ∗ recall
(β2 ∗ precision) + recall (2.22)
Another possibility to evaluate the classification accuracy of a recommender systemROC and AUC
is the creation of a ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve which graphi-
cally presents the relation between recall and fallout (or false positive rate, Shani
and Gunawardana, 2011) which is defined in equation 2.23. For example, when no
items are returned, recall and fallout both score a value of 0 and, in opposite, when
all items are returned, recall and fallout both score a value of 1.
fallout =
|irrelevant items ∩ recommended items|
|irrelevant items| (2.23)
In the optimal case, the recall can be increased by returning more items until it
scores a value of 1 without increasing the fallout as well. It thus follows: the greater
the area under the ROC curve, i.e. the AUC value, the better the results. The AUC
can reach any value between 0 and 1 with 1 being the best and random guessing
scoring an AUC value of around 0.5 (Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009).
Ranking Measures
A further possibility when evaluating a recommender system’s accuracy is to cre-Overview
ate a recommendation list per user and to take the ranking order of the items into
account as well. The assumption behind such an approach is that a user is more
likely to observe a recommendation that is on the third position on a recommenda-
tion list than a recommendation on the 20th position. Famous evaluation metrics
following this approach are the half-life utility (Breese et al., 1998) and the (nor-
malised) discounted cumulative gain (Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen, 2002).
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The half-life utility score uses a model that assumes that the probability that the Half-life Utility
user will select an item from a recommendation list decreases exponentially down
the list. The utility Ru of a ranked list of size n that is recommended to a user u
is calculated as shown in equation 2.24 with rel(u, ip) being the relevance of the
item ip at position p in the ranked recommendation list for user u. The parameter α
denotes the viewing half-life, i.e. the position of the item in the list that holds a 50%
probability of being viewed. Commonly, this parameter is set to 5 or 10 (Gershman
et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2008; Breese et al., 1998). The relevance of an item for a user
can for example be calculated by using binary values (i.e. all items rated above a
given threshold are considered to be relevant) or by using the rating value rui.
Ru =
n∑
p=1
rel(u, ip)
2(p−1)(α−1)
(2.24)
The half-life utilityR over all users U is calculated as shown in equation 2.25. There-
fore, R can reach any positive value between 0 and 100 with 100 being the best.
R = 100
∑
u∈U Ru∑
u∈U Rmaxu
(2.25)
The discounted cumulative gain (DCG) is a measure for ranking quality which Discounted
Cumulative Gainis based on the gain an item provides at a specific position in a ranked list. The
assumption behind this approach is similar to the one for the half-life utility, i.e. the
more relevant an item is for a user the higher it should be placed in the according
recommendation list because it might not be observed otherwise. Equation 2.26
shows how the discounted cumulative gain DCGnu for a user u and a ranked list
holding n items is calculated (Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen, 2002).
DCGnu =
n∑
p=1
2rel(u,ip) − 1
log2(p+ 1)
(2.26)
The normalised version of the discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) is calculated
by dividing the reached DCG by the highest DCG value that can be reached for
the given recommendation task, see equation 2.27. The nDCG can reach any value
between 0 and 1 with 1 being the best. In order to create the nDCG among all users,
the calculated nDCG values are averaged (Shani and Gunawardana, 2011).
nDCGnu =
DCGnu
max(DCGnu)
(2.27)
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2.6.2 Evaluating the Diversity
As already discussed, the diversity can be distinguished in the individual and in theIndividual Diversity
aggregate diversity. The individual diversity measures the diversity of the items in
a user’s recommendation list, see equation 2.28 with ip being the item at position p
in a recommendation list holding n items (Bradley and Smyth, 2001). The similar-
ity sim(i, j) of two items can for example be calculated using additional semantic
information like the genre of a movie or a song. In order to calculate the individual
diversity for several users, the reached values are averaged.
individual-diversity =
∑n
p=1
∑n
q=p+1 1− sim(ip, iq)
n(n−1)
2
(2.28)
Following Adomavicius and Kwon (2012), the aggregate diversity of a recommen-Aggregate Diversity
der system is defined as the total number of distinct items recommended among
all users, see equation 2.29. Here, only relevant items, i.e. items highly rated by the
users in the test set, are considered for the calculation.
aggregate-diversity = |
⋃
u∈U
(relevant items ∩ recommended items)| (2.29)
2.6.3 Evaluating the Novelty
The novelty of a recommendation depends on subjective characteristics, thus, itDefinition of Novelty
is not easy to specify when a system is not evaluated online with the possibility
to ask users about their opinion. However, as most evaluations are done offline,
several approaches to measure the novelty were proposed in literature. Abbassi
et al. (2009) and Zhang and Hurley (2008) propose to measure an item’s novelty for
a user in respect to the other items recommended to the user which is related to the
individual diversity. Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin (2011) defines an item’s novelty in
respect to the user’s expectations which can e.g. be measured as the distance of the
recommended items to the items already liked by the user. This concept is related
to the notion of serendipity which refers to items the user does not know about and
will also most probably not find on her own (Herlocker et al., 2004).
In contrast, Vargas and Castells (2011) define novelty as the ability of a recom-Expected Popularity
Complement mender system to recommend items from the long tail, i.e. items that are seldom
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used. This concept is related to aggregate diversity and serendipity and has the
advantage that is does not incorporate the similarity of item pairs and, thus, does
not require any semantic metadata. The population-based item novelty evaluation
metric they propose is called expected popularity complement (EPC), see equation
2.30.
EPC =
∑
u∈U
∑N
p=1
rel(u,ip)∗(1−pop(ip))
log2(p+1)∑
u∈U
∑N
p=1
rel(u,ip)
log2(p+1)
(2.30)
Here, the average non-popularity 1 − pop(ip) of each item ip, i.e. the item that is
at ranking position p of the actual recommendation list with size n, is calculated.
The popularity pop(i) is based on the times the item has been rated so far. Here,
the item’s normalised popularity is the ratio between the number of the users Ui
that rated it and the number of users of the most rated item in the item set I , see
equation 2.31.
pop(i) =
|Ui|
maxi∈I |Ui| (2.31)
As already discussed for the discounted cumulative gain, the relevance rel(u, i)
can be defined differently depending on the experimental setting. Additionally,
the items are weighted according to their position p in the recommendation list by
using a logarithmic discount. Thus, a recommender gets a higher EPC value when
it not only recommends items from the long tail but also ranks them highly in the
recommendation lists.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter first discussed standard recommendation approaches, i.e. content- Discussion of
the Presented
Approaches
based and collaborative filtering in which the latter comprise neighbourhood-based
and matrix factorisation techniques. Content-based approaches have the advan-
tage that they do not suffer from the new item problem because the item profile
generation is based on the items’ content and, thus, is independent from the items’
usage. However, aside from other problems of the content-based filtering (e.g its
tendency to overspecialisation) the automatic approaches for content analysis are
limited and the manual creation of semantic information is expensive. Thus, se-
mantic information representing an item’s content is often sparse and noisy. Collab-
orative filtering (CF) approaches base their recommendations solely on the rating
behaviour of the users in which the ratings can be explicit and implicit. The main
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advantages of CF are that no semantic information is needed and by exploiting
the behaviour of the users, subjective features are included in the recommendation
process as well. Though, all pure CF approaches suffer from the new item and
the new user problem. Hybrid and context-aware systems try to overcome these
problems by combining different recommendation approaches and by incorporat-
ing additional information. This way, the strengths of the different approaches can
be combined while their weaknesses are reduced. It has been shown that recom-
mender systems are able to accurately predict the ratings for items that hold lots
of usage data. In contrast, it is often challenging to recommend rarely used items.
This means that in very sparse domains (like the learning web portals considered
in this thesis) it can be impossible to recommend items to a user at all. In more fre-
quently used domains (like in the movie rating platforms considered in this thesis)
accurate recommendations can be created but often used items like blockbusters
are recommended over-proportionally often. Though, users aim to get recommen-
dations for items they would not have thought of by themselves. Thus, several
techniques have been proposed to diversify the recommendations. However, they
require additional semantic information or lower the accuracy of the recommenda-
tions.
This shows that more research is needed to enable recommender systems to alsoResearch Gap /
Thesis Aim recommend rarely used items to the right users. Inspired by this research gap, the
aim of this thesis is two-fold. First, this thesis borrows and adapts techniques from
corpus linguistics to detect relations between items by solely analysing their usage.
Second, these usage-based relations are used to enhance current and to create new
recommender systems that are able to deal with rarely used items. The follow-
ing chapter will discuss the linguistic approaches and how they can be adapted to
usage data. Thereafter, the first research question (i.e. Can usage-based relations of
items give a hint at the items’ similarity?) is investigated in part II while the second
research question (i.e. Can usage-based relations of items be utilised to create recommen-
der systems that are able to accurately recommend rarely used items?) is investigated in
part III.
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Chapter 3
Fundamentals of the Core Idea and
their Transfer to Usage Data
This chapter first introduces the core idea of the work presented in this thesis, i.e. Introduction
the usage-based detection of relations between items to enhance recommender sys-
tems. Thereafter, the fundamentals of this idea that originated in context-aware
computing and in corpus linguistics are introduced to then discuss the transfer of
the presented approaches to items and their usage. Finally, the considered applica-
tion domains and data sets are introduced and analysed.
3.1 Core Idea
In order to support recommender systems in creating suitable recommendations Inspirations from
Context-Aware
Computing
of rarely used items, more information about these items are needed. However,
additional metadata that for example describe the content of a picture or the diffi-
culty of an online lesson are often not available. Therefore, this thesis aims to infer
information about the items solely by analysing their usage. Inspirations for this
intent come from context-aware computing as well as from corpus linguistics. In
context-aware computing, several context models have been developed to enable
systems to be more responsive to the users. These models hold for example cate-
gories to capture the task of a user, her physical environment (e.g. things and people
surrounding her), as well as personal information (e.g. her mood) as discussed by
Liu and Belkin (2014). However, most models require the user to explicitly share
the context information and, thus, create an additional cognitive load. Though,
there are also considerations that assume that at least some context features like the
task or the mood of a user can be inferred from the user’s activities. For example,
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Anand and Mobasher (2007) state that the context of a user might not be directly
observable but the user’s behaviour can be observed which in turn is effected by
the context. This proposition is supported by Verbert et al. (2012b) who state that
contextual information can be inferred from the user’s activities. Following these
considerations, it is assumed in this thesis that items are not used independently
from each other but as an expression of a certain context. Thus, it is further argued
in this thesis that items that are used together in a usage context (e.g. a user session
in a web portal) can be used to describe and compare each other.
The approach of describing entities through the entities they were used with hasInspirations from
Corpus Linguistics tradition in corpus linguistics to discover relations between lexical entities, e.g.
words. Firth (1957) already stated ”you shall know a word by the company it
keeps”. A simple example: the word car can appear in different linguistic con-
texts (e.g. sentences). In very many cases it can be replaced by the word vehicle.
Therefore, the two words occur in a large number of similar contexts which is to
say they share many co-occurring words like highway and garage. Thus, as indicated
by the statement of Firth, the lexical entities car and vehicle can be assumed to be
semantically related. In the last decades, several techniques have been developed
to discover relations between lexical entities solely by analysing their usage in lan-
guage in order to support lexicographers and to enable the automatic analysis of
text documents, e.g. their classification and clustering. In this thesis, it is assumed
that items used in usage contexts can be analysed in analogy to words used in sen-
tences, see figure 3.1. Thus, this thesis borrows and adapts techniques originated
in corpus linguistics to find relations between items solely by analysing their usage.
word word word wordword
item item item itemitem
Sentence
Usage Context
Figure 3.1: Analogy of words used in sentences and items used in usage contexts
Figure 3.2 shows an example of items accessed in a web portal by two differentExample
users. It can be noted that the documentation about Renzo Piano and the text docu-
ment about Richards Rogers are not used together or even by the same user. How-
ever, they are used in similar usage contexts, i.e. together with the same items (here:
a text document about the Grand Palais and an image showing the Centre Pompidou).
Therefore, they are assumed to exhibit a relation. Indeed, each of these items de-
notes one of the two architects who designed the building Centre Pompidou which
is (like the Grand Palais) located in Paris. While the activities shown in this example
seem to be triggered by a task, there are also activity sequences (i.e. usage contexts)
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Centre
Pompidou
Centre
Pompidou
Grand Palais …
…
Richard
Rogers
Renzo Piano
…
… Grand Palais
Figure 3.2: Exemplary usage contexts
that are triggered by the mood (e.g. the selection of songs) or the company (e.g. the
selection of short trickfilm clips to entertain the user’s children) etc. In most cases,
though, the selection of items is triggered by a combination of different context
attributes (Anand and Mobasher, 2007).
As already discussed, recommender systems often suffer from data sparsity which Recommender
Systemshinders the recommendation creation especially for rarely used items. Though, by
analysing the items’ usage contexts, relations between the items can be discovered
and used to create usage-based recommender systems that can handle rarely used
items. Furthermore, especially in sparse domains, these usage-based recommender
systems can be combined with other recommendation approaches to form hybrid
recommender systems that fully exploit the given data in all possible ways.
The following section 3.2 gives an overview of the fundamentals that inspired this Overview
thesis. First, selected context models developed in context-aware computing are
discussed. Second, two approaches applied in corpus linguistics to discover rela-
tions between words are presented, i.e. distributional semantic models and higher-
order co-occurrence clustering. Furthermore, an overview over the association
measures applied by the corpus linguistic approaches is given as they are taken
up in this thesis. Thereafter, section 3.3 describes how the selected approaches are
adapted to work for items and their usage. Finally, section 3.4 holds analyses of
the data sets from the domains of technology-enhanced learning and movie recom-
mendations that are used for the evaluations in this thesis.
3.2 Fundamentals
3.2.1 Context-aware Computing
Since Schilit et al. (1994) coined the term context-aware computing, several systems Context Definitions
(including recommender systems) have been introduced that incorporate contex-
tual information. However, there is no uniform definition of the term context in
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context-aware computing. The probably most cited definition is the one from Dey
(2001) who states that context is ”any information that can be used to characterise
the situation of entities” and names location, identity and state of people or groups,
as well as computational and physical objects as examples. A more computation-
ally focussed definition is given by Lieberman and Selker (2000) who define context
as ”everything that affects the computation except its explicit input and output”.
They list the state of the user, the physical environment, the computational envi-
ronment, and the history of previous interactions as examples.
Go¨ker and Myrhaug (2002) propose a context taxonomy that comprises five cate-Context Models
gories, i.e. the environment context (e.g. things and people surrounding the user),
the personal context (mental and physical information, e.g. mood, expertise, dis-
abilities), the task context (e.g. user goals, tasks, activities), the social context (e.g.
information about friends and the family), and the spatio-temporal context (e.g.
time and location). This taxonomy is mainly intended for personalisation in ubi-
quitous systems and comprises most of the context features proposed in literature
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011). Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin (2005) present a context
model especially for information retrieval (IR) purposes holding six dimensions.
The first two dimensions deal with the context of the used items, i.e. intra-object
structures (e.g. paragraphs as context for the lines they consist of in a text doc-
ument) and inter-object structures (e.g. references between items). These two di-
mensions are the main difference to other proposed context models that are mainly
user-centred. The other four dimensions deal with the activities conducted in the
current session, user information including the task and the emotional status, the
infrastructure (economic techno-physical and societal contexts), as well as the his-
toric context that holds all system interactions. The decision which attributes to
consider is difficult, as there is no feature that cannot be important in a specific
setting or application (Anand and Mobasher, 2007). For example, one can assume
that the current clothing of a user is not important, however, when the user re-
quests recommendations for restaurants in her near environment and she does not
want to go home first to change, the clothing can become important. Zimmermann
et al. (2007) propose a context model that cannot only be used to describe the con-
text of persons but also of artificial and natural entities as well as groups. They list
individuality (information about the entity the context is bound to), activity (e.g. a
task and goals), location, time, and relations to other entities (e.g. to the surround-
ing persons and things) as main context categories. For example, a computer that
is used by a person is not only described by a context parameter in the person’s
context but holds its own context and establishes a relation to that person. Cur-
rently, this is one of the most comprehensive context models proposed in literature
(Verbert et al., 2012b).
Dourish (2004) analysed several context definitions and models and came to a dis-Representational
and Interactional
View on Context
tinction between the representational and interactional view on context. The rep-
resentational view acts on the assumptions that context is delineable, i.e. it can be
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defined beforehand what will be important for a specific application in a specific
situation, it stays stable for an activity, and context and activity are separable. The
interactional view takes a different position and assumes that context arises from
the activity, thus, context and activity are inseparable. Furthermore, it considers
context as a feature that changes its scope dynamically and does not stay stable.
Context-aware approaches that base on context taxonomies (e.g. the one of Go¨ker
and Myrhaug, 2002) mainly follow the representational view as they define the
application-specific context parameters beforehand, consider the current action of
a user as input and not as context, and assume the context to stay relatively stable
for successive user actions. The IR context model from Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin
(2005) stores the current user actions as one context dimension. This means that
a user’s activities can change at least one dimension of the context by including
the accessed objects. However, most of the context features are assumed to stay
stable as well. The extensive context model of Zimmermann et al. (2007) inherits
models for the change of relations and the shift of attention. The interactional view
is also the basis of Anand and Mobasher (2007) who state that the users’ behaviour
is induced by an underlying context including the intentions of the users which is
supported by Verbert et al. (2012b).
3.2.2 Corpus Linguistic Approaches to Discover Related Lexical Entities
Distributional Semantic Models
As already mentioned, the approach of describing entities through co-occurring Distributional
Hypothesisentities that represent the context they were used in as proposed in this thesis is
not entirely new but is traditionally used in linguistics to find semantic relations
between words. At the beginning of the 20th century, Saussure (1916) defined two
linguistic entities that tend to have the same neighbours in language to be paradig-
matically related and, thus, to have a semantic connection. Based on this definition
and further research, Harris (1954) originated the distributional hypothesis which
declares that words that occur in similar contexts, i.e. in the same co-occurrence
patterns, tend to have similar meanings. In the broader definition by Miller and
Charles (1991) the distributional hypothesis is not restricted to the linguistic con-
texts of a word alone but can hold information about the participants and the struc-
ture of communication situations.
The notion of semantic similarity or relatedness is very broad and can be used to Semantic Similarity
denote different kinds of relations depending on the application. The main distinc-
tion can be made between semantically associated terms and attributional similar-
ity (Lenci, 2008). Two terms that are semantically associated tend to co-occur fre-
quently and often belong to different parts of speech, e.g. pool and swim. Thus, they
complement each other to some extend but they are not interconvertible in a given
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linguistic context. In contrast, attributional similarity defines two terms to be se-
mantically related to the degree that they share attributes, e.g. the terms cat and dog
share the attribute pet amongst others. Two terms that are similar according to their
attributes often co-occur with the same terms, i.e. in the same linguistic contexts,
but not necessarily together and usually are the same part of speech. Attributional
similarity comprises for example synonymy (two terms denote the same concept,
e.g. bank and trust company), cohyponymy (two terms share the same superordinate,
e.g. apple and orange), antonymy (two terms have opposite meanings, e.g. hot and
cold), meronymy (one term denotes a part of the other term, e.g. wheel and car), or
a functional relation (e.g. between the terms pencil and paper) (Turney and Pantel,
2010). In the section that follows, a condensed overview of semantic models that
apply the distributional hypothesis to exploit the context of linguistic entities in
order to find attributional similarities between them is given.
In the last two decades, several distributional semantic models (DSMs) have beenDistributional
Semantic Models employed for tasks like thesaurus compilation (Rapp, 2004; Lin, 1998), ontology ex-
pansion (Pantel et al., 2009), word sense disambiguation (Schu¨tze, 1998) and query
expansion (Grefenstette, 1994). A DSM is usually based on a vector space model
in which each term is represented by a vector that specifies its distribution across
the contexts. Depending on their purpose, DSMs differ in terms of several parame-
ters, e.g. context definition, feature weighting, dimension reduction, and similarity
measures. According to Evert (2008) there are three types of linguistic contexts:
textual context (e.g. a sentence, paragraph, or document), surface context (a word
or character window), and syntactic context (based on syntactic dependencies, e.g.
subject of a verb or modifier of a noun). Additional information like features of im-
ages that are part of a document can be considered as well (Lenci, 2008). Thereafter,
the features (e.g. co-occurring terms) can be weight according to their importance
(Turney and Pantel, 2010). An overview of association measures like mutual infor-
mation and log likelihood that can be used for this purpose is given from page 52
on. The dimension of the created vector space can be reduced by feature selection
(features with high frequency and variance are usually preferred) or dimension
reduction, e.g. using Single Value Decomposition as done in Latent Semantic Ana-
lysis (Deerwester et al., 1990; Dumais, 2005) or Random Indexing (Kanerva et al.,
2000). In order to find the degree of semantic relatedness between two terms, their
representing vectors are compared which is commonly done using the cosine simi-
larity (Turney and Pantel, 2010), but other measures like the Jaccard or the Dice
coefficient can be applied as well (Manning et al., 2008).
Higher-order Co-occurrence Clustering
Another approach to exploit the context of linguistic entities to find semantic re-Higher-order
Co-occurrences lations is the creation of higher order co-occurrences. Here, the significant co-oc-
currences of an entity form its first-order co-occurrence class and entities which co-
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occur in first-order co-occurrence classes are second-order co-occurrences. These
second-order co-occurrence classes again can be used as input to calculate third
order co-occurrences and so forth. This procedure can be repeated to form co-
occurrence classes of any order. In order to illustrate this approach more clearly
exemplary first-order co-occurrence classes of the terms feed, pet, and veterinarian
are presented. These classes show for example that the terms baby, cat, and dog are
significantly often used together with the term feed, e.g. in sentences like ”What to
feed your baby” or ”I need to feed my cat/dog”.
feed: {baby, cat, dog, hay, horse, meat, nutrition, pet, ...}
pet: {care, cat, dog, feed, guinea pig, play, ...}
veterinarian: {cat, consultation, dog, interventian, medicin, ...}
Terms that co-occur in first-order co-occurrence classes are second-order co-occur-
rences. For example, the terms baby and cat that co-occur in the first-order co-
occurrence class of the term feed are defined to be second-order co-occurrences.
This does not imply that these terms were ever used together but shows their con-
nection via the term feed. However, only significant co-occurrences, i.e. terms that
occur significantly often in the same co-occurrence classes, are relevant for further
calculations. The calculation of the co-occurrences’ significance is described in de-
tail starting on page 52. Considering the given examples, the terms cat and dog can
be assumed to be significant second-order co-occurrences since they co-occur in all
of the three given first-order co-occurrence classes. Thus, the term cat is part of
the second-order co-occurrence class of the term dog and vice versa. These second-
order co-occurrence classes can then be used as input to create third-order co-oc-
currence classes.
When this procedure is repeated several times, entities that do not hold a sufficient Clustering
number of significant relations to other entities are excluded from a certain order
onward. However, the remaining classes tend to get stable, i.e. their elements do
not change any more. This indicates that there exist universal relations between
the linguistic entities in the remaining classes that induce their aggregation again
in each iteration step. In fact, these stable classes have shown to usually hold se-
mantically related linguistic entities (Heyer et al., 2006). For example: the first-
order co-occurrence class of the company name IBM that is created by analysing
the text corpora offered by the portal wortschatz.uni-leipzig.de is rather heteroge-
neous. It contains entities like computer manufacturer, stock exchange, global and so
on. Though, after some iterations the higher order co-occurrence classes actually
become more stable and homogeneous. Finally, the tenth-order co-occurrence class
of the term IBM only contains names of computer-related companies like Microsoft
and Sony etc. (Heyer et al., 2006). Such stable co-occurrence classes can then for
example be used as input for the extension of ontologies or the categorisation of
texts (Hussain and Bisson, 2010; Mahn and Biemann, 2005).
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Association Measures
Two lexical entities are co-occurrences if they co-occur in at least one lexical context,Significant vs.
Coincidental
Co-occurrences
e.g. a sentence. However, not every co-occurrence is significant, rather most co-
occurrences are coincidental. The most obvious starting point for calculating the
significance value of a co-occurrence is its frequency. Though, the frequency alone
is not sufficient. For example, out of 500 usage contexts, 250 contain entity i, 300
contain entity j, and the entities co-occur 145 times, i.e. in 29% of all usage contexts.
At a first glance, this number seems to be high, however, even if the entities were
sequenced randomly, one would expect the entities to co-occur about 150 times
and, thus, the entity pair is not considered to be a significant co-occurrence. This
example leads to the insight that the entities’ usage frequencies have to be taken
into account as well. The expected co-occurrence frequency E of two entities is
calculated as the product of the number of usage contexts holding entity i and
entity j, respectively, divided by the total number of usage contexts, see equation
3.1.
E =
|usage contexts holding i| ∗ |usage contexts holding j|
|usage contexts| (3.1)
Basic association measures calculate a significance score by comparing the observedBasic Association
Measures frequency O of a co-occurrence with its expected frequency E. Examples are mu-
tual information (MI), z-score, or simple-ll, see equations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 (Manning
et al., 2008). These simple association measures often give close approximation to
the more sophisticated association measures (as described below) and are therefore
sufficient for many applications. They also have some limitations as they, for in-
stance, tend to fail when calculating the significance value for a very frequent and
an infrequent entity (Evert, 2004).
MI = log2
O
E
(3.2)
z-score =
O − E√
E
(3.3)
simple-ll = 2 (O ln
O
E
− (O − E)) (3.4)
In statistical theory, association measures and independence tests are always basedContingency Tables
on a cross-classification of a set of entities, e.g. using contingency tables. These
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measures compare the expected and the observed frequencies as well. In contrast
to the more simple approaches, they do not only consider the expected co-occur-
rence frequency of two entities but compute the expected frequencies for all cells
in the contingency table (Evert, 2004). Table 3.1 shows the contingency table for the
entities i and j which co-occurred O11 times. Additionally, i was accessed in O12
usage contexts in which j was not accessed, j was accessed in O21 usage contexts
in which i was not accessed, and O22 usage contexts do not contain i or j. The
expected values for these observed values are E11, E12, E21, and E22, respectively.
Table 3.1: Contingency table
j ¬ j
i O11 O12
¬ i O21 O22
Commonly used association measures that are based on contingency tables are the Associations
Measures Based on
Contingency Tables
χ2-test and log-likelihood, see equations 3.5 and 3.7 (Dunning, 1993). The χ2 test
adds up the squared z-scores for each cell in the contingency table and puts them in
relation to the expected frequencies. Since the normal approximation implicit in the
z-scores becomes inaccurate if any of the expected frequencies is small (Evert, 2004),
the Yates’ continuity correction (DeGroot and Schervish, 2010) shown in equation
3.6 offers a better approximation (Yates’ corrected χ2-test or cor-χ2).
χ2-test =
∑
ij
(Oij − Eij)2
Eij
(3.5)
cor-χ2 =
(|O11O22 −O12O21| − N2 )2
(O11 +O12)(O21 +O22)(O11 +O21)(O12 +O22)
(3.6)
The log-likelihood measure shown in equation 3.7 is a straightforward extension of
simple-ll, replacing the term O − E by a summation over the remaining three cells
of the contingency table (Evert, 2004).
log-likelihood = 2
∑
ij
Oijln
Oij
Eij
(3.7)
The association measure shown in equation 3.8 is based on the Poisson distribution.
Holtsberg and Willners (2001) give a formal proof that justifies the assumption of a
Poisson distribution for co-occurring entities in a data set if the frequency of most
entities is much smaller than the size of the data set. Using the Poisson distribution
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requires the calculation of the faculty of the natural logarithm of O11, which is nu-
merically hard to handle for a large O11, thus, using an approximation such as the
Stirling’s formula, it can be simplified (Bordag, 2008).
Poisson similarity = O11(lnO11 − lnλ− 1) + 1
2
ln(2piO11) + λ
with λ =
(O11 +O12)(O11 +O21)
N
(3.8)
After the calculation of the co-occurrences’ significance, the (most) significant onesSelection of the
Most Significant
Co-occurrences
need to be selected for each entity. However, there is no standard scale of meas-
urement to draw a clear distinction between significant and non-significant co-oc-
currences (Evert, 2008). There are two ways to select the most significant co-oc-
currences for each entity, though, i.e. by ranking or by using a threshold. Ranking
means that the co-occurrences are sorted by their significance values and only the
n most significant co-occurrences are selected. When using a threshold, only co-
occurrences with a significance value higher than the threshold are selected. The
calculation of a suitable n or a suitable threshold (depending on the approach) is an
exploratory investigation. Additionally, most association measures produce values
for co-occurrences which are only comparable to each other if they have one en-
tity in common (Bordag, 2008). Thus, there is no threshold that can be applied for
all entities, but an individual threshold must be calculated for each entity, e.g. the
average significance value of all its co-occurrences.
3.2.3 Discussion
Following the interactional view on context, it can be stated that contextual in-From Words to
Items formation, e.g. the task the user is working on or her mood, is inherent in her be-
haviour. Thus, items like text documents or songs are not used independently from
each other in successive user actions but as expression of a certain context. Hence,
it stands to reason that two items that are used in similar usage contexts exhibit
some kind of relation even though they might never be used together. This can be
considered in analogy to the linguistic approaches in which linguistic entities can
be represented by their contexts, i.e. co-occurring entities, as well. Thus, it seems
to be meaningful to transfer the concepts of the linguistic approaches from words
used in language to items accessed in usage contexts in order to find related items
in which the focus is on items that are similar according to their attributes. Here,
the attributes that cause the similarity of two items do not only correspond to the
content of an item (e.g. the genre of a song or the topic of a text document) but
also to factors like the style of a learning resource (e.g. heavy on text or with many
figures), or the subjectively felt quality of a movie that can be expressed by ratings.
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3.3 Approach
3.3.1 Domain-specific Characterisation of the Term Usage Context
In this thesis, the term usage context is preferred over the term context to point to the Usage Context vs.
Contextfact that only the usage of an item is considered to form it and no further attributes
of the item or information about its users are taken into account. It is assumed
that the personal contexts of the users, e.g. the tasks they are working on or their
mood, are reflected in the items’ usage, see section 3.2.1. As already shown, there
is no uniform definition of context in computing or in language. The same holds
true for usage contexts. Depending on the application and domain, different infor-
mation can be tracked and considered as important to form a usage context. The
application domains considered in this thesis comprise learning resources used in
educational web portals and movies that were rated on movie rating platforms.
However, the approach is not limited to these domains.
Educational web portals offer students and teachers the possibility to search for Usage Context for
Learning
Resources
learning materials and to filter the results according to several features, e.g. their
domain (e.g. mathematics or biology) and school type (e.g. primary or secondary
school). Usually, the found learning resources cannot only be accessed but also
rated, tagged, and commented on by logged-in users. Additionally, some educa-
tional web portals allow the creation of own material and offer a rich user commu-
nity structure to get in contact with other users. The activities of users in such web
portals can be divided into user sessions. In web mining, a user session comprises
all page references made by a user during a single visit to a site (Cooley et al., 1997).
In this thesis, the definition of a user session is expanded to hold all events includ-
ing the event types conducted by a user in her visit. However, a user might leave
the site or the portal (which is commonly not logged) and return some minutes or
hours later. Thus, it must be defined when a new visit starts. One possibility is to
define a new user session to start after a new log in of a user or after a pre-defined
time in which the user did not conduct any events. In this regard, each user session
can be considered as one usage context an item can be occur in. Another possibility,
especially when dealing with long user sessions, is to use a context window which
holds a pre-defined number of items that were accessed in successive order to form
several usage contexts based on one user session.
The definition of a usage context for movies is not as straightforward as for learn- Usage Context for
Moviesing resources that were accessed in successive user actions in a web portal. Usu-
ally, movies are not watched directly one after another but on different days. Thus,
usage contexts for movies could be formed considering detailed usage information
such as the time the movie was watched (e.g. Saturday night) or the company (e.g.
girlfriend or family) it was watched with. However, most often only the users’ rat-
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ings on movies are available without further information about the movie watching
event. Anand and Mobasher (2007) characterise the segmentation of user-item-
rating data into a set of interactions (their equivalent to user sessions) in order to
build a contextual model as open research question. Additionally, they state that a
logical interaction may span one or more physical interactions which is supported
by Jin et al. (2005). In this thesis, the user profiles are taken into account to cre-
ate usage contexts. One possibility is to divide each user profile into two usage
contexts, one holding the movies the user rated over-average and one holding the
movies she rated under-average. Furthermore, the rating distance of two movies
can be considered to divide a user profile in even more usage contexts.
3.3.2 Transfer of the Distributional Hypothesis to Items
When the distributional hypothesis is applied to items, each item is described byUsage
Context-based
Similarity
the usage contexts it occurs in or more detailed by the items accessed in these usage
contexts. Two items are assumed to be similar according to their attributes if they
are described by the same co-occurrences. For example, two learning resources
that share many co-occurring resources that hold information about constructional
drawing for sky scrapers on an expert level with a lot of examples can be assumed
to be similar according to at least some attributes, e.g. topic (sky scraper, construc-
tional drawing), competence level (expert), and/or learning style (many examples).
On the contrary, two movies that occur in similar usage contexts cannot be assumed
to be topically related using the broad definition of usage context given in the pre-
vious section, however, they can be assumed to be similar according to other at-
tributes, e.g. subjectively felt quality and user tastes, which are important when
recommending movies.
There are several ways to represent an item using its co-occurrences, e.g. by us-Item
Representation ing the boolean or the vector space model (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2010).
Additionally, especially for items used in successive user actions like learning re-
sources in educational web portals, the co-occurrences that were accessed before
an item (as pre-usage contexts of that item) can be stored separately from those
accessed after the item (as post-usage contexts). This might help to identify depen-
dencies between items, e.g. if one item’s post-usage contexts overlap with another
item’s pre-usage contexts, the first item might be a pre-requisite for the latter one.
Furthermore, items might be assumed to have more attributes in common when
their co-occurrences from the pre- and post-usage contexts overlap compared to
those items that only share co-occurrences in the pre- or in the post-usage contexts,
respectively. As discussed in the previous section, most co-occurrences are not sig-
nificant but rather coincidental. In order to deal with this the association score of
the co-occurrences can be taken into account. This might allow a better comparison
of the items, however, it is questionable if the non-significant co-occurrences are
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useful at all to represent an item. Thus, another approach is to select only the most
significant co-occurrences as representatives for an item.
In order to calculate the similarity of two items, their representations are compared. Cosine Similarity
Here, an item is always represented by one or more bags (i.e. vectors holding sig-
nificance values of co-occurrences as feature weights) or by sets (i.e. binary vectors
only stating if two items are co-occurrences or not). In order to calculate the simi-
larity of two vectors holding significance values, the cosine similarity is used which
measures the angle between the two vectors describing the items, see equation 2.2.
jaccard =
S ∩ T
S ∪ T (3.9)
The degree of similarity between two sets S and T can for example be discovered Jaccard Similarity
by applying simple matching or by calculating the Dice or the Jaccard coefficient
(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2010). In this thesis, the Jaccard coefficient is used,
i.e. the ratio of the cardinality of the intersection of two sets and the cardinality of
their union, as shown in equation 3.9, which is the most commonly used similarity
measure for sets in information retrieval (Khosrow-Pour, 2006). Both, the cosine
and the Jaccard similarity always take a value between 0 and 1.
3.3.3 Transfer of the Higher-order Co-occurrence Clustering to Items
When applying the higher-order co-occurrence clustering on items, the usage con- Significant
Co-occurrencestexts serve as starting point to calculate the most significant co-occurrences of each
item that form its first-order co-occurrence class. The first-order co-occurrence
classes are then used as input for the calculation of the second-order co-occurrence
classes which serve as input for the third-order co-occurrence classes and so forth
until the classes get stable.
In order to clarify the clustering process with an example, the usage contexts UC1, Example
UC2, and UC3 serve as input for the creation of higher-order co-occurrences.
UC1 = 〈A,B,C,D〉
UC2 = 〈A,B,D〉
UC3 = 〈D,E, F 〉
The calculation of the first-order co-occurrences results in the following (tempo-
rary) classes for A, B, C, D, E, and F . The total frequencies of the items and their
co-occurrences are given in brackets, e.g. A and D co-occur two times whereas A is
used in two usage contexts and D is used in three usage contexts.
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A(2)→ B(2), C(1), D(2)
B(2)→ A(2), C(1), D(2)
C(1)→ A(1), B(1), D(1)
D(3)→ A(2), B(2), C(1), E(1), F (1)
E(1)→ D(1), F (1)
F (1)→ D(1), E(1)
The given frequencies are used to calculate the significance values for each item’s
co-occurrences. For demonstration purposes, exemplary significance values are
used in this example. (For successfully applying the presented measures of signifi-
cance, a larger collection of usage contexts is required.) The exemplary significance
values of the co-occurrences are given in brackets.
A→ B(1.7), C(1.4), D(1.7)
B → A(1.7), C(1.4), D(1.7)
C → A(1.4), B(1.4), D(1.1)
D → A(1.7), B(1.7), C(1.1), E(1.1), F (1.1)
E → D(1.1), F (1.4)
F → D(1.1), E(1.4)
In order to identify the insignificant co-occurrences item-specific thresholds must
be calculated. For simplification, a general threshold of 1.3 is applied in this ex-
ample. Thus, the final co-occurrence clusters (the terms cluster and class are used
interchangeably in this thesis) can be generated by the deletion of all co-occurrences
with a significance value lower than 1.3.
First-order co-occurrence class for A: {B,C,D}
First-order co-occurrence class for B: {A,C,D}
First-order co-occurrence class for C: {A,B}
First-order co-occurrence class for D: {A,B}
First-order co-occurrence class for E: {F}
First-order co-occurrence class for F : {E}
The generated classes can now be used as input to calculate the second-order co-oc-
currence classes which is done the same way as before. This leads to the following
temporary second-order co-occurrences classes for A, B, C, and D. The second-
order co-occurrence classes for E and F are empty, thus, they are not shown here.
The total frequencies of the co-occurrences and the associated exemplary signifi-
cance values are given in brackets.
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A(3)→ B(2; 1.5), C(1; 1.3), D(1; 1.3)
B(3)→ A(2; 1.5), C(1; 1.3), D(1; 1.3)
C(2)→ A(1; 1.3), B(1; 1.3), D(2; 1.7)
D(2)→ A(1; 1.3), B(1; 1.3), C(2; 1.7)
Using again a threshold of 1.3, the following second-order co-occurrence classes
arise.
Second-order co-occurrence class for A: {B,C,D}
Second-order co-occurrence class for B: {A,C,D}
Second-order co-occurrence class for C: {A,B,D}
Second-order co-occurrence class for D: {A,C,D}
These classes can now be used as input for the calculation of third order co-occur-
rence classes and so forth. The calculation stops when the classes get stable, i.e.
they do not change any more in further iterations.
3.4 Application Domains
The variety of application domains is not restricted, however, each domain might Introduction
demand its own definition of usage context based on the characteristics of the do-
main and the available data as discussed in the previous sections. The application
domains of this thesis are educational web portals, i.e. MACE and Travel well, as
well as movie platforms, i.e. MovieLens and Netflix. This section presents and ana-
lyses the data sets that are used in the evaluations described in the next chapters.
3.4.1 Educational Web Portals and Data Sets
The MACE Data Set
The MACE1 (Metadata for Architectural Contents in Europe) project relates digital MACE Portal
learning resources about architecture with each other across repository boundaries
to enable a simplified discovery and access (Stefaner et al., 2007). The term learn-
ing resource is used to denote all physical and virtual objects that enable a user to
learn something, e.g. a text document describing the usage of different building
materials or the ground plan of a sky scraper. Users are able to search for learning
1http://mace-project.eu/
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resources and filter the results, e.g. according to their language, the original reposi-
tory, and the classification terms they hold. Furthermore, the portal offers a social
search based on tags, a location search based on the geographical coordinates of
buildings represented through learning resources, and a competence search based
on the competencies the learning resources aim to impart. Registered and logged-
in users are able to rate, tag, and comment on learning resources. Additionally,
they can follow the metadata provision activities of other users.
While interacting with the MACE portal, users are monitored, i.e. their activities areUsage Data
recorded as CAM (Contextualised Attention Metadata) instances (Schmitz et al.,
2011; Wolpers et al., 2007). The event types that include the use of a learning
resource are accessing the metadata of a learning resource in the MACE portal,
accessing the learning resource in its origin repository, as well as metadata pro-
vision activities, i.e. rating, tagging, and commenting. Each CAM instance com-
prises at least the event type, the identifier of the user who conducted the event,
a timestamp, and the identifier of the involved resource. The CAM instances for
the MACE data set were collected in a period of three years from October 2009 to
September 2012. The data set holds 117,907 events on 12,442 learning resources (of
which 12,176 hold some kind of semantic metadata) conducted by 630 registered
users.
In order to split these events into user sessions, i.e. usage contexts, it must be de-User Sessions
fined when a new user session starts. Even though the MACE portal stores the
events log in and log out they are not suitable to split the events into user sessions.
For example, if a user visits the MACE portal without logging in, her activities are
tracked for an anonymous user with a unique identifier, thus, she can be distin-
guished from other anonymous users. After some activities she might want to log
herself in so that she for example can tag a learning resource. This triggers the
MACE system to assign all events she conducted before the log in to her MACE
user identifier. This shows that the session started before her log in. Another pos-
sibility is to use a time frame. This means, whenever the user stops her activities in
the MACE portal for more than a pre-defined duration, a new session is assumed
to start. The analysis of the MACE data set shows that on average 79.49% of each
user’s activities are conducted with only a small pause of at most a minute, 93.34%
of the activities have a pause of at most 10 minutes, and 95.12% have a pause of at
most an hour. In order not to break user sessions into pieces a tolerant time frame
of one hour was chosen here. This results in sessions holding activities that were
conducted with an average pause of a minute in between whereas two sessions of
a user have an average break of about two weeks. However, other time frames can
be chosen as well.
For each learning resource linked from the MACE portal, a LOM (Learning ObjectSemantic Metadata
Metadata, Hodgins et al., 2002) instance is stored in the MACE repository. It holds
information like its title(s) and description(s) including the respective language of
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the text entries. Overall, 93% of the 12,442 accessed learning resources hold Eng-
lish titles or descriptions. Additionally, the MACE portal offers users and domain
experts the possibility of editing parts of the metadata, e.g. adding tags and clas-
sifications. This semantic metadata can be used to create semantic representations
for the learning resources to enable the calculation of similarities between them.
The semantic metadata-based similarities serve as baseline for the evaluation of
the usage-based approaches proposed in this thesis. The tags are free text and can
be assigned to learning resources by logged-in users. The classifications are defined
in a controlled vocabulary consisting of 2,884 terms and can only be set by domain
experts. 78.69% of the learning resources hold such additional semantic metadata.
More specifically, 70.8% hold tags, 14.83% hold classifications, and 8.82% hold both.
Each tagged learning resource holds on average 6.59 tags and each classified learn-
ing resource holds on average 2.27 classifications. Additionally, logged-in users are
able to rate learning resources. In total, 429 learning resources were rated by 76
users, each of these learning resources was rated at least once and at maximum 4
times (on average 1.11 times), and each of the 76 users rated 1-91 learning resources
(on average 6.52). This results in a user-item-rating matrix with a sparsity of 98.54%
that is used to evaluate the presented recommendation approaches.
The Travel well Data Set
The Travel well data set (Vuorikari and Massart, 2010) was collected for the Travel Learning Resource
Exchange Portalwell resources2 on the Learning Resource Exchange (LRE) portal3 that makes open
educational resources available from more than 20 content providers in Europe and
elsewhere. The learning resources exist in multiple languages and conform to a
variety of national and local curricula. The registered users, mostly primary and
secondary school teachers, come from a number of different European countries.
The Travel well data set contains information about the rating and tagging events Usage Data &
User Sessionsof 98 registered users collected over a period of six months (August 2008 - February
2009). In total, 14,248 user events were recorded on 1,924 resources. For each event,
the date, user identifier, resource identifier, and the value of the tag, respectively
of the rating is stored. As there is no timestamp but only the date, a user session
comprises all events conducted by a user in one day. Therefore, the 14,248 events
are divided in 277 user sessions and each session comprises 10.92 distinct learning
resources on average.
Similarly to MACE, the learning resources can hold classification keywords from a Semantic Metadata
controlled vocabulary and free text tags added by the users. Overall, 97.97% of the
learning resources hold tags or classifications, 95.53% hold tags, 69.04% hold clas-
sifications, and 66.6% hold both. Here, each tagged resource was assigned with 6.5
2http://lreforschools.eun.org/web/guest/travel-well
3http://lreforschools.eun.org
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Table 3.2: Usage statistics for the MACE and the Travel well data set
MACE Travel well
collection time 3 years 6 months
users 630 98
resources 12,442 1,924
events 117,907 14,248
sessions 4,219 277
session size (distinct items) 6.65 10.92
sessions per item 2.17 1.57
tags and each classified resource holds on average 2.25 classifications. Additionally,
73 users rated 1,597 learning resources in which each learning resource was rated
1-10 times (on average 1.34 times) and each user rated 1-108 learning resources (on
average 29.29) which results in a user-item-rating matrix with a sparsity of 98.17%.
Comparing MACE and Travel well
This section compares some statistics of the usage and semantic metadata collectedUsage Statistics
in the MACE and in the Travel well portal, respectively, in order to enable a better
interpretation of the results that are given in the chapters that follow. Table 3.2
shows some statistics of the usage data collected in the MACE and the Travel well
portal, respectively, in comparison. The MACE usage data were collected over a
longer time period and, thus, comprise more events of more users conducted on
more items. Additionally, the Travel well usage data only contain events for the
event types tag and rate whereas the MACE data set holds an event for each time
an item was accessed. This also explains why the items in the MACE data set are
used more often than those in the Travel well data set.
Table 3.3 comprises some information about the semantic metadata that is avail-Semantic Metadata
Statistics able for the learning resources in MACE and Travel well. It is striking that more
resources from the Travel well data set hold tags and classifications. Though, those
resources that hold such additional data, hold the same number of tags and classi-
fications, respectively. Another distinction is the size of the controlled vocabulary
Table 3.3: Semantic metadata statistics for the MACE and the Travel well data set
MACE Travel well
resources holding tags 70.80%, Ø 6.59 95.53%, Ø 6.50
resources holding classifications 14.83%, Ø 2.27 69.04%, Ø 2.25
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Figure 3.3: Number of ratings per user
used to assign classification terms. The MACE vocabulary comprises 2,884 terms
in which each term is assigned to on average two resources whereas the Travel well
vocabulary only comprises 212 terms and each term is assigned to on average 20
resources.
The MACE and the Travel well user-item-rating matrices are similar according to Rating Statistics
their sparsity with about 98.54% (MACE) and 98.17% (Travel well). Additionally,
both matrices hold approximately the same number of users (76 and 73). However,
the Travel well data set holds 1,597 rated items in which each item is rated 1-10
times (on average 1.34 times) while the MACE data set only holds 429 rated items
in which each item is rated 1-4 times (on average 1.11 times). In fact, over 90% of
the rated items in the MACE data set and over 80% of the rated items in the Travel
well data set are only rated once. Furthermore, the MACE users rated 1-91 items
(on average 6.52) while the Travel well users rated 1-108 items (on average 29.29).
Figure 3.3 gives an overview over the number of ratings created per user. Each
box represents the medium 50% of the users in which the median rating number
is represented by the line in the box. It can be seen that for both data sets the
medium rating number is much lower than the arithmetic mean. The length of the
whiskers is constrained by the 1.5-fold of the interquartile range (i.e. the length of
the box). The outliers (marked as circles) lay between the 1.5-fold and the 3-fold of
the interquartile range and rating numbers above this are considered to be extreme
values (marked as stars). In the MACE data set 7% of the users are responsible for
about 50% of the ratings, the remaining users rated on average 3.54 items in which
45.21% of the users only rated one item. In the Travel well data set, 14% of the users
created about 50% of the ratings while the remaining users still rated on average
17.65 items and 35.62% only rated one item. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that
the collaborative filtering-based similarities between users and between items are
more accurate for the Travel well than for the MACE data set. Another difference
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Figure 3.4: Rating value distribution
of the data sets is the distribution of the rating values, see figure 3.4a. Almost 80%
of the ratings in the Travel well data set hold at least 4 out of 5 stars and, thus, the
associated items are assumed to be relevant for the respective users. In contrast,
the rating values are much more evenly distributed in the MACE data set.
3.4.2 Movie Rating Platforms and Data Sets
MovieLens4 is a web-based movie recommender system that allows logged-in usersMovieLens
to rate and tag movies and uses this information to recommend new movies to
them. It was launched in 1997 by GroupLens Resarch5. The MovieLens M1 data set
used in this thesis comprises about 1 million ratings from 6,040 users who joined
MovieLens in 2000 and rated at least 20 movies. These users rated 3,952 movies on
a rating scale from 1 to 5 (integral) stars, which results in a user-item-rating matrix
with a sparsity of 95.81%.
Netflix, Inc.6 is an American internet television network. Currently, it has moreNetflix
than 37 million members in 40 countries. In 2006, Netflix released a data set for
the Netflix Prize7 competition aiming to find algorithms recommending movies
more precisely than previous systems. The Netflix data set holds over 100 million
ratings from over 480,000 randomly-chosen users on about 18,000 movies collected
between October 1998 and December 2005 and reflects the distribution of all ratings
received by Netflix during this period (Bennett and Lanning, 2007). The ratings
are on a scale from 1 to 5 (integral) stars. Because of the size of the data set and
the number of planned experiments, the data set was pre-processed by randomly
4http://www.movielens.org/
5http://www.grouplens.org/
6http://www.netflix.com/
7http://www.netflixprize.com/
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Figure 3.5: Rating distributions (without outliers)
selecting 9,000 users who rated 17,208 movies. Overall, the data set used in this
thesis comprises 1,863,197 ratings which results in a user-item-rating matrix with a
sparsity of 98.81% which corresponds to the sparsity of the original data set.
Figure 3.4b shows that the rating value distribution is very similar for both data sets Comparison
with about 57% of the ratings holding a value of at least 4 stars. The users’ rating
activity is similar in both data sets as well with on average 166 (MovieLens) and
206 (Netflix) rated movies per user. However, the Netflix users are more diverse
in their activity, see figure 3.5a. While for MovieLens all users with less than 20
ratings were filtered before the release of the data set, these relatively inactive users
constitute 10.75% of the Netflix user base. In return, Netflix also holds more very
active users than MovieLens. The main difference lies in the rating distributions
among the items, see figure 3.5b. While each movie from the MovieLens data set is
on average rated by 270 users, the Netflix movies only holds 108 ratings on average.
Additionally, almost the half of all Netflix movies (i.e. 47.25%) hold less than 10
ratings, this holds only true for 12.03% of the movies in the MovieLens data set.
3.5 Conclusion
The focus of this thesis is on finding similarities between items by analysing their Summary
usage in order to utilise these similarities to enhance recommender systems. The
idea behind this approach is inspired by the fact that a user always interacts in a
certain context and by the assumption that this context influences the user’s be-
haviour. Therefore, this thesis assumes that items that are used in a certain context
are used as an expression of it and can, thus, be used to describe each other. For ex-
ample: when working, a user might like to listen to classical music, while she likes
rock music in her spare time. Here, the songs listened to in a specific context can be
used to describe each other. This way, not only items that are often used together
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in the same usage contexts but also items that are never used together but in simi-
lar usage contexts are recognised as having a relation. The approach of describing
entities through co-occurring entities is traditionally used in linguistics to find rela-
tions between these entities. This thesis examines the assumption that approaches
that have proven successful in linguistics, i.e. the distributional hypothesis and the
higher-order co-occurrence clustering, are transferable from lexical entities used in
linguistic contexts (e.g. in sentences) to items used in usage contexts (e.g. user ses-
sions). This way, relations between items can be discovered by solely analysing
their usage and these relations can then be used to enable recommender systems to
deal with rarely used items.
Part II of this thesis, i.e. the following two chapters 4 and 5, describe how the lin-Outlook: TEL Data
Sets guistic approaches are adapted for concrete data sets and investigate the first re-
search question, i.e. Can usage-based relations of items give a hint at the items’ similar-
ity? Chapter 4 explores the usage of the distributional hypothesis in order to find
item relations based on the items’ usage while chapter 5 explores the usage of the
creation of higher-order co-occurrence classes in order to create suitable item clus-
terings. The experiments presented in both of these chapters are conducted on the
data sets coming from the TEL domain, i.e. the MACE and the Travel well data
set. These data sets are selected because they have the advantage that user sessions
can be formed and considered to be usage contexts. This means, all items that
are contained in the same usage context were indeed used together or with only a
short time lag. Therefore, it is assumed in this thesis that items accessed in similar
(not necessarily the same) usage contexts that were formed this way do not only
hold some kind of similarity but a semantic one, e.g. songs that are tagged with the
same genre or text documents about the same topic. Thereafter, the most promis-
ing similarities are used to enhance recommender systems in part III of thesis that
investigates the second research questions, i.e. Can usage-based relations of items be
utilised to create recommender systems that are able to accurately recommend rarely used
items?
As opposed to that, the data sets coming from the movie domain, i.e. the MovieLensOutlook: Movie
Rating Data Sets and the Netflix data set, only hold rating data. Here, movies that are rated within
a short time frame are most probably not watched together but maybe with a time
lag of several years. This is to say that the time of the rating creation is not suitable
to create usage contexts. Therefore, the rating values are considered in order to
simulate usage contexts. It is assumed in this thesis that items that are rated in
similar usage contexts created this way exhibit a similarity. However, this similarity
is not necessarily a semantic one but most probably one that is based on the users’
subjectively felt quality of these items etc. Thus, the suitability of these usage-based
similarities for enhancing recommender systems is directly evaluated in part III of
this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Correlation of Content- and Usage
Context-based Item Similarity
This chapter discusses concrete implementations that transfer the distributional hy- Introduction
pothesis from words to items. The distributional hypothesis declares that words
that occur in similar contexts, i.e. in the same co-occurrence patterns, tend to be
similar even though they might never occur together. This chapter investigates if
this also holds true for items. Thus, it is part of answering the first research question
(i.e. Can usage-based relations of items give a hint at the items’ similarity?) and focusses
on the content-based similarity of items. The chapter starts with a description of
a comprehensive technique where each item holds detailed information about all
usage contexts it was used in. Thereafter, a more viable approach is introduced
where each item is solely represented by its most significant co-occurrences. The
corresponding experiments are conducted on the MACE and on the Travel well
data sets and an extensive evaluation is given for each approach. The chapter ends
with a discussion of the presented approaches and the gained insights.
4.1 Usage Context Profiles for Item Similarity
In the first experiments conducted to analyse the suitability of usage contexts in Comprehensive
Approachorder to infer item similarities, each item is represented by a usage context profile
holding all usage contexts the item was used in with a separation of items that were
accessed before and after it. After the discussion of the possible characteristics of
usage context profiles and the respective similarity calculations, the sections that
follow present the evaluation methodology and discuss the results in detail.
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4.1.1 Item Representation
For each item a usage context profile (UCP) is created that contains all its usage con-Usage Context
Profile texts (UC). For example in a learning portal, an item’s UCP holds all user sessions
it was accessed in. Furthermore, the usage contexts of an item i are each divided
in a pre- and a post-usage context. The pre-usage context is the sequence of items
that were accessed before i, and the post-usage context is the sequence of items that
were accessed after iwithin the same usage context. More detailed, every item (that
was used at least once) is described by a UCP holding one or several individual-
ised usage contexts, that is, pairs of pre- and post-usage contexts: 〈〈UCpre1 , UCpost1 〉,
..., 〈UCpren , UCpostn 〉〉. Here, the term individualised refers to the consideration of the
position of a specific item in the usage context to split it into a pre- and a post-usage
context. If an item is used more than once in a usage context, the usage context is
added once for each usage with different pre- and post-usage contexts. This means,
for each usage context holding n events on items, n individualised usage contexts
exist.
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Figure 4.1: Learning paths of three different users
Figure 4.1 shows three users sessions of different users with each user session rep-Example
resenting a usage context. Based on the items accessed in these usage contexts, a
UCP for all appearing items can be created. For example, the UCP of Materials.pdf
(here: UCPM ) consists of the two individualised usage contexts UCM1 and UCM2
which comprises the items that were accessed before and after Materials.pdf in the
user sessions 1 and 2, see figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Similarity Calculation
The similarity of two UCPs is calculated by considering the pair-wise similaritiesUsage Context
Profile Similarity of the individualised usage contexts they comprise. The similarity of two individu-
alised usage contexts arises from the similarities of the associated pre- and post-
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Figure 4.2: UCP for Materials.pdf
usage contexts. The pre- and post-usage contexts can be either handled as sets or
as bags. If they are handled as sets, the similarity between a pair of pre- respectively
post-usage contexts is calculated using the Jaccard similarity measure. If they are
handled as bags, which means they are represented using the vector space model,
the cosine similarity of the respective vectors is calculated. The similarity of two
individualised usage contexts can then be defined as the arithmetic mean of the
associated pre- and the post-usage context similarities, see equation 4.1. However,
even if this is the most straightforward approach, there are other possibilities as
well, e.g. considering only the minimum or maximum value of each pair of pre-
and post-usage context similarities. The similarity of two UCPs is defined as the
arithmetic mean of the pair-wise usage context similarities, see equation 4.2. Other
approaches to combine the usage context similarities are rejected to not contort the
similarity calculations. For example, if only the maximum score is considered, two
items that are commonly accessed in very dissimilar usage contexts will receive a
high similarity score if they are accessed just once in a similar context. The same
holds true if the minimum score is used, two items holding highly similar usage
contexts will receive a very low similarity score as soon as one of the items is used
just once in a dissimilar usage context.
sim(UC1, UC2) =
sim(UCpre1 , UC
pre
2 ) + sim(UC
post
1 , UC
post
2 )
2
(4.1)
sim(UCP1, UCP2) =
∑
UC1∈UCP1
∑
UC2∈UCP2 sim(UC1, UC2)
|UCP1| ∗ |UCP2| (4.2)
The equations 4.3 and 4.4 show the set-based similarity calculation for the item Ma- Example
terials.pdf that is represented by its usage context profile UCPM (figure 4.2) with
the item InnovativeMaterial.doc that is represented by UCPI (figure 4.3). Both items
are used in one and two, respectively, of the three exemplary user sessions shown
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in figure 4.1. The similarity of the pre-usage contexts of UCM1 and UCI1 amounts
to 1/3 since their intersection comprises one item, i.e. TechnicalDesign.pdf and their
union comprises two more items, i.e. LafeeBuilding.jpg and Platstics.pdf. Similarly,
the post-usage context similarity amounts to 1/3 which results in a usage context
similarity of 1/3 using the arithmetic mean. The similarity of UCM2 and UCI1
amounts to 5/12, see equation 4.3. Thus, the UCP-based similarity calculation of the
items Materials.pdf and InnovativeMaterial.doc results in a similarity value of 0.375
(see equation 4.4), even though these two items are not used together in one of the
three exemplary user sessions.
sim(UCM1 , UCI1) =
1
3 +
1
3
2
=
1
3
sim(UCM2 , UCI1) =
1
2 +
1
3
2
=
5
12
(4.3)
sim(UCPM , UCPI) =
sim(UCM1 , UCI1) + sim(UCM2 , UCI1)
2
=
1
3 +
5
12
2
=
9
24
= 0.375
(4.4)
The computational complexity of calculating the UCP-based similarities dependsComputational
Complexity on the number of items given by n and the number of usage contexts each item
holds on average given by c. Overall, n ∗ (n − 1)/2 UCP comparisons need to be
conducted with each comparison requiring 2 ∗ c2 steps as each pre- and post-usage
context of the one item must be compared with each pre- respectively post-usage
context of the other item. This results in a complexity of O(n2c2) with c being a
critical variable that can increase dramatically with an increasing amount of item
usage.
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4.1.3 Evaluation
Data Set: MACE
The evaluation is conducted on the MACE data set described in section 3.4.1. The Data Sets
Travel well data set is not considered here because it does not offer timestamps but
only the day on which an event was conducted. This means, it is not possible to
create an ordering of the events within the user sessions. The rating data collected
in the movie rating platforms MovieLens and Netflix are not considered here either
because the timestamps of the ratings do not necessarily imply the order in which
the movies were used, i.e. watched. In fact, two movies can be watched with a
distance of 10 years but then be rated on the same day. The MACE usage data are
used to calculate the UCP-based similarities between all possible item pairs which
are compared against the semantic metadata-based similarities of these item pairs.
Additionally to the semantic metadata-based similarity that considers all available
metadata, a tag- and a classification-based similarity are created as well. In order
to provide a deeper insight in the following results, this section shortly discusses
the usage of the items in relation to the semantic metadata they hold.
Table 4.1: Average learning resource usage
all items items with tags items withclassifications
Users 1.85, σ = 1.02 2.14, σ = 1.17 1.69, σ = 1.01
User Sessions 2.17, σ = 1.30 2.56, σ = 1.54 1.94, σ = 1.27
Usage Count 4.87, σ = 3.35 5.81, σ = 3.82 4.55, σ = 4.03
To recap, in MACE, 12,442 distinct learning resources were accessed by 630 users Usage Statistics
in 117,907 events. In order to split these events into user sessions a time frame
of one hour is chosen, i.e. if a user does not conduct any activity on the MACE
portal for more than an hour, a new user session is assumed to start, see section
3.4.1. This way, the 117,907 events are split in 4,219 sessions. Each items is used on
average 4.87 times in 2.17 user sessions by 1.85 users. This means that each learning
resource is usually accessed at least twice in the same user session (e.g. because
the metadata representation of that learning resource and the resource itself are
accessed). Additionally, every fifth item accessed by a user in a user session is
accessed again by the same user in a new user session. Table 4.1 gives an overview
of the usage statistics of the items in the MACE data set. As might be expected,
tagged items are slightly more often accessed than items which do not hold tags.
Interestingly, classified items are used less than the average. This indicates that the
users rely more on the user-generated tags and their own investigations than on
the classifications added by domain experts. This conclusion is also in line with
the results of the MACE survey conducted at the end of the project in which the
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users consider the titles and descriptions, the tags, and the preview (in form of
a thumbnail) as the most important kind of metadata to judge the relevance of a
resource (Memmel et al., 2010). However, the difference in usage is rather small
and classified items used once by a user are more likely to be used again by the
same user compared to the average which can be inferred from the slightly higher
ratio of the usage count and the number of users.
Methodology
The UCP-based similarity can be calculated differently depending on the calcula-UCP-based
Similarity tion and combination of the underlying pre- and post-usage context similarities.
First, pre- and post-usage contexts can be handled as sets and compared using the
Jaccard similarity or as bags and compared using the cosine similarity. Further-
more, the associated pre- and post-usage context similarities can be combined in
different ways, i.e. by calculating their arithmetic mean or by always choosing the
lower (minimum) or the higher (maximum) similarity value. It is also possible
to calculate the similarity by only considering the pre- respectively the post-usage
context. Another option is to not distinguish between pre- and post-usage contexts
but to handle each usage context as one single set or bag.
The semantic metadata-based similarity used as tentative gold standard is calcu-Semantic
Metadata-based
Similarity
lated by considering the textual information given in English in the LOM instances
(i.e. the titles and descriptions) as well as the tags and classifications. This informa-
tion is pre-processed and compared using Apache Lucene1. Additionally, a similar-
ity that is solely based on the items’ tags as well as a similarity that is solely based
on the classifications are calculated to distinguish between the similarity perceived
by the users who added the tags and the domain experts who added the classifi-
cations. Due to the fact that tags and classifications can only be added once to a
learning resource, the Jaccard similarity is calculated. The tags and classifications
are also used to create a combined tag- and classification-based similarity. In this
case, the tags and classifications are put together in one set. By reason that the clas-
sifications are represented by identification numbers they do not overlap with the
tags.
For the automatic comparison of the semantic similarity values only those learningSample Size
resources are considered that hold at least one semantic metadata-based and one
usage context-based similarity to another learning resource that is greater than zero
(but not necessarily to the same learning resource). Thus, learning resources are ex-
cluded if they do not hold sufficient semantic metadata and/or a sufficient number
of items in usage contexts to establish semantic metadata- and usage context-based
relations, respectively, to other learning resources. This is done to exclude learning
1http://lucene.apache.org/
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resources that are not reasonably represented. Even if a learning resource holds
semantic metadata, it might not be possible to create a semantic metadata-based
similarity to another item greater than zero since 72.78% of the tags assigned to the
MACE items are unique and cannot be used to compare items. The same holds
true for the UCP-based similarity, the less items a UCP holds, the less is the chance
to find similarities to other items. However, when at least one similarity greater
than zero is found for a learning resource, this item is used in all possible item pair
combinations.
In order to discover if a relation between the semantic metadata- and the UCP- Pearson Correlation
Coefficientbased similarity distributions is given, their Pearson correlation coefficient is cal-
culated. It is important to mention that both variables follow a power law distri-
bution with many item pairs having a similarity value of zero (approximately 88%
of the UCP-based and 91% of the semantic metadata-based similarities) and very
few item pairs having a similarity value of one (approximately 0.01% of the UCP-
based and 1.18% of the semantic metadata-based similarities), see figure 4.4. Thus,
at a first glance, a non-parametric rank correlation coefficient like the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904) seems to be most suited to compare
the distributions as it does not require normally distributed variables as prerequi-
site. However, because of the sampling distributions with those item pairs having
a similarity value of zero also having the same rank, a rank correlation coefficient
is biased and tends to always show an almost perfect correlation. Though, when
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dealing with large data sizes, the usage of the more fine grained Pearson correla-
tion coefficient as descriptive measure is reasonable even if the variables are not
normally distributed (Bortz, 1993). The Pearson correlation coefficient rxy of two
variablesX and Y is calculated by dividing their covariance by the product of their
standard deviations, see equation 4.5 with n being the number of measurements
of X and Y which are written as xi and yi, the mean values are given by x¯ and y¯
(Pearson, 2009).
rxy =
∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)2
√∑n
i=1(yi − y¯)2
(4.5)
Results for the MACE Data Set
The analysis of the UCP-based similarities shows that, depending on the chosenUCP-based
Similarities approach, on average 12% of the learning resource pairs show a UCP-based simi-
larity greater than zero, i.e. for each item approximately 1,340 other items can be
found that hold an at least slightly similar UCP. This clearly shows that the UCP
similarities that can be detected for learning resource pairs that are used nearby in
usage contexts only form a small fraction of all UCP-based similarities.
Figure 4.5 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for the different UCP-basedUCP- and Semantic
Metadata-based
Similarities
similarities with the semantic metadata-based similarity calculated using Apache
Lucene. Table 4.2 shows the number of item pairs that were used for the respec-
tive calculations. Overall, 10,147 items (which leads to 51,475,731 item pairs) hold
at least one UCP-based and one semantic metadata-based relation to another item
(but not necessarily to the same item) that is greater than zero if the arithmetic
mean or the maximum similarity is calculated. If the minimum similarity is chosen
(which is zero if the pre- or the post-usage context similarity is zero) or only the pre-
Table 4.2: Number of item pairs that are considered for the calculation of the re-
spective correlation coefficient
semantic
metadata tags classifications
tags and
classifications
mean 51,475,731 35,917,050 1,504,245 44,109,528
pre 50,486,176 35,697,025 1,430,586 43,529,115
post 47,594,646 33,812,976 1,360,426 41,191,426
min 46,373,265 33,435,753 1,282,401 40,414,545
max 51,475,731 35,917,050 1,504,245 44,109,528
session 51,536,628 35,925,526 1,507,716 45,300,921
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Figure 4.5: Correlation of the Lucene and the UCP-based similarity
or the post-usage context similarity is considered for each item pair, the number of
considered items slightly decreases to 10,049 items (pre-usage contexts), 9,757 items
(post-usage contexts), and 9,631 items (minimum similarity). Finally, if the similar-
ity between whole usage contexts is calculated, 10,153 items can be considered.
Table 4.2 also presents the number of item pairs that are used for the calculation of
the correlation coefficients for the UCP-based similarities and the similarity based
on tags and classification, respectively, as well as their combination.
The comparison of the pre- and post-usage context-based similarities shows that Pre- vs. Post-usage
Contextthe pre-usage contexts of an item seem to be more representative for its content
than its post-usage contexts, see figure 4.5. The most likely explanation for this is
that there are some common starting points in the MACE system from which the
users’ individual learning paths start, e.g. those learning resources that are returned
on the first result page for the most common queries. Thereafter, the paths get
more and more diverse, e.g. the reading of an article about Renzo Piano might cause
one user to also read about Richard Rogers as they worked together on the Centre
Pompidou while another user might want to know more about the current projects
of Renzo Piano. It can thus be stated that the paths that lead to a specific item in the
MACE portal are by trend more similar than those that lead away from it. This is
further supported by the observation that for those item pairs holding a similarity
value greater than zero in 57.28% the pre-usage context similarity is higher than the
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post-usage context similarity, in 42.69% the post-usage context similarity is higher,
and in 0.43% the similarity values are equal. This is to say that the post-usage
contexts are more diverse.
Since the approach that only considers the pre-usage context similarities is the bestCombination of Pre-
and Post-usage
Context
performing one whereas the approach that only considers the post-usage context
similarities is the worst performing one, a combination of the associated pre- and
post-usage context similarities always leads to an impairment of the correlation co-
efficient. However, when combining those two similarities, using the maximum
similarity or calculating the arithmetic mean performs better than taking the min-
imum similarity which can be zero. This gives reason to assume that each found
similarity is potentially important. Though, the usage of the minimum similarity
still outperforms the sole usage of the post-usage context similarity which shows
that the post-usage contexts are not even more reliable than the pre-usage con-
texts when the corresponding pre-context similarities are zero. The performance
of the approach that puts each usage context as whole in a set or bag is moderate.
However, it is noteworthy that with the greater set respectively vector size that is
given using this approach the correlation coefficients for the set- respectively the
bag-based similarity calculation align.
The Jaccard similarity (i.e. set) and the cosine similarity (i.e. bag) perform differ-Jaccard vs. Cosine
Similarity Measure ently compared to each other based on the chosen approach to combine pre- and
post-usage context similarities, see figure 4.5. However, for the most promising
combination approaches, i.e. considering only the pre-usage contexts as well as us-
ing the maximum similarity value, the Jaccard similarity performs better than the
cosine similarity which indicates that the multiple usage of an item in a user session
is not necessarily a characteristic of this user’s context.
Figure 4.6 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for the classification- and forTag-based
Similarities the tag-based similarity as well as for their combination with the different UCP-
based similarities. The underlying pre- respectively post-usage context similarities
are calculated using the Jaccard similarity. The different approaches to combine
pre- and post-usage context similarities perform similarly compared to each other
as already shown in figure 4.5. More specifically, using the pre-usage context simi-
larities performs best whereas using only the post-usage context similarities per-
forms worst. The calculation of the arithmetic mean, using the maximum similar-
ity, and the session-based approach perform comparable. Here again, using the
minimum similarity is the worst performing combination of pre- and post-usage
context similarities but is still more promising than the sole usage of the post-usage
context similarities. Overall, the correlation coefficients of the UCP- and the tag-
based similarities are about 5% higher than the ones of the UCP- and the semantic
metadata-based similarities shown in figure 4.5. There are two explanations for
this. First, learning resources that have tags attached are slightly more often used
than other learning resources (see table 4.1), thus, they hold more usage contexts
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that can be used for the comparisons. Second, the tags express the users’ subjec-
tively perceived similarity of two learning resources. Hence, the fact that the cor-
relation coefficients rise in this scenario supports the assumptions that the usage
contexts can be used to find similarities as perceived by the user but not necessary
entailed in the learning resources’ metadata like title and description.
For the classification-based similarities the correlation coefficients drop dramati- Classification-
based
Similarities
cally. This is most probably due to the fact that the learning resources are not suffi-
ciently classified. For example, 46.84% of the classified resources only hold one clas-
sification term and 35.59% (326 out of 916) of the used classification terms are only
used once and can, thus, not be used for the comparisons. In fact, the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient of the classification- and the semantic metadata-based similarities
amounts to only 0.5418 (considering 969,528 item pairs) whereas the tag- and the se-
mantic metadata-based similarities hold a correlation coefficient of 0.8952 (consid-
ering 9,669,003 item pairs). The tag- and the classification-based similarities even
hold a correlation coefficient of 0.2248 only (considering 356,590 item pairs). How-
ever, when the tags and the classifications are used in combination to calculate item
similarities, these similarities and the semantic metadata-based similarities hold a
correlation coefficient of 0.8928 (considering 12,895,581 item pairs). This means a
drop in the correlation coefficient of 0.27% compared to the sole usage of the tags
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Figure 4.6: Correlation of the UCP-based similarity and the tag- and classification-
based similarities
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but an increase of about 33.37% of item pairs that can be considered for the calcu-
lation. This allows the assumption that the tags and the classifications complement
each other. Similarly, when comparing the tag- and classification-based similar-
ities to the UCP-based similarities, the correlation coefficients stay relatively stable
compared to the sole usage of the tag-based similarity even though the number of
considered item pairs increases by about 23%. This indicates that the similarities
stated by the domain experts are expressed by the usage contexts as well.
Manual Analysis
The considered metadata can only be interpreted as a shallow content representa-Methodology
tion that suffers from the sparsity problem and the resulting similarity values only
serve as a tentative gold standard for evaluating the usage-based approach. Thus, it
is possible that the correlation between the semantic metadata-based and the UCP-
based similarity only represents a lower bound for the real correlation between
content and usage context. Therefore, it seems reasonable to manually compare a
chosen subset of learning resources. If the semantic metadata-based similarity does
not sufficiently represent the content, it can be assumed to find a higher congruence
between the content of the learning resources and their usage-based similarity. In
order to do so, the 100 learning resource pairs with the highest UCP-based simi-
larities are chosen. Since this manual analysis does not produce explicit similarity
values that are comparable, the focus is on finding a content overlap of the learning
resources.
Overall, 92% of the considered learning resource pairs show similarities, 4% are notResults
accessible due to permission rights, and only 4% show no similarity at all. Many
of the checked resource pairs show content similarities that are not entailed in the
metadata. For text documents, these similarities are in most cases related to the
topics such as risk factor analysis, low energy construction, or fire safety. Several
resource pairs are found that show pictures, e.g. photos, sketches or models of the
same building or construction activity like panel cladding. Often, learning resource
pairs describe or depict similar buildings in which the similarity is given by differ-
ent attributes like similar architectural style, building type (e.g. commercial build-
ings like banks), or the construction system containing the building material. Fur-
thermore, resource pairs are identified that hold a similarity of the displayed con-
tent in terms of location and construction date, e.g. pairs which represent web sites
containing pictures or articles of different historical buildings in the same town.
Even though the MACE application profile offers the possibility to store such infor-
mation, they are most often not contained in the semantic metadata. Additionally,
some pairs complement each other, e.g. a lecture and an exercise to the same topic.
In one case a pair is found with both resources referring to web sites about graphi-
cal algorithms. One of these web sites provides the opportunity to browse through
descriptions of existing shape generating algorithms (including pictures), while the
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other one provides the possibility to create and test such kinds of algorithms. This
clearly shows that the used gold standard is indeed not perfect but a lot of needed
information about the resources’ content is missing in the metadata.
4.1.4 Interpretation
The correlation coefficients of the UCP- and the semantic metadata-based similar- Summary
ity can be described as medium (Bortz, 1993). Because the similarity values do not
follow a bivariate normal distribution no statement can be made concerning the
significance of the correlation coefficients. However, because of the large sample of
item pairs that is considered, the correlation coefficients can be regarded as a good
indicator for an existing relationship between the UCP- and the semantic metadata-
based similarity. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that the pre-usage contexts of
a learning resource are more representative for its content than its post-usage con-
texts as they inherit the paths that lead to it. However, the semantic metadata of
a learning resource can only be regarded as a shallow content representation. The
manual comparison of learning resources with a high UCP-similarity shows that
in many cases the content similarity of a learning resource pair is indeed not en-
tailed in their metadata descriptions but can be detected by the users due to their
prior knowledge, e.g. knowing that two buildings are designed by the same archi-
tect. This supports the hypothesis that usage context-based similarities can hint at
content-based similarities that have not been considered so far. Thus, the considera-
tion of the usage contexts an item was used in can enable a system to profit from the
users’ knowledge without forcing them to explicitly share it. Though, the presented
approach is computational expensive and the complexity grows quadratically with
the number of usage contexts an item holds on average.
4.2 Significant Co-occurrences for Item Similarity
The previous section has shown that usage contexts can give a hint at the items’ Introduction
content similarities. However, storing a complete usage context profile including
all usage contexts for each item is not suitable for reasons of complexity with an in-
creasing number of items and an increasing usage of these items. Thus, this section
discusses approaches that combine an item’s usage contexts into a single vector.
4.2.1 Item Representation and Similarity Calculation
As commonly done in information retrieval and for recommender systems, each Co-occurrences as
Item Vectorsitem is described by exactly one vector. Here, these vectors hold the combined
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usage information of the respective items, i.e. their most significant co-occurrences.
Thus, there is no distinction between single usage contexts any more. As already
discussed, two items are said to be co-occurrences if they co-occur in at least one
usage context. Alternatively, only items co-occurring in the pre- or the post-usage
contexts of an item can be considered. If this alternative approach is taken, one
must consider that the co-occurrence relation of two items is not symmetric any
more, i.e. if an item i is a co-occurrence of an item j because i occurs in at least
one of j’s pre- respective post-usage contexts it does not follow that item j is a co-
occurrence of i. Due to the fact that not all co-occurrences are significant they are
weighted using the association measures presented in section 3.2.2. Thereafter, the
most significant co-occurrences are selected as representatives for each item. Since
there is no standard scale of measurement to distinguish between significant and
non-significant co-occurrences, this is an exploratory investigation (Evert, 2008).
The usage context-based similarity of each item pair is calculated by comparing
their representing vectors using any similarity measure, e.g. the cosine similarity.
Thus, the significance values of the co-occurrences are taken into account as well.
The computational complexity of this approach depends mainly on the number ofComputational
Complexity items given by n and the average co-occurrence vector size given by k. First, the
co-occurrence vectors must be calculated, i.e. for each co-occurring item pair a sig-
nificance score must be calculated. This is to say, up to n ∗ (n − 1)/2 significance
scores must be calculated if a symmetric approach is chosen (otherwise this number
doubles) with each calculation requiring m operations. The value of m depends on
the chosen association measure. For example, the calculation of a significance score
using log likelihood is about five times as expensive as the significance calculation
using Mutual Information. However, as this is a small constant, it is neglected. Fur-
thermore, the actual complexity is usually much smaller than n ∗ (n− 1)/2 because
the significance values only need to be calculated for those item pairs that were
actually used together. Finally, the pair-wise similarities of the n co-occurrence
vectors need to be calculated with n ∗ (n − 1)/2 comparisons each requiring up to
k steps. Thus, the overall computational complexity adds up to O(n2k).
4.2.2 Evaluation
Methodology
For all learning resource pairs in the MACE and in the Travel well data set theUsage
Context-based
Similarity
usage context-based similarities are calculated and compared to the respective se-
mantic metadata-based similarities. Here, Travel well can be taken into account
because the user sessions do not need to be divided in pre- and post-usage con-
texts, thus, the chronological order in which the events are conducted is not con-
sidered. In order to calculate the different usage context-based similarities, the sig-
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nificance values of all co-occurrences are computed using the association measures
mutual information (MI), log likelihood (LL), Yates’ corrected χ2-test (cor-χ2), and
the Poisson-based similarity (PAM), presented in section 3.2.2. It is important to
mention that the significance values of co-occurrences can be negative when using
MI or LL (e.g. if their observed frequencies are lower than their expected frequen-
cies) and co-occurrences with negative significance values are not used for further
calculations. After the significance values are computed, there are two ways used
to select the most significant co-occurrences for each item. First, the co-occurrence
vector sizes are varied from 10-150 for Travel well and from 10-1,500 for MACE. The
maximum vector size for MACE is bigger than for Travel well because the MACE
data set comprises more learning resources. Second, for each item, an item-specific
threshold is calculated by averaging the significance values of its co-occurrences.
This is done because the significance values vary depending on the number of times
an item was used and, thus, are not comparable for item pairs that do not have an
item in common. Thereafter, the usage context-based similarity of each item pair is
calculated by comparing the co-occurrence vectors of the respective items.
The experiments presented in the previous section have shown that the pre-usage Pre- and
Post-usage
Context-based
Similarity
contexts of an item seem to be more meaningful for describing its content than its
post-usage contexts, thus, this distinction is investigated here as well for the MACE
data set. As already noted, the symmetry of the co-occurrence relation is not given
any more using this approach. When only considering the pre-usage contexts, an
item i is a co-occurrence of an item j if it occurs in at least one pre-usage context of
item j but this does not make j a co-occurrence of i. If an item is used more than
once in a usage context all items accessed before its last occurrences are considered
to be in its pre-usage context and all items accessed after its first occurrence are
considered to be in its post-usage context. In contrast to the previous experiments,
each usage context is only added once independently from how often an item is
used within it in order to not distort the calculations of the association measures
which consider the total number of usage contexts.
The semantic metadata-based similarities are calculated using the tags and clas- Semantic
Metadata-based
Similarity
sifications of the learning resources. As shown in section 4.1 the combination of
item features added by users and domain experts seems to be more representative
for the learning resources than the titles and descriptions. Additionally, the usage
context-based approach aims to find similarities between the items as perceived by
the users and domain experts.
In order to compare the resulting similarity distributions, the Pearson correlation Pearson Correlation
coefficient is calculated. Similarly to the previous experiments, only those items are
considered for the calculation that hold at least one semantic metadata-based and
one usage context-based similarities to another item that is greater than zero.
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Figure 4.7: Results for the MACE data set
Results for the MACE Data Set
Figure 4.7 shows a) the Pearson correlation coefficients for the semantic metadata-Pearson Correlation
and Item Pairs based and the usage context-based similarities that are calculated with different
association measures (MI, LL, and cor-χ2) and varying vector sizes as well as b) the
number of item pairs that can be considered for each combination of association
measure and vector size for the MACE data set. Here, avg denotes that an item spe-
cific threshold, i.e. its average significance value, was used whereas fixed-n denotes
that the ranking approach with a fixed nwas chosen. The results using PAM mostly
overlap with those for cor-χ2, i.e. the other approach that does not assign negative
significance values to co-occurrences. In order to not overload the diagrams, they
are not shown here. An overview of all graphs is given by figure A.1 in appendix
A.
As might be expected, the more co-occurrences are considered as significant and,Results for the
Ranking Approach thus, are used to describe an item, the more usage context-based similarities can
be detected between item pairs. Additionally, the correlation with the semantic
metadata-based similarity increases with the co-occurrence vector size, whereas
from a certain value for n on (here: 1,100), the number of similar item pairs found
and the correlation get relatively stable. This is due to the fact that most items hold
less than 1,100 co-occurrences and are already described to their full extend. Add-
itionally, the different approaches perform relatively similar from this maximum
vector size on. This means, with enough co-occurrences available, the insignificant
co-occurrences carry not much weight. With a value of 1,500 for n the highest cor-
relation coefficients are reached and they slightly decrease for higher vector sizes.
The real average vector size for a value of 1,500 for n is 213 (LL), 255 (MI), and 261
(cor-χ2 and PAM). Though, for this value of n, LL performs best in terms of cor-
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Figure 4.8: Correlation of the semantic metadata- and the usage context-based simi-
larities applying different association measures and vector size 1000
relation (0.5113), followed by MI (0.5084), cor-χ2 (0.5059), and PAM (0.5058). This
shows that the more, the better does not hold true, but more sufficient results are
reached when the insignificant co-occurrences, which can be considered as noise,
are filtered.
When an item-specific threshold is used, LL performs best in terms of correlation Results for the
Item-specific
Threshold
with a value of 0.6290. However, it can only calculate similarity values for a subset
of the available items (14,707,176 item pairs). When comparing the other associ-
ation measures, MI performs clearly best with a correlation value of 0.4653 (com-
pared to 0.4079 for cor-χ2 and 0.4068 for PAM) and 42,067,378 item pairs that can be
considered for the calculation of the correlation coefficient (compared to 39,121,435
for cor-χ2 and PAM).
Figure 4.8 shows the correlation coefficients for the semantic metadata- and the Pre- vs. Post-usage
Contextusage context-based similarities using the different association measures at vector
size 1,000. A fixed vector size was chosen since the performance of the pre- and
post-usage context-based approaches is compared here and using the average sig-
nificance of the co-occurrences as threshold can lead to quite different vector sizes
and, thus, impede the comparison. For all association measures, the usage of the
pre-usage contexts in order to calculate the most significant co-occurrences per-
forms by 7.27% (using LL) up to 23.10% (using cor-χ2) better than the usage of the
post-usage contexts. This supports the results already found for the UCP-based
similarities in the previous section, i.e. the pre-usage contexts of an item are more
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representative for its content than its post-usage contexts. Additionally, the sole
usage of the post-usage contexts performs always worse than the baseline, i.e. the
exploitation of pre- and post-usage contexts. The sole usage of the pre-usage con-
texts in combination with PAM or MI performs slightly better than the baseline
with an increase of the correlation coefficient by 0.54% and 4.58%, respectively. The
association measure cor-χ2 benefits most when only considering the pre-usage con-
texts with a correlation coefficient increase of 12.19% compared to its baseline. In
contrast, when LL is applied, the baseline reaches better results than the sole usage
of the pre-usage contexts. This is most probably due to the fact that LL is attributed
with the tendency to stronger declare co-occurrences as insignificant when their
common occurrences decrease (which is a side effect when only using a part of the
usage contexts) compared to the other association measures. Independent from
the chosen association measure only about 80% of the item pair similarities greater
than zero that are found using the whole usage contexts can also be detected when
only the pre- or the post-usage contexts are considered.
Results for the Travel well Data Set
Figure 4.9 shows a) the Pearson correlation coefficients for the different associa-Pearson Correlation
and Number of Item
Pairs
tion measures and varying vector sizes as well as b) the number of item pairs that
can be considered for the calculation of the Pearson correlation coefficient for the
Travel well data set. The results for PAM using the ranking approach are almost
identical to those for MI. Similarly to the MACE data set, they are not shown here
to not overload the diagrams. An overview over all graphs is given by figure A.2
in appendix A.
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Figure 4.9: Results for the Travel well data set
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Similarly to the MACE data set, the number of items for which usage context-based Results
similarities can be established with other learning resources increases with the vec-
tor size. Though, the results already stabilise from vector size 100 on which is due
to the fact that the Travel well data set only holds 1,924 items whereas the MACE
data set holds 12,176 items. Apart from the outliers when using very small vector
sizes (10-25), the correlation coefficient increases with the vector size. For vector
size 150, the association measure LL performs best with a correlation coefficient of
0.3432, followed by MI and PAM (both 0.3324) as well as cor-χ2 (0.3235). When
using the average threshold, LL performs remarkably better than the other meas-
ures in terms of correlation (0.4506) but only for a subset of items (180,300 item
pairs). MI outperforms cor-χ2 and PAM in terms of correlation with a correlation
coefficient of 0.3317 (compared to 0.3227 and 0.3110, respectively). Additionally, MI
creates similarities for 1,326,006 item pairs, followed by PAM with 1,247,410 items
pairs and cor-χ2 with 1,140,805 item pairs.
4.2.3 Interpretation
The resulting correlation coefficients for the MACE and Travel well data sets can Correlation
Coefficientsbe described as medium (Bortz, 1993). As already discussed, the similarity values
do not follow a bivariate normal distribution, thus, no statement about the signifi-
cance of the correlation coefficients can be made. However, because of the large
number of item pairs considered for the calculation, the correlation coefficients can
be regarded as an indicator for an existing relation between usage and content simi-
larity. A further important point is the fact that the considered semantic metadata
can only be interpreted as a shallow content representation. Thus, it is possible
that the correlation between the semantic metadata- and the usage-based similar-
ity represents a lower bound for the real correlation between content and usage
context.
For the MACE data set, the reached correlation coefficients are remarkably higher MACE vs.
Travel wellthan for the Travel well data set. This is most probably due to the fact that the
MACE data set holds more detailed usage data, e.g. each learning resource access
is tracked and not only the metadata provision activities rating and tagging as in
Travel well. Additionally, the MACE usage data offer precise timestamps for the
collected events, whereas Travel well only provides the date, thus, the created user
sessions are more accurate for the MACE data set.
The association measures MI, LL, cor-χ2, and PAM behave quite similarly com- Association
Measures and
Vector Size
pared to each other for the MACE and the Travel well data set. For both data sets,
the best performing set-up in terms of correlation coefficient and number of item
pairs is LL in combination with a large vector size in which the meaning of large
must be defined depending on the data set. For MACE and Travel well, a vector
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size of about 10% of the number of distinct items in the data set is recommended.
This set-up is followed by the association measure MI in combination with the aver-
age threshold which has the advantage that no parameter for the vector size must
be defined.
4.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented two approaches that enable the transfer of the distributionalSummary
hypothesis from words to items. The focus of the first approach that is discussed
in this chapter is placed on the single usage contexts an item was used in. Here,
items are assumed to be similar if their individualised usage contexts overlap, i.e.
if they were used before and after the same items, respectively. The similarity was
defined in terms of content similarity which was measured using the available se-
mantic and social metadata, i.e. titles, descriptions, tags, and classifications. The
evaluation showed that similar usage context profiles of items indeed give a hint at
semantic similarity. However, this is a computationally very expensive approach.
Thus, the second approach tried to transfer the distributional hypothesis in a more
viable way. Here, each item is described by exactly one vector holding the item’s
most significant co-occurrences including their significance values. This approach
performed similarly to the first one and was even able to slightly outperform it in
terms of correlation with the semantic metadata-based similarity and number of
item pairs that could be considered in the evaluation.
Concluding, it can be stated that, at least in the examined data sets, the usage con-Final Remarks
texts, i.e. the co-occurrences of an item, indeed have a meaning and are suited to
represent this item’s content. In fact, using an item’s usage contexts, content simi-
larities to other items can be found that are not entailed in the items’ semantic
metadata. This shows that the items’ descriptions are not the (only) reason that cer-
tain item pairs exhibit similar usage context profiles. Instead, the users’ knowledge
about the items’ contents is incorporated in the data analysing process without re-
quiring the users to explicitly share it. Furthermore, by analysing an item’s usage,
subjective features are considered as well. The suitability of the usage context-
based similarities for enhancing and creating recommender systems that are able
to deal with rarely used items is investigated in part III in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Semantic Homogeneity of
Higher-order Co-occurrence Item
Classes
This chapter describes the implementation of the concept of higher-order co-occur- Introduction
rences for items accessed in usage contexts. It investigates whether the higher-order
co-occurrence classes get stable after some iterations; and if so, whether the classes
hold semantically related items. Thus, this chapter is part of answering the first
research question (i.e. Can usage-based relations of items give a hint at their similarity?)
and focusses on clusters rather than on pair-wise item relations. After the presen-
tation of the approach, an overview over clustering evaluation techniques is given
and the experimental set-up is discussed. The higher-order co-occurrence classes
are created for the MACE and the Travel well data sets. Here, a detailed discus-
sion of the clustering process as well as an evaluation of the clustering results are
given. Finally, the chapter provides a discussion of the presented approaches and
the gained insights.
5.1 Higher-order Co-occurrences of Items
In order to conduct the higher-order co-occurrence clustering the usage contexts Application to Items
and co-occurrences are calculated as described in section 4.2, i.e. two items are said
to be co-occurrences if they occur in at least one common usage context. The co-oc-
currences’ significance values are calculated by applying the association measures
presented in section 3.2.2. For each item, the most significant co-occurrences are
identified and form its first order co-occurrence class. The first order co-occurrence
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classes of all items serve as input for the calculation of the second order co-oc-
currence classes which then form the input for the calculation of the third order
co-occurrence classes and so forth.
This clustering process creates a soft clustering, i.e. each item can belong to moreClustering Result
than one cluster. Indeed, the evolved clusters are by no means exclusive and an
item can fully belong to two or more clusters without holding membership values
stating a probability. For example, a cluster holding learning resources about the
architecture in Barcelona and a cluster holding learning resources that describe
projects of Antoni Gaudı´ overlap by a certain degree since the learning resources
about buildings of Antoni Gaudı´ in Barcelona belong to both clusters.
The computational complexity of creating a clustering using the approach of higher-Computational
Complexity order co-occurrences depends mostly on the number of items given by n. Per
iteration up to n ∗ (n − 1)/2 operations are needed to calculate the significance
values of all possible co-occurrences if a symmetric approach is chosen, otherwise,
up to n ∗ (n − 1) operations are required. In most cases, the actual complexity is
much smaller because the significance values only need to be calculated for those
item pairs that actually co-occur in a co-occurrence class. The number of iterations
needed for the clustering to get stable is independent from n and the experiments
show that 10 to 30 iterations can be expected. Thus, the overall computational com-
plexity is given by O(n2).
5.2 Experimentation and Evaluation
5.2.1 Background on Clustering Evaluation
The evaluation of clustering results can be intrinsic or extrinsic. An intrinsic evalu-Intrinsic vs.
Extrinsic Metrics ation metric measures how close the items within the clusters are among each other
in relation to how distant they are to items in other clusters. This means that in
order to conduct an intrinsic evaluation, pair-wise similarities of the items must be
given. An extrinsic evaluation can for example be conducted by using a clustering
in a concrete application and measuring its additional benefit. However, commonly
it is based on a gold standard, i.e. a given clustering that is created by domain ex-
perts (Amigo´ et al., 2008). Often used extrinsic evaluation metrics comprise the
purity and inverse purity which are similar to the average precision and recall of
each cluster (Crabtree et al., 2007) as well as the f-measure combining those two
features and the Rand index (Rand, 1971) which relates the number of right and
wrong decisions of the clustering process. Extrinsic evaluation measures are often
preferred to intrinsic ones as they can reflect the performance of a clustering algo-
rithm in respect to the desired result. Furthermore, the similarity metric needed for
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the intrinsic evaluation is in most cases already used in the clustering process and,
thus, is not a neutral evaluation criteria (Crabtree et al., 2007). For the test beds
MACE and Travel well no gold standard is given, thus, only intrinsic evaluation
metrics are applied in this chapter. However, the semantic metadata-based similar-
ities that are used for the evaluation are not used in the clustering process which is
a difference to classical intrinsic evaluation approaches and, thus, can be regarded
as external evaluation criteria. Furthermore, the most promising clusterings are
further evaluated in respect to their ability to improve recommender systems in
chapter 6. The focus of this section is on evaluation metrics that measure the com-
pactness and isolation of the clusters based on a given similarity metric, e.g. the
Davies-Bouldin index and the percentage of correctly positioned items. Addition-
ally, the approach of evaluating a clustering by measuring the divergence from a
random baseline is discussed.
The Davies-Bouldin (DB) index was originally developed to determine the proper Davies-Bouldin
Indexnumber of clusters in the given data by relating the intra-cluster distances (which
should be as low as possible) and the inter-cluster distances (that should be as high
as possible) in order to find a suitable trade-off (Davies and Bouldin, 1979). Equa-
tion 5.1 shows the calculation of the Davies-Bouldin index with σ(Cp) and σ(Cq)
being the dispersions of clusters Cp and Cq, respectively, d(Cp, Cq) being the distance
between the two clusters, and k being the number of all clusters. The dispersion
σ of a cluster is calculated as the average distance of the clusters’ items to its cen-
troid while the distance between two clusters is calculated as the distance of their
centroids. The better a clustering based on these criteria, the smaller the Davies-
Bouldin index. However, the Davies-Bouldin index can only be used to compare
clusterings on the same data set and cannot be interpreted as a standalone value.
DB =
1
k
k∑
p=1
max
1≤q≤k,p6=q
(
σ(Cp) + σ(Cq)
d(Cp, Cq)
)
(5.1)
An evaluation metric that tries to determine whether items are correctly positioned Correctly Positioned
Itemsor classified without the need of a gold standard to compare the clustering to is
proposed by Raskutti and Leckie (1999). An item i ∈ I is assumed to be correctly
positioned if its intra-cluster similarity, i.e. the accumulated similarities to the items
in its cluster C (see equation 5.2), is higher than its inter-cluster similarity, i.e. the
accumulated similarities to all items that do not belong to its cluster (see equation
5.3). The value of this metric is calculated as the percentage of correctly positioned
items (CPI, see equation 5.4).
De Vries et al. (2010) propose to use the divergence from a random baseline to Divergence from a
Random Baselinefilter ineffective clusterings, i.e. those clusterings that achieve high scores using
any evaluation metric but provide no value as clustering solutions. They define
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a useful clustering to work beyond a random approach. It is important that this
randomly created clustering holds the same cluster size distribution as the one it
is compared to because some evaluation metrics have a bias towards many small
or few large clusters. For example, a clustering that puts each item in a single
cluster will receive the highest possible score for purity, as no cluster holds items
that belong to different topics. Though, it cannot be regarded as a useful clustering
and, thus, will not perform better compared to a random baseline holding the same
cluster size distribution.
intra-sim(i) =
∑
j∈C, i 6=j
sim(i, j), with i ∈ C (5.2)
inter-sim(i) =
∑
j /∈C
sim(i, j), with i ∈ C (5.3)
CPI =
100 ∗∑i∈I CP(i)
|I| , with CP(i) =
{
1, intra-sim(i) > inter-sim(i)
0, else
(5.4)
Further intrinsic evaluation metrics are for example the Dunn index that relates aOther Intrinsic
Evaluation Metrics clustering’s minimal inter-cluster distance with its maximal intra-cluster distance
(Dunn, 1973) and the relative margin that measures the cluster separation (Ack-
erman and Ben-David, 2008). Furthermore, Raskutti and Leckie (1999) proposed
the C2 metric that measures the separation of clusters as well and the C3 metric
that measures correct item positioning. These metrics have in common that they
only base on the clustering’s maximal intra-cluster distance or the clustering’s min-
imal inter-cluster distance and do not consider the intra- and inter-similarities of
all clusters or an average value. Thus, they are more sensible against outliers. For
example, a clustering that comprises two similar clusters or a scattered one gets a
bad score using these metrics no matter how good the clustering might be apart
from this. Those sensible metrics are not suitable for the evaluation process shown
in this chapter because the metadata-based similarities used for the evaluation are
far from perfect, e.g. two items with a similar content can get a similarity score of
zero if for example one item only holds Spanish tags while the other one only holds
English tags. Thus, these metrics are not further considered in this thesis.
In fuzzy clustering, an item that is assigned to a cluster also gets a membershipEvaluation Metrics
for Fuzzy Clustering value stating the strength of its association to that cluster. The intrinsic evaluation
metrics created especially for fuzzy clusterings base on these membership values
and can be separated in two categories. The metrics from the first category only
consider the membership values while those from the second category consider
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the membership values and the data set (here: the semantic metadata-based simi-
larities) as described by Halkidi et al. (2001). Thus, the metrics from the first cat-
egory, e.g. the partition coefficient and the partition entropy coefficient (Bezdeck
et al., 1984), evaluate the fuzziness of the clusters with the assumption that the
lower the fuzziness the higher the quality of the clustering. Evaluation metrics
from the second category are similar to those already discussed with the exception
that they use the items’ membership values as weights when the centroids or the
intra-cluster similarities are calculated. Examples are the Xie-Beni index (Xie and
Beni, 1991) and the Fukuyama-Sugeno index (Roubos and Setnes, 2000). However,
since the higher-order co-occurrence clustering does not produce explicit member-
ship values, but an item can fully belong to several clusters, these metrics are not
further considered in the evaluation.
5.2.2 Methodology
The evaluation is conducted on the MACE and the Travel well data set described Data Sets
in section 3.4.1 which also holds the user session definitions that are used to create
usage contexts. To recap, in MACE a usage context comprises all events conducted
by a user without a break of more than an hour whereas in Travel well a usage
context comprises all events conducted by a user on one day because Travel well
does not offer detailed timestamps.
The association measures described in section 3.2.2, i.e. mutual information (MI), Significant
Co-occurrenceslog-likelihood (LL), Yates’ corrected χ2-test (cor-χ2), and the Poisson-based simi-
larity (PAM) are applied to calculate the significance of the items’ co-occurrences.
As already discussed, a threshold must be calculated to distinguish significant co-
occurrences from coincidental ones. By reason that the scores produced by most as-
sociation measures are not comparable for different item pairs, item-specific thresh-
olds must be calculated (see section 4.2.2). This can either be done by ranking the
items’ co-occurrences and choosing the best n or by averaging the co-occurrences’
significance values for each item. However, when applying the first alternative,
the maximum size of the co-occurrence classes is pre-defined by n. There will be
smaller co-occurrence classes for those items that hold less than n co-occurrences at
the respective order, however, the average cluster size will approximate to n This
is only suitable in those cases where the groups of items that belong to different
topics are equally sized and the person applying the clustering is aware of this.
Since usually neither of the two prerequisites is given, the focus is on creating a
threshold without the need of pre-defining the cluster sizes. The starting point for
this is the average significance of the co-occurrences for each item, however, too
many items might be excluded from the co-occurrence classes using such a strict
threshold definition. In order to deal with this, the thresholds can be reduced by
multiplying them with a variable α that can take any value between zero and one.
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The most significant co-occurrences of each item form its first-order co-occurrenceClustering Process
class. The first-order co-occurrence classes are used as input to calculate the second-
order co-occurrence classes which serve as input to calculate the third-order co-
occurrence classes and so forth until the classes get stable and the calculation stops.
For each iteration step, the number of clustered items, the average cluster size,
and the intra-cluster similarity (that is based on the items’ semantic metadata) are
calculated and presented in the next section to provide a detailed insight into the
clustering process.
An item can belong to several clusters when applying a higher-order co-occurrenceCluster Merging
clustering which means that the clustering is likely to hold overlapping and not
well-isolated clusters. Although it is assumed that an item can fully belong to sev-
eral clusters, it is not desirable to have many strongly overlapping clusters. There-
fore, when the clusters are stable, it is investigated if the quality of the clusterings
can be increased by merging clusters that overlap by a certain degree. In order to
calculate the overlapping of two clusters, the Jaccard coefficient, i.e. their intersec-
tion size in relation to their union size, is calculated.
Finally , the clusterings’ average intra-similarity, the Davies-Bouldin index, and theEvaluation
Measures percentage of correctly positioned items are calculated. These values are compared
among the different association measures and to a random baseline that is based
on the respective cluster size distributions.
5.2.3 Clustering Process
Results for the MACE Data Set
This section illustrates the clustering process for the MACE data set using differentClustered Items
association measures and varying the value of α. Figure 5.1 illustrates the number
of items assigned to at least one cluster per iteration step. Independent of the cho-
sen association measure an α value of 1 is too strict and forces that a large part of the
items is filtered out. By reason that these items are to some extend linking points
for the remaining items, the relations of these items are impaired as well which is
expressed by unstable clusters or negative qualitative evaluation results. It can be
seen that the clusterings are relatively similar in terms of the number of clustered
items when using an α value of 0.95 or smaller with holding slightly more items the
smaller the value of α. The different association measures also perform relatively
similar compared to one another. Figure 5.1 shows that loosely connected items
are directly filtered out in the first iteration steps and the remaining items barely
change. Overall, the clustering created using MI and α = 0.85 holds most items
(12,003) and the clustering based on LL and α = 0.95 comprises least items (11,117).
Table 5.1 provides an overview of the clustering results by showing the number of
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Figure 5.1: Mean item count (MACE)
clustered items and clusters as well as the number of clusters an item belongs to
on average for the different association metrics in combination with α = 0.95. The
different cluster size distributions and the selection process of a suitable α value
are discussed in the next sections.
Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of the mean cluster sizes for the different combi- Cluster Size
Evolutionnations of association measures and α values. At the beginning of the clustering
process, the cluster sizes are dependent of the chosen association measure and vary
from 67 (cor-χ2) to 330 (LL). In the next iteration steps the clusters grow and reach
their maximum size during the fourth and seventh iteration. Thereafter, the clusters
start to shrink again until they reach a stable size. This behaviour can be motivated
Table 5.1: Basic statistics for the clusterings of the MACE data set
Measure Items Clusters Clusters / Item
MI α = 0.95 11,997 93 1.03
cor-χ2 α = 0.95 11,251 421 1.53
LL α = 0.95 11,171 382 1.02
PAM α = 0.95 11,858 164 1.39
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Figure 5.2: Mean cluster size (MACE)
by the fact that many item pairs are distantly connected which forces the cluster
sizes to increase at the beginning. However, only item pairs that are connected by
a significant number of paths of different length are aggregated again in each it-
eration step. Hence, the cluster sizes start to decrease again from a certain order
on until they get stable. When the clustering is based on MI or LL, the mean clus-
ter sizes increase more in the iteration process than for the cor-χ2- or PAM-based
clusterings. This is due to the clusterings’ different cluster size distributions that
are discussed in the next paragraph. For example, when MI is used, many small
(less than 10 items) and few very large (more than 1,000 items) clusters are pro-
duced and until these final large clusters are formed, their constituents, i.e. many
large (and overlapping) clusters, are part of the clustering and increase the average
cluster size.
In order to get a better insight in the final clusterings, figure 5.3a shows the clusterCluster Size
Distribution size distribution as a boxplot for the clusterings created using the different asso-
ciation measures in combination with α = 0.95. Each box represents the medium
50% of the cluster sizes in the respective clustering and the median is shown as
a line in the box. The length of the whiskers is constrained by the 1.5-fold of the
interquartile range (i.e. the length of the box) and their ends represent real cluster
sizes of the clustering. The outliers (marked as circles) lay between the 1.5-fold and
the 3-fold of the interquartile range and cluster sizes above this are considered to
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Figure 5.3: Cluster size distribution (MACE)
be extreme values (marked as stars). Figure 5.3b is an excerpt showing all cluster
sizes up to 100, this size was chosen because this way all outliers can be shown
in the excerpt while an overview of the extreme values can be gathered from the
whole diagram. Figure 5.3b shows that for all association metrics at least 25% of the
clusters have a size of 3 and no clustering holds a cluster with less than 3 items. Fur-
thermore, 50% of all clusters hold at maximum 7 items independent of the chosen
association measure. However, the choice of the association measure significantly
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Figure 5.4: Mean intra-cluster similarity (MACE)
influences the resulting clustering. While 77.5% of the clusters that are part of the
MI-based clustering hold less than 10 items, this clustering also contains the largest
clusters with five clusters holding between 1,564 and 2,155 items. This suggests
that these large clusters might be rag bags (Amigo´ et al., 2008) holding items that
are too loosely inter-connected to be clustered more reasonably. The distribution
of the LL-based clustering is similar to the MI-based one with almost 80% of the
clusters holding less than 10 items. Though, it holds about four times as many
clusters of which only three clusters hold more than 1,000 items and the biggest
one only holds 1,619 items. The cor-χ2- and the PAM-based clusterings comprise
more clusters that hold at least 10 items, however, the clusters do not get as large
as the clusters produced using MI or LL. Overall, the cor-χ2-based clustering holds
most clusters and is also the fuzziest one with an item belonging to 1.53 clusters on
average. In contrast, the MI- and LL-based clusterings are almost hard clusterings,
see table 5.1. The structural differences of the clusterings can be motivated by the
fact that the association measures MI and LL are able to produce negative values
for co-occurring items if they co-occur less than expected. Just as for the calcula-
tions in the last chapter, these co-occurrences are not further considered, neither
as significant co-occurrences nor to calculate the thresholds. This way, MI and LL
are stricter measures resulting in more small clusters and additionally in few very
large that collect the remaining items.
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Figure 5.4 shows the mean intra-cluster similarity of the clusterings for each itera- Intra-Cluster
Similaritytion step. Here, the intra-cluster similarity of a cluster is calculated as the average
similarity of its items to its centroid. The intra-cluster similarity of the first-order
classes amounts to approximately 0.44 independent from the chosen association
measure and the value of α. In the next iteration steps, the mean cluster sizes in-
crease and force a drop of the corresponding intra-cluster similarities. Thereafter,
when the cluster sizes start to decrease again, the intra-cluster similarities increase
accordingly until they get stable. As already mentioned, an α value of 1 results in
filtering out a large part of the items which also affects the intra-cluster similarity
of the remaining clusters since a related item pair can only be assigned to the same
cluster if their connecting items are still part of the clustering. The MI-based clus-
tering reaches the highest intra-cluster similarity (0.7632, with α = 0.9), followed by
LL (0.6733, α = 0.85), PAM (0.6518, α = 0.95), and cor-χ2 (0.6272, α = 0.85).
It can be noted that as long as α is not higher than 0.95, its value only has a small Choosing a Value
for αeffect on the intra-cluster similarities that can be positive as well as negative. How-
ever, when an α value smaller than 0.95 is used, slightly more items are clustered,
the number of clusters decreases, and the mean size of the large clusters (marked as
stars in figure 5.3) increases. This indicates that the additional items are just put into
those clusters that capture items that are too loosely connected to be clustered more
reasonably and do not necessarily provide additional information. Furthermore, a
smaller α value leads to a softening of the boundaries between the clusters and,
thus, forces that some small clusters are absorbed by bigger ones. Finally, while the
higher-order co-occurrence clustering is almost a hard one when MI or LL are used
in a combination with α = 0.95, the number of clusters an item belongs to increases
for all association measures by 20.59% (LL) up to 62.75% (PAM) when changing α
to 0.85. Although it is assumed that an item can fully belong to different clusters,
it is not desirable that the clustering is diluted. Consequently, it is recommended
to always use the highest value of α for which a clustering gets stable and holds a
sufficient amount of items.
Results for the Travel well Data Set
The clusterings for the Travel Well data set get stable from an α value of 0.95 down- Stabilisation of
the Clusteringwards on when the association measures cor-χ2 or PAM are used. When the clus-
tering is based on LL, it gets stable from an α value of 0.9 downwards on and when
MI is used, a value of 0.85 or smaller is required. While in most cases with α = 1
too many items are filtered out, the clusterings can also be unstable if a smaller α
value is used and only few items are removed as can be seen for the combinations
of LL with α = 1 or 0.95 and MI with α = 0.95 or 0.9 (see Appendix B, figure B.1
and B.2, pp. 155 for the average number of clustered items and the evolution of the
mean cluster sizes). In these cases, the clusterings move back and forth between
two solutions for even and odd iteration rounds which shows that the thresholds
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Figure 5.5: Cluster size distribution (Travel well)
are too high for the item pairs to build universal and stable relations. The mean
cluster size evolutions for the different combinations of association measures and
α values are similar to those for the MACE data set. This means that the clusters
reach their maximum size if MI is used and their minimum size if the clustering
is based on PAM. Additionally, decreasing α values force increasing cluster sizes.
Table 5.2 shows an overview of the resulting clusters for the different association
measures and using the highest α value for which the clusterings get stable.
Figure 5.5 shows the cluster size distributions for the different clusterings. TheCluster Size
Distribution sizes of the final clusterings are noticeably larger for the Travel well data set than
for the MACE data set. Additionally, the clusterings created using PAM and LL
are significantly fuzzier with 3.4 (PAM) and 4.98 (LL) clusters per item. This can
be motivated by the fact that the session definition for the Travel well set is much
more loose than for the MACE data set.
Table 5.2: Basic statistics for the clusterings of the Travel well data set
Measure Items Clusters Clusters / Item
MI α = 0.85 1,813 15 1.86
cor-χ2 α = 0.95 1,715 116 1.15
LL α = 0.90 1,670 62 4.98
PAM α = 0.95 1,791 70 3.40
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Figure 5.6: Mean intra-cluster similarity (Travel well)
Accordingly, the mean intra-cluster similarities do not reach the same level as for Intra-cluster
Similaritythe MACE data set which can be seen in figure 5.6. The first-order co-occurrence
classes possess intra-cluster similarities of about 0.4 which first slightly decrease
in further iterations to then increase again until they get stable. The highest intra-
cluster similarity, i.e. 0.5365, is reached by the clustering that is based on cor-χ2.
This clustering is also the least fuzzy one with on average 1.15 clusters per item
and holds the maximum number of clusters, i.e. 116. In contrast, the LL-based
clustering, which is the fuzziest one, does not even reach the intra-cluster similarity
of its first-order co-occurrence classes.
5.2.4 Cluster Merging
The basic assumption is that an item can fully belong to several clusters. How- Methodology
ever, the analyses in the previous sections show for both data sets that the fuzzi-
est clusterings are also the ones with the lowest intra-cluster similarity and vice
versa. Thus, this section investigates if the quality of a clustering can be increased
by merging clusters that overlap by a certain degree. The quality is again mea-
sured by the mean intra-cluster similarity since the Davies-Bouldin index rewards
well-isolated clusters and the percentage of correctly positioned items has a bias
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Figure 5.7: Intra-cluster similarity for merged clusters
against large clusters. This means that the resulting values of these measures can
be assumed to improve as soon as overlapping clusters are merged. In contrast,
the mean intra-cluster similarity has a bias against small cluster, thus, if the intra-
cluster similarity increases with merging the clusters, it can be seen as an indication
that the clustering’s quality is improved.
Figure 5.7 shows the intra-cluster similarities for the MACE and the Travel wellMerging Results
data sets for varying Jaccard coefficients that cause two clusters to be merged. In
fact, the lower the Jaccard coefficient, the higher the intra-cluster similarity, i.e. the
best results are reached if two clusters are merged as soon as they have one overlap-
ping item. For both data sets it can be observed that in most cases all overlapping
clusters are merged into one single large cluster. Since the intra-cluster similarity
rises through this process, it can be assumed that the merging affects primarily
those clusters with low intra-cluster similarities. Thus, by merging them (which
typically results in one large cluster with a low intra-cluster similarity) they are
only included once in the calculation of the mean intra-cluster similarity. However,
according to Amigo´ et al. (2008) it is preferable to only have one cluster holding
those items that cannot be clustered more reasonably, thus, the merged clusters
(with a Jaccard index > 0) are considered for the following evaluations. Table 5.3
gives an overview of the number of clusters in the new hard clusterings in compari-
son to the original ones. As can be assumed, the fuzzier the original clustering, the
Table 5.3: Number of clusters in the original and merged clusterings
Measure MACE Travel well
with max α Merged Original Merged Original
MI 83 93 6 15
cor-χ2 370 421 107 116
LL 376 382 21 62
PAM 138 164 30 70
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more it was reduced. Though, the clusterings shrink by 1.57% (LL) up to 15.85%
(PAM) for the MACE data set and from 7.76% (cor-χ2) up to 66.13% (LL) for the
Travel well data set. Boxplot diagrams representing the cluster size distributions
for the new clusterings are given in appendix B (figures B.3 and B.4 on pp. 157).
5.2.5 Clustering Evaluation
Results for the MACE Data Set
Table 5.4 shows the intra-cluster similarity (Sim), the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index, Results
and the percentage of correctly positioned items (CPI) for the four final cluster-
ings of the MACE data set. The intra-cluster similarity can take any value between
0 and 1 (with 1 being best), the Davies-Bouldin index can take any positive value
(the smaller the value the better the clustering), and the percentage of correctly pos-
itioned items can take a value between 0 and 100 (with 100 being the best). In order
to calculate the baselines, for each clustering ten baseline clusterings are randomly
created while considering the respective cluster size distribution. This is to say, the
baselines’ number of clusters and the sizes of these clusters are given by the ori-
ginal clustering. The items are randomly allocated to the clusters until they reach
their pre-defined size and each item belongs to exactly one cluster. The evaluation
results for these ten baseline clusterings are averaged and the standard deviation is
given in the table as well. It can be noted that all four clusterings score better than
their associated baselines in respect to the three evaluation metrics.
Table 5.4: Evaluation results with baselines (MACE)
Measure Sim SimBaseline DB
DB
Baseline CPI
CPI
Baseline
MI
α = 0.95
0.8023 0.5123
σ = 0.0079
1.3363 6.5790
σ = 0.5610
65.78% 56.15%
σ = 0.12%
cor-χ2
α = 0.95
0.6731 0.4486
σ = 0.0023
2.3373 4.6786
σ = 0.0702
14.23% 0.31%
σ = 0.05%
LL
α = 0.95
0.6714 0.4958
σ = 0.0054
1.7877 4.3675
σ = 0.1067
31.20% 1.11%
σ = 0.12%
PAM
α = 0.95
0.7194 0.4614
σ = 0.0061
1.9579 6.9065
σ = 0.1255
44.81% 9.47%
σ = 0.90%
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The usage of MI produces the clustering with the highest intra-cluster similarity.Intra-cluster
Similarity This can partly be explained by the cluster size distribution, i.e. many very small
clusters which by definition have a high intra-cluster similarity and few very large
clusters that carry not much weight. This also explains why MI has the highest
baseline. However, the intra-cluster similarity for MI exceeds its baseline by 56.6%
which indicates that the clustering solution provides a real value. The other meas-
ures also exceed their baseline by at least 35.41% (LL) with PAM being the second
and cor-χ2 being the third best measure.
The DB index assesses how dense and well separated the clusters are. Similarly toDavies-Bouldin
Index the intra-cluster similarity, MI and PAM perform best when comparing the meas-
ures to one another as they show the highest divergence to their baselines. How-
ever, LL and cor-χ2 clearly deviate from their baselines as well.
It can be noticed that the CPI baseline is far higher for MI than for the other as-Percentage of
Correctly Positioned
Items
sociation measures. This is because additionally to very small clusters, MI also
creates one large cluster holding all items that cannot be clustered otherwise and
the likelihood that an item contained in this large cluster is positioned correctly ac-
cording to this measure is very high. However, the CPI value of the higher-order
co-occurrence clustering using MI is still higher than for the baseline which shows
that it has a positive effect on the clustering. The next best clustering is again the
PAM-based one with the highest divergence to the baseline followed by the LL-
and cor-χ2-based clusterings.
The results show that independent from the used association measure the higher-Discussion
order co-occurrence clustering approach is able to group similar items in well sepa-
rated clusters. However, the rag bags produced in the clustering process can grow
very large. For example, the clustering produced using MI holds the best values
in respect to all three evaluation metrics. Though, it contains one large cluster that
holds 9,261 items, i.e. 77.19% of all clustered items. This means that even if the clus-
tering is very good for a part of the items, a large part of the items can be considered
to be not clustered at all. This phenomenon can be found for the other association
measures as well even if not as distinctive as for MI. The largest clusters of the other
clusterings reach a maximum size of 5,681 (LL), 3,417 (PAM), and 1,949 (cor-χ2). It
is striking that cor-χ2 shifts least items to rag bags but try to cluster them meaning-
fully. As a consequence, the cor-χ2-based clustering receives the worst evaluation
results when compared to the other association measures. However, depending on
the clustering’s purpose, cor-χ2 might perform better than the other measures as
it offers relations between a large part of the items. This is further investigated in
chapter 6. Overall, PAM seems to be the most promising association measure with
the second best evaluation results and the second smallest rag bag.
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Results for the Travel well Data Set
Figure 5.5 shows the evaluation results for the Travel well data set. The measures Intra-cluster
Similarityperform similarly compared to one another in respect to the intra-cluster similarity.
The PAM-based clustering reaches the highest value and also differs most from its
baseline followed by the MI- and the cor-χ2-based ones. The LL-based clustering
reaches the second highest intra-similarity, though, it differs least from its baseline.
The clusterings’ differences for the DB index are more remarkable. The MI-based Davies-Bouldin
Indexclustering can clearly outperform its baseline and holds the best value of all cluster-
ings. In contrast, the DB index of the PAM-based clustering does not differ from its
baseline and the cor-χ2-based one achieves a value that is even worse which means
that the clusters are more scattered and less isolated than expected when created
randomly. The DB index of the LL-based clustering differs at least slightly from its
baseline and is comparable to the one of the MI-based clustering.
It is striking that the CPI for the cor-χ2-based clustering’s baseline is much smaller Percentage of
Correctly Positioned
Items
with 12.3% than for the other measures that receive value between 70.35% (PAM)
and 89.46% (LL). This is because it is the only clustering that does not hold one
large rag bag in which the CPI is usually very high. In fact, the largest cluster of
the cor-χ2-based clustering comprises 141 items. Thus, even if the CPI seems to be
small with 12.3%, it differs most from its baseline which is the most important cri-
terion. The PAM- and the MI-based clusterings also achieve better scores than their
baselines, solely the LL-based clustering’s CPI is similar to the one of its baseline.
The evaluation results of the clusterings for the Travel well data set do not con- Discussion
vince as much as those for the MACE data set. Though, the results indicate that
Table 5.5: Evaluation results with baselines (Travel well)
Measure Sim SimBaseline DB
DB
Baseline CPI
CPI
Baseline
MI
α = 0.85
0.5313 0.3581
σ = 0.0085
1.6054 8.1500
σ = 0.8338
82.90% 74.66%
σ = 0.16%
cor-χ2
α = 0.95
0.5476 0.3716
σ = 0.0017
3.5358 2.7193
σ = 0.0224
12.30% 0.10%
σ = 0.07%
LL
α = 0.90
0.5717 0.4516
σ = 0.0042
1.7601 2.0731
σ = 0.0652
89.46% 89.11%
σ = 0.12%
PAM
α = 0.95
0.5775 0.3556
σ = 0.0049
3.7365 3.7574
σ = 0.1442
70.35% 60.44%
σ = 0.38%
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at least some of the clustering solutions provide a value. The MI-based clustering
achieves better scores than its baseline for all three evaluation metrics. However,
similarly to the MI-based clustering of the MACE data set, it only clusters a part
of the items in reasonable and small clusters and shifts the remaining items in one
large cluster holding 85% of the items. The PAM-based clustering holds one large
cluster comprising about 85% of the clustered items as well. While it can exceed the
intra-cluster similarity and the CPI of its baseline, it does not provide a dense and
well-isolated clustering. The LL-based clustering’s rag bag comprises 73.78% of the
clustered items. Compared to one another, this is the qualitative worst clustering
as for all three evaluation metrics it differs least from its baselines. The clustering
based on cor-χ2 does not include a large cluster that collects the remaining items.
While it achieves a DB index that is worse than its baseline, it exceeds its baseline’s
intra-cluster similarity and CPI. Summing up, similar to the MACE data set, the
association measure MI seems to be best suited when the quality of the cluster-
ing is more important than the amount of clustered items while the cor-χ2-based
clustering provides cluster information for most items.
5.2.6 Manual Analysis
This section provides a randomised manual analysis of the clusterings in orderApproach
to provide a better insight into their structure. The clusterings created using the
Poisson-based similarity (PAM) were chosen since the previous evaluations indi-
cate that PAM seems to be the best trade-off between quality and quantity. First, a
list of tags and classifications that are ranked according to the number of items they
belong to is generated for each cluster. Second, for those clusters that do not hold a
sufficient amount of metadata, the learning resources are visited.
When manually analysing the MACE clusters, in most cases it is possible to di-MACE
rectly identify their topics. For example: there are clusters exclusively holding re-
sources about a) health and safety management in architecture, b) castles and ruins
in Lower-Saxony, or c) design and planning of buildings in urban areas. For some
clusters no semantic metadata are given, thus, no semantic metadata-based similar-
ity can be calculated and the clusters are not considered in the previous evaluation.
However, in the manual analysis, main topics for these clusters can be found as
well, e.g. the design of residential buildings. In very few cases, topically related re-
sources are split into two or more clusters which results for example in two clusters
about buildings in Barcelona. Finally, it is striking, that most clusters hold learning
resources that are in the same language and also (almost) exclusively hold tags in
this language, e.g. Spanish, German, or Italian.
The Travel well clusters are not as homogeneous as the MACE clusters. However,Travel well
for about half of the clusters one main topic is recognisable, e.g. German as foreign
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language or physics in primary schools. The other half of the clusters clearly com-
prise two or very rarely even three or more topics. For example, there are clusters
about geography and biology as well as about basic computer science and English
language learning. However, the Travel well resources are mainly about foreign
language learning in primary and secondary schools, thus, a topical mixture can
at least partly be motivated. For example: English texts about computer hardware
can be used to deepen the understanding of both, the hardware and the English
language. Furthermore, topics from different domains are often used in combina-
tion in these school forms, e.g. the geographical reasons for a seismic sea wave and
its consequences for the population. However, many clusters hold at least some
resources that are clearly misplaced. This is most probably due to the fact that
limited usage data are available for the Travel well data set (only tag and rating
activities). Additionally, no timestamps are given for the events which leads to a
rather loose session definition. Finally, learning resources contained in the same
cluster are usually in the same language which is similar to the MACE data set.
5.3 Conclusion
This chapter described an implementation of the concept of higher-order co-occur- Summary
rences for items used in usage contexts in order to cluster them in reasonable groups.
Similarly to the experiments in the last chapter, the evaluation results were better
for the MACE than for the Travel well data set which can be explained by the more
strict user session definition that could be applied for the MACE data set. Further-
more, the MACE data set holds events for more event types than the Travel well
data set. However, for both data sets it could be seen that the choice of the as-
sociation measure strongly influenced the structure and quality of the clusterings.
When the clustering was based on the association measure MI, a large part of the
items were collected in a rag bag and, thus, were not reasonably clustered while
the remaining clustering showed the highest quality compared to the other ones.
In contrast, the quality of the clustering created using cor-χ2 was not as convinc-
ing but most items were reasonably clustered. PAM might be the best trade-off
between the quality and the number of clustered items while the performance of
LL is not satisfying in both categories.
Concluding, the results of the intrinsic evaluation (using external information) con- Final Remarks
ducted in this chapter indicate that the resulting clusterings indeed provide a value
as clustering solutions. The application scenarios for such clusterings are manifold,
e.g. grouping items returned by a search query or enabling a cluster-based method-
ology of browsing a web portal’s content. Hence, it is depending on the clustering’s
application which clustering solution, i.e the usage of which association measure,
provides the most additional value. In this thesis, the suitability of the clusterings
in order to support recommender systems is investigated in chapter 6.
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Part III
Enhancing Recommender Systems
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Chapter 6
Usage-based Recommendation of
Learning Resources
The previous chapters show that the usage of items can indeed be used to in- Introduction
fer similarities between them. Thereby, the usage-context based approach that
utilises the distributional hypothesis produces pair-wise similarity values whereas
the higher-order co-occurrence clustering groups similar items in clusters. This
chapter discusses how the results of these two approaches, which are referred to as
usage-based approaches, can be utilised to increase the performance of recommen-
der systems. Thus, this chapter is part of answering the second research question
(i.e. Can usage-based relations of items be utilised to create recommender systems that are
able to accurately recommend rarely used items?). The experiments are conducted on
the MACE and on the Travel well data set that both almost only hold rarely used
items. Here, usage-based recommender systems are created and combined with
existing collaborative filtering techniques to form hybrid systems. All recommen-
der systems are then evaluated against standard collaborative and content-based
filtering approaches that serve as baselines. Thereafter, the evaluation results are
discussed with respect to the insights gathered in part II of this thesis.
6.1 Recommendation Approaches
This section introduces two approaches that utilise the usage-based similarities cal- Overview
culated by the usage context-based approach and the higher-order co-occurrence
clustering, respectively. First, the deployment of a recommender system that is
solely based on the usage-based similarities is described. Thereafter, the creation of
hybrid recommender systems is discussed.
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6.1.1 Usage-based Recommender Systems
The usage context-based recommender system uses the usage context-based simi-Usage
Context-based
Recommender
larities and the user-item-rating matrix that holds information about the users’
rating behaviour, see equation 6.1. As commonly done in recommender systems
that base on pair-wise item similarities (e.g. item-based collaborative filtering and
content-based filtering), the expected rating rˆui of a user u on an item i is calculated
by averaging the ratings ruj given by the user to the other items in her profile P (u)
while each rating is weighted by the corresponding similarity sim(i, j).
rˆui =
∑
j∈P (u),i 6=j(sim(i, j) ∗ ruj)∑
j∈P (u),i 6=j sim(i, j)
(6.1)
When a higher-order co-occurrence clustering is applied, no explicit value thatCluster-based
Recommender states the strength of a semantic similarity between two items is given. However,
the common cluster membership of items can be used to create estimated ratings.
Thus, the cluster-based recommender system uses equation 6.1 as well to calculate
the expected ratings in which the similarity of two items is one if they are members
of the same cluster and zero otherwise. Though, the evaluations of the previous
chapter show that the higher-order co-occurrence clustering tends to create few
large rag bags holding items that cannot be clustered more meaningfully. It can
be assumed that items in these rag bags do not hold such strong similarity rela-
tions with each other as the items in smaller clusters. Since each item belongs to
maximally one cluster, a weighting approach based on the cluster size cannot be
applied. One way to deal with the rag bags is to not consider them when predict-
ing the ratings by defining a threshold regarding the cluster size. However, there
is no clear line between meaningful clusters and rag bags. Though, when view-
ing the boxplot of the MACE data set that shows the final cluster size distributions
(appendix B, figure B.3 on page 157), one can see that each clustering holds one or
two clusters with at least 13.30% of the items (i.e. 1,619 items) while the remaining
clusters only hold up to 8.56% of the items (i.e. 1,042 items). It seems reasonable
to choose a value in between those cluster sizes as threshold since a lower thresh-
old would force many clusters to be removed and the usage of a higher threshold
would result in some clusterings keeping all clusters. The same holds true for the
Travel well data set where the dividing line lies between 7.37% and 10.77%. This
means, there is no cluster holding more than 7.37% but less than 10.77% of the items
and when a value in between these cluster sizes is chosen as threshold, one or two
clusters are removed from each clustering.
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6.1.2 Hybrid Recommender Systems
In order to benefit as much as possible from the given usage and rating data, the Overview over
Hybrid Approachesusage-based standalone recommender systems can be combined with collabora-
tive filtering approaches. Section 2.3 gives an overview of possibilities on how to
combine two or more approaches. Examples are the ranked hybrid (that combines
the ratings from different recommender systems using a weighting scheme), the
switching hybrid (that selects each rating prediction from the recommender with
the highest confidence value), and the feature augmentation hybrid (in which each
contributing recommender adds features to the items’ descriptions, so that the ac-
tual recommender has a better base).
Here, all CF approaches suffer from the sparsity that prevails in the user-item- Usage-boosted
Collaborative
Filtering
rating matrices of the considered web portals. Hence, a pure combination of the
rating predictions seems to be less promising than an approach in which the rec-
ommender systems support each other. This leads to the decision to create a feature
augmentation hybrid. Furthermore, because the usage-based item similarities indi-
cate content similarities, it seems meaningful to adapt the content-boosted CF that
is introduced by Melville et al. (2002). The content-boosted CF uses a content-based
recommender to fill in the missing ratings in a user-item-rating matrix that is then
used as input for a CF approach. In this thesis, the usage-based standalone recom-
mender systems are used to predict the missing ratings. Thus, the usage context-
and cluster-boosted approaches are similar to the content-boosted ones regarding
their functionality but do not require any content information.
6.2 Evaluation
6.2.1 Experimental Set-up
This section discusses the selection of parameters for the usage-based recommen- Introduction
der systems and suitable evaluation criteria as well as existing recommender sys-
tems whose results can serve as baselines.
Parameter for Usage-based and -boosted Recommender Systems
Chapter 4 describes different possibilities on how to implement the notion of usage Usage
Context-based
Similarity
contexts in order to create pair-wise item similarities. In this evaluation, each item
is represented by exactly one vector that holds its most significant co-occurrences
from its pre- and post-usage contexts. This approach is chosen because it is remark-
ably more efficient in terms of time and memory than the approach in which each
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item holds detailed information about each usage context it was used in. Add-
itionally, this more efficient approach is able to reach a higher correlation with the
semantic metadata-based similarities. All discussed association measures, i.e. MI,
cor-χ2, LL, and PAM are investigated in this evaluation in combination with the
average threshold. This decision is made to disburden potential users from find-
ing a suitable value for the vector size. Finally, the whole usage contexts rather
than only the pre-usage contexts are used since this way more usage context-based
relations between the items can be found which is crucial given the sparse data sets.
The higher-order co-occurrence clusterings that are used to create rating predic-Higher-order
Co-occurrence
Clustering
tions in this evaluation are also based on all presented association measures in com-
bination with the average threshold. However, this threshold is weighted using the
highest α value for which the associated clusterings get stable and hold a sufficient
number of items. The meaning of the sufficient number of items does not need to
be specified further here since all clusterings, for which the α value was chosen
low enough, hold more than 90% of the items and those clusterings, for which the
α value was chosen too high, hold less than 10% of the items. In MACE, an α value
of 0.95 can be used for all association measures whereas in Travel well the α value
varies depending on the chosen measure. Here, cor-χ2 and PAM can also be com-
bined with an α value of 0.95 while the association measures LL and MI that are
able to produce negative significance scores need to be combined with α values of
0.90 and 0.85, respectively.
Evaluation Criteria
In order to evaluate the quality of the recommender systems, a 5-fold cross evalu-Prediction Accuracy
ation is conducted. The different approaches are then evaluated in terms of their
prediction and classification accuracy (an overview of recommendation metrics is
given in section 2.6). The root mean squared error (RMSE) is chosen for measuring
the prediction accuracy in combination with the coverage. Thus, the mean squared
deviation of the rating predictions and the real ratings is given in combination with
the percentage of user-item pairs in the test set for which a rating can be predicted.
The RMSE is preferred over the mean average error (MAE) as it weights large errors
more than small ones while the MAE does not weight the errors.
Additionally, precision, recall, and their harmonic mean, which is given by theClassification
Accuracy f1 score, are presented. According to Adomavicius and Kwon (2011), an item is
considered to be relevant for a user if it is rated with at least 4 out of 5 stars. These
measures are preferred over the area under the ROC curve (AUC) because they give
more insight in the rating prediction behaviour. The MACE and Travel well rating
data sets are rather small with many users only having one item in the test set, thus,
no recommendation lists for single users can be created. Therefore, all values are
calculated for all users at once. Furthermore, metrics measuring the ranking quality
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as well as the novelty and diversity of the recommendations cannot be applied here
due to the limited size of the data sets.
Baseline Approaches
The approaches proposed in this thesis are compared against and also combined NH-based CF
Approacheswith popular collaborative filtering methods. First, these are collaborative filtering
(CF) approaches that are based on the items’ and the users’ neighbourhoods (NH),
i.e. item-based collaborative filtering (IBCF) and user-based collaborative filtering
(UBCF) as described in section 2.2.1. Here, the UBCF utilises the Pearson correla-
tion to calculate the similarities between the item pairs whereas the IBCF applies
the adjusted cosine similarity to find similar users. These combinations are chosen
as they performed best in the preparatory investigations.
Second, CF approaches that are based on matrix factorisation (MF) as described MF-based CF
Approachesin section 2.2.2 are considered as well. Here, the algorithms offered by the PREA
toolkit (Lee et al., 2012) and the Java port of the MyMediaLite Recommender Sys-
tem Library (Gantner et al., 2011) are investigated. The PREA toolkit comprises
algorithms for single value decomposition, non-negative MF, probabilistic MF, and
Bayesian probabilistic MF whereas the MyMediaLite makes available a standard
MF as well as a biased and a factorised MF approach. Based on the performances
of the different methods on the used data sets and to not overload the diagrams, the
single value decomposition (SVD) method from the PREA toolkit that is introduced
by Paterek (2007) and the biased matrix factorisation (BMF) from the MyMediaLite
toolkit described by Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme (2008) are chosen to be used in
the evaluations that follow.
Additionally to the CF approaches, a content-based filtering (CBF) as described in Content-based
Filtering
Approaches
section 2.1 is applied by utilising the metadata-based similarities that formed the
basis of the evaluations in the previous chapters. For this purpose, equation 6.1
that is also used for the usage-based filtering is applied with sim(i, j) being the
semantic metadata-based similarity of the items i and j. Finally, this approach is
also used for content-boosting, i.e. the original user-item-rating matrix is filled in
using CBF to then serve as input for the different CF approaches, see section 2.3.
6.2.2 Results for the MACE Data Set
Collaborative and Content-based Filtering
Table 6.1 shows the RMSE and the coverage as well as the precision, the recall, and Collaborative
Filteringthe f1 score that are achieved using the CF approaches IBCF, UBCF, SVD, and BMF
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Table 6.1: MACE: collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 1.0814 20.57% 0.7267 0.2082 0.3237
UBCF 0.5770 24.15% 0.9664 0.2981 0.4556
SVD 0.8303 30.00% 0.9511 0.3302 0.4902
BMF 1.1947 100.00% 0.8912 0.3394 0.4916
on the MACE data set. The NH-based approaches perform similarly according to
the number of predicted ratings, i.e. 20.57% (IBCF) and 24.15% (UBCF). Though, the
IBCF clearly performs worse in terms of RMSE with a value of 1.0814 (IBCF) com-
pared to 0.5770 (UBCF). This is due to the fact that each user rated on average 6.25
items while each item is only rated by on average 1.11 users. Thus, the similarities
between users can be calculated with more confidence than the similarities between
items. In fact, the UBCF achieves the lowest RMSE of all CF approaches which is
also reflected by the high precision it reaches (i.e. 0.9664). The SVD predicts 30% of
the ratings which is slightly more than the NH-based approaches and its RMSE lies
in the middle with a value of 0.8303. However, its precision (i.e. 0.9511) is almost as
high as the one achieved by the UBCF and because of its higher recall (i.e. 0.3302) it
also reaches a higher f1 score (i.e. 0.4902). The BMF always predicts a rating, even
if the user or the item of a user-item pair is not part of the associated training set
which is also reflected by the comparatively high recall of the BMF (i.e. 0.3394).
Thus, the BMF reaches the highest f1 score (i.e. 0.4916) even though it performs
worst in terms of RMSE and worse than UBCF and SVD in terms of precision.
Table 6.2 shows the results for the content-based filtering (CBF) that uses the avail-Content-based
Filtering able semantic metadata to establish relations between the items. The CBF reaches
a medium RMSE (i.e. 0.8877) while it predicts ratings for 56.60% of the user-item
pairs in the test sets. The only CF approach that predicts more ratings is the BMF
which in return has a much higher RMSE. Furthermore, even though the CBF pre-
dicts less ratings, its recall is higher. Consequently, the CBF achieves a higher f1
score than the BMF.
Table 6.3 shows the results for the content-boosted versions of the CF approaches. ItContent-boosting
can be seen that with a user-item-rating matrix that is filled in using content-based
filtering, i.e. with a less sparse matrix, the results of the different CF approaches are
Table 6.2: MACE: content-based filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
CBF 0.8877 56.60% 0.7895 0.4383 0.5637
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Table 6.3: MACE: content-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.9456 68.49% 0.7769 0.4524 0.5718
UBCF 0.9156 69.25% 0.8060 0.5023 0.6189
SVD 0.9260 70.94% 0.8276 0.5614 0.6690
BMF 1.0169 100.00% 0.7641 0.6471 0.7007
converging. For example, the RMSE increases for the UBCF and the SVD whereas
it decreases for the IBCF and the BMF. However, all approaches benefit from the
content-boosting which clearly can be seen by means of the f1 scores that increase
by at least 35.84% (for the UBCF) and up to 76.64% (for the IBCF). This increase
can mainly be ascribed to the increased recall which in turn is forced by the larger
number of ratings that can be predicted for the IBCF, the UBCF, and the SVD. For
the BMF, that predicts a rating for each user-item pair, the increased recall can be
explained by the much smaller RMSE (i.e. 1.0169 instead of 1.1947), which causes
more items to be recognised as relevant. Overall, the BMF still produces the worst
RMSE and also the lowest precision (i.e. 0.7641) of the four content-boosted CF
approaches but also the highest recall (i.e. 0.6471) which results in the highest f1
score (i.e. 0.7007).
This section shows that the CBF performs better regarding the recall and the f1 Conclusion
score than the un-boosted CF approaches. On the contrary, the CF approaches tend
to achieve a higher precision. Thus, a combination seems reasonable and in fact, all
approaches benefit in terms of coverage and recall from the feature augmentation
that helps to compensate the sparsity of the user-item-rating matrix. The precision
decreases in most cases since the filled-in values are not completely accurate but
this is balanced by the increasing recall as shown by the f1 scores that increase for
all CF approaches using the content-boosting. Overall, the UBCF performs best in
terms of RMSE on both the original and the filled-in matrix while the SVD always
reaches the highest precision. However, when considering the coverage, the recall,
and the f1 score, the BMF is the best performing approach on both matrices.
Usage-based Filtering
Table 6.4 shows the results for the usage context-based (UC) filtering approaches Usage
Context-based
Filtering
that utilise different association measures. The approaches differ not as much from
one another in their performance as the CF approaches. However, the MI-based
one is the best approach according to all evaluation metrics. This is consistent with
the findings of chapter 4, i.e. the item similarities calculated using the MI-based ap-
proach show the highest correlation to the content-based similarities. Additionally,
the MI-based approach finds relations for more items than the other approaches. In-
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Table 6.4: MACE: usage context-based filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
MI 0.9818 57.17% 0.7637 0.3486 0.4787
cor-χ2 1.0312 50.00% 0.6945 0.2855 0.4047
LL 1.0627 41.51% 0.7278 0.3359 0.4597
PAM 1.0168 50.57% 0.7083 0.2956 0.4171
terestingly, the LL-based approach almost predicts as much ratings as the MI-based
one and more than the approaches using cor-χ2 or PAM even though the LL-based
approach creates relations for less items as shown in section 4.2.2 on page 84. How-
ever, those items that hold relations to other items according to the LL-based ap-
proach hold more relations. For example, the MI-based approach creates relations
for 9,173 items in which each item holds on average 944 relations to other items.
The LL-based one only creates relations for 5,423 items, though, each item holds on
average 1,966 relations. Summing up, the MI-based approach is the best perform-
ing UC-based filtering. It achieves a value of 0.9818 for the RMSE and, thus, it also
performs better than the IBCF and the BMF. Furthermore, this approach returns
predicted ratings for 57.17% of the user-item pairs in the test sets which is slightly
more than the CBF produces and approximately twice the number of ratings that
can be predicted by the IBCF, the UBCF, and the SVD. Finally, it achieves a slightly
higher recall than the BMF. Thus, in combination with the precision of 0.7637, it
achieves an f1 score of 0.4787 which approximates to the one of the un-boosted
BMF (i.e. 0.4916).
Table 6.5 shows the results for the cluster-based (CL) filtering approaches. The CL-Cluster-based
Filtering based filtering that relies on MI reaches the lowest RMSE with a value of 0.2009
which results in a precision of 1, i.e. no irrelevant item is recommended. However,
it can only predict 20.94% of the ratings and, thus, the recall is rather low with a
value of 0.2747. This is consistent with the results of the evaluation presented in
chapter 5 which shows that when using MI, the clustering with the highest qual-
ity is created for a subset of the items while the remaining items are collected in a
rag bag. The cluster-based filtering that achieves the highest f1 score (i.e. 0.5278) is
based on PAM. Again, this is consistent with the conclusions drawn in chapter 5 in
which the usage of PAM is found to be the best trade-off between quality and num-
ber of meaningfully clustered items. However, the filtering using cor-χ2 performs
only slightly worse which is most probably due to the fact that this filtering holds
only few and relatively small rag bags which are not filtered, thus, it holds infor-
mation for more items than the other approaches. The LL-based approach cannot
keep up with the other approaches which was also expectable from the previous
evaluation. Overall, the cluster-based filtering using PAM performs better than all
usage context-based and un-boosted CF approaches. Furthermore, it performs bet-
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Table 6.5: MACE: cluster-based filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
MI 0.2009 20.94% 1.0000 0.2747 0.4310
cor-χ2 0.7219 50.94% 0.8333 0.3655 0.5081
LL 0.8699 53.21% 0.8073 0.3202 0.4585
PAM 0.7767 46.79% 0.8638 0.3800 0.5278
ter than the CBF in terms of RMSE and precision whereas the CBF predicts more
ratings and achieves a higher recall.
Usage-boosted Filtering
This section describes the evaluation of the usage-boosted filtering approaches. Introduction
Therefore, the UC-based filtering that utilises MI and the CL-based filtering that
utilises PAM, respectively, are used to fill in the user-item-rating matrix which then
serves as input for the different CF approaches. These combinations are chosen be-
cause they perform best when used in standalone recommender systems and they
also receive the best appraisals in chapters 4 and 5. However, for the sake of com-
pleteness, the results for the other combinations are presented in Appendix C and
are also shortly discussed in the corresponding paragraphs.
The results for the UC-boosted CF approaches that are based on the association Usage
Context-boostingmeasure MI are given in table 6.6. Similarly to the content-boosted CF approaches,
the RMSE increases for the UBCF and the SVD whereas it decreases for the IBCF
and the BMF. However, all RMSE values are smaller than for the content-boosted
versions. Furthermore, the number of predicted ratings approximately triples com-
pared to the un-boosted IBCF, UBCF, and SVD to an even slightly higher value than
for their content-boosted versions. Furthermore, while the precision decreases on
average by 10.57%, the recall increases on average by 104.40% compared to the un-
boosted versions. Thus, all approaches with IBCF as exception, achieve a higher
f1 score than the CF approaches including their content-boosted versions and the
CBF. Again, the BMF reaches the worst RMSE (i.e. 1.0009) and precision (i.e. 0.7013)
but the highest recall (i.e. 0.7476) and f1 score (i.e. 0.7237).
In a few cases, the application of one of the other association measures can improve Further Association
Measuresthe RMSE, the precision, or the recall, see tables C.1 - C.3 . However, this does
not happen at the same time and the f1 score is always lower compared to the
application of MI.
Table 6.7 shows the results for the cluster-boosted CF approaches. For all ap- Cluster-boosting
proaches, with the BMF as exception, the RMSE is even lower than for the UC-
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Table 6.6: MACE: usage context-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.9201 69.62% 0.7858 0.4892 0.6030
UBCF 0.8948 70.00% 0.7922 0.5699 0.6629
SVD 0.8831 70.75% 0.8390 0.5652 0.6754
BMF 1.0009 100.00% 0.7013 0.7476 0.7237
boosted approaches which leads to a precision that is on average 6.36% higher.
Though, the number of predicted ratings is lower which leads to a recall that is
on average 40.17% lower. Thus, these approaches achieve a lower f1 score than
their UC-boosted equivalents. The RMSE of the CL-boosted BMF is higher than the
RMSE of its UC-boosted equivalent which results in a lower precision but higher
recall because more items (even non-relevant ones) are assumed to be relevant.
Concluding, the CL-boosted BMF holds a higher f1 score than the other CL-boosted
approaches, however, it is lower than the content- and the UC-boosted BMF ones.
In some cases, the usage of another association measure than PAM improves theFurther Association
Measures RMSE, the coverage, the precision, or the recall, see tables C.4 - C.6. However, a
higher recall always comes at the cost of a lower precision and vice versa. There is
only one case where a better f1 score is reached, i.e. when the cor-χ2-based cluster-
ing is used to boost the UBCF. Here, the precision is only slightly lower (i.e. 8,138)
while the recall is obviously higher (i.e. 4,664) which results in an f1 score of 0.5930.
Discussion
Mostly, the combination of the usage context-based approach with the associationAssociation
Measures measure MI leads to the best results for all evaluation metrics. The cluster-based
approach also achieves its best results regarding the RMSE and the precision when
it utilises MI, however, the number of predicted ratings and, thus, also the recall
is low. Here, the usage of PAM seems to be the best trade-off between quality and
quantity. These findings are consistent with the results of the previous chapters.
Table 6.7: MACE: cluster-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.8992 54.34% 0.8100 0.4209 0.5540
UBCF 0.8230 55.85% 0.8738 0.4348 0.5807
SVD 0.8430 57.74% 0.8869 0.4518 0.5986
BMF 1.1650 100.00% 0.5380 0.8606 0.6621
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When comparing the usage-based approaches to one another it can be noted that Usage Context vs.
Clusteringthe cluster-based ones create more accurate ratings and precise recommendations
than the usage context-based approaches. The lower RMSE can even result in a
higher recall and f1 score because more items are correctly found to be relevant.
However, when it comes to boosting, i.e. filling in the missing ratings in the user-
item-rating matrix to support the CF approaches, the UC-based approaches per-
form better than the CL-based ones. The explanation for this can be found in the
difference of the number of missing ratings that are predicted by the approaches.
As already seen, the achieved coverage is higher for the UC-based approach (us-
ing MI) than for the CL-based approach (using PAM) and similarly, the UC-based
approach predicts more missing ratings in the boosting phase. In numbers, the
UC-based filtering predicts 5.70% of the missing ratings whereas the CL-based ap-
proach only predicts 3.21%. For comparison, the content-boosting fills in 3.69% of
the missing ratings, i.e. less than the UC- but more than the CL-based filtering.
Summing up, all CF approaches benefit from the usage of additional information Bottom Line
in which the BMF always achieves the best results in terms of the f1 score. Fur-
thermore, the content- and the usage-boosted approaches clearly perform better
than those approaches that solely base on the content or on the usage. Finally, the
UC-based filtering using MI performs best in supporting the BMF in the boosting
phase followed by the content- and the CL-based filtering. Thus, the utilisation of
the items’ usage can even outperform the usage of the content information.
6.2.3 Results for the Travel well Data Set
Collaborative and Content-based Filtering
Table 6.8 shows the results of the baseline approaches for the Travel well data set. Collaborative
FilteringThe NH-based approaches and the SVD perform similarly in respect to all evalu-
ation metrics. They are able to predict ratings for about a third of the user-item
pairs in the test sets with 0.8946 as their median RMSE. Thus, their precision is
rather high with 0.8844 as median value and their recall is rather low with 0.3116
as median value. The BMF reaches better values regarding all evaluation metrics
except for the precision (i.e. 0.7922) where the other approaches reach values that
are higher by 7.11% (IBCF) up to 13.06% (SVD). However, due to its high recall (i.e.
0.9617) the BMF reaches the by far best f1 score (i.e. 0.8688). The next best approach
is the SVD with an f1 score of 0.4681, followed by the IBCF (with 0.4558) and the
UBCF (with 0.4390). The ordering of the approaches according to their f1 score is
similar to the one for the MACE data set, however, the performance of the BMF
differs strikingly from the other approaches on the Travel well data set. The expla-
nation for this lies most probably in the rating value distribution. In the Travel well
data set, 77.96% of the rated items hold a value of at least 4 out of 5 stars and are
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Table 6.8: Travel well: collaborative filtering approaches
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.8909 31.48% 0.8485 0.3116 0.4558
UBCF 0.8946 31.48% 0.8844 0.2920 0.4390
SVD 0.9063 35.83% 0.8957 0.3169 0.4681
BMF 0.8651 100.00% 0.7922 0.9617 0.8688
thus regarded as relevant. This is to say, if a recommender system assumes all items
in the Travel well test sets to be relevant for the associated users, it would achieve
a precision of 0.7796, a recall of 1, and an f1 score of 0.8756. Thus, in the following,
the evaluation focusses more on the precision than on the recall. Though, the α is
not adapted, i.e. the f1 score is kept to enable a better comparison to the evaluation
conducted on the MACE data set.
Table 6.9 shows the results for the content-based filtering on the Travel well dataContent-based
Filtering set. This approach predicts ratings for 86.90% of the user-item pairs and reaches
a RMSE of 0.8094, i.e. its ratings are strikingly more accurate than those of the CF
approaches. Overall, it reaches a recall of 0.8140 which is 15.36% lower than the
one of the BMF, though, it reaches a 3.98% higher precision (i.e. 0.8237) which is in
the focus here.
Table 6.9: Travel well: content-based filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
CBF 0.8094 86.90% 0.8237 0.8140 0.8188
Similarly to the MACE data set, the utilisation of the content-boosting leads to aContent-boosting
convergence of the CF approaches’ results as can be seen in table 6.10. The RMSE
slightly decreases for all approaches (by 2.17% - 4.66%) while they predict ratings
for over 93% of the user-item pairs in the test sets which forces a strong increase of
the recall for all approaches except for the BMF (which estimates a rating for each
user-item pair in the test set). Thus, the f1 score rises only by 0.07% for the BMF,
Table 6.10: Travel well: content-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.8494 93.26% 0.8095 0.8964 0.8507
UBCF 0.8537 93.26% 0.8151 0.8795 0.8461
SVD 0.8714 93.41% 0.8238 0.8436 0.8336
BMF 0.8463 100.00% 0.8181 0.9275 0.8694
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but it rises by 78.08% (SVD) up to 92.73% (UBCF) for the other approaches. Overall,
the BMF is the best performing approach on the content-boosted user-item-rating
matrix in terms of RMSE, coverage, recall, and f1 score. Additionally, it performs
comparably to the other content-boosted CF approaches regarding the precision.
Finally, its f1 score is slightly higher than the one of the original BMF while it also
reaches a lower RMSE and a higher precision.
Usage-based Filtering
Table 6.11 shows the results for the usage context-based filtering approaches us- Usage
Context-based
Filtering
ing the different association measures on the Travel well data set. Apart from LL,
the measures perform relatively similar with MI being the best in terms of RMSE,
coverage, recall, and f1 score. This is similar to the MACE data set and also consis-
tent with the findings of chapter 4. In contrast to the MACE data set, LL does not
perform well and receives the worst values in all categories which is due to the fact
that it finds fewer item relations than the other approaches. All UC-based filtering
approaches perform clearly better than the content- and un-boosted CF approaches
regarding the RMSE and outperform the un-boosted IBCF, UBCF, and SVD in terms
of the f1 score. The UC-based filtering using MI achieves a value of 0.8468 for the f1
score which approximates to the f1 score of the BMF (i.e. 0.8688). Additionally, its
RMSE is smaller (i.e. 0.8145 compared to 0.8651) and the precision is higher (0.8266
compared to 0.7922). Finally, it performs better than the content-based approach in
terms of precision, recall, and f1 score.
Table 6.12 shows the results for the cluster-based filtering. The approaches using Cluster-based
FilteringMI and LL, respectively, as association measures only predict ratings for a very
small percentage of the user-item pairs in the test sets (i.e. 2.39% and 4.02%). The
approach based on cor-χ2 shows the lowest RMSE value from all presented ap-
proaches so far. Additionally, it achieves the highest coverage, recall, and f1 score
of the cluster-based approaches. The usage of PAM results in the highest precision,
however, the associated coverage and, thus, the recall is far lower with a value of
0.1258. This is because the usage of PAM in the higher-order co-occurrence cluster-
ing process produces a big rag bag holding about 81.81% of the items, in contrast,
the usage of cor-χ2 forces all items to be clustered in reasonable sized groups.
Table 6.11: Travel well: usage context-based recommendation
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
MI 0.8145 94.20% 0.8266 0.8680 0.8468
cor-χ2 0.8166 88.63% 0.8329 0.7901 0.8109
LL 0.8606 53.60% 0.8223 0.5253 0.6411
PAM 0.8153 93.55% 0.8333 0.8526 0.8428
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Table 6.12: Travel well: cluster-based recommendation
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
MI 0.8134 4.02% 0.7234 0.0842 0.1508
cor-χ2 0.7809 82.93% 0.8212 0.7716 0.7956
LL 1.1419 2.39% 0.7072 0.0134 0.0263
PAM 0.8517 14.08% 0.8301 0.1258 0.2185
Usage-boosted Filtering
This section holds the results for the usage-boosted approaches. Similarly to theIntroduction
MACE data set, the association measure MI is used in combination with the UC-
boosted approaches because this combination reaches the best results when used
as a standalone recommender system. In order to enable a better comparison of
the approaches between the data sets and because of the evaluation results given
in the previous chapter, the association measure PAM is used as a basis for the CL-
boosted CF approaches even though cor-χ2-test performs better in terms of recall
and f1 score as a standalone CL-based recommender system. As before, the results
of the other combinations are given in Appendix C and are shortly discussed in the
associated paragraphs.
Table 6.13 shows the results for the usage context-boosted CF approaches. The pre-Usage
Context-boosting cision of the IBCF, the UBCF, and the SVD decreases by 6.67% (IBCF) up to 8.51%
(SVD) compared to their un-boosted versions. In return, the recall of these ap-
proaches increases by 171.22% (SVD) up to 190.44% (UBCF). Thus, they achieve
f1 scores between 0.8336 (UBCF) and 0.8443 (SVD). For the BMF, the precision in-
creases by 4.03% whereas the recall decreases by 4.13%. Overall, the UC-boosted
BMF achieves a slightly higher f1 score than the un-boosted BMF (i.e. 0.8703 com-
pared to 0.8688), holds a higher precision (i.e. 0.8241 compared to 0.7922), and a
lower RMSE (i.e 0.8196 compared to 0.8651). Concluding, the UC-boosted BMF
even reaches a slightly better precision than the content-boosted BMF which re-
sults in a slightly better f1 score.
Table 6.13: Travel well: usage context-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.8769 94.67% 0.7919 0.8963 0.8409
UBCF 0.9255 94.67% 0.8196 0.8481 0.8336
SVD 0.8849 94.81% 0.8296 0.8595 0.8443
BMF 0.8196 100.00% 0.8241 0.9220 0.8703
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When LL or cor-χ2 are used as association measure, the RMSE, the precision, or the Further Association
Measuresrecall are improved in few cases, but a lower RMSE comes at the cost of a lower
coverage while a higher precision comes at the cost of a lower recall and vice versa,
see tables C.7 and C.8 in Appendix C. However, the application of PAM results in
a slightly higher precision and f1 score than the usage of MI for the IBCF and the
BMF, see table C.9.
Table 6.14 presents the results for the cluster-boosted CF approaches. Compared to Cluster-boosting
the UC-boosted approaches, the coverage and accordingly the recall as well as the
f1 score are lower for the CL-boosted CF approaches with the BMF as exception.
The CL-boosted BMF even reaches a higher recall than the UC-boosted BMF (i.e.
0.9467 compared to 0.9220), in turn its precision is lower (i.e. 0.7977 compared to
0.8241). However, the precision of the other CL-boosted CF approaches is clearly
higher compared to their UC-boosted equivalents.
As before, the usage of other association measures can partly improve the results. Further Association
MeasuresWhen using cor-χ2, the f1 score is drastically improved for the IBCF (i.e. 0.8376), the
UBCF (i.e. 0.8126), and the SVD (i.e. 0.8228). This is not surprising since the best-
performing CL-based approach applies the cor-χ2 as well. However, this comes at
the cost of precision in all three cases. Concluding, the highest f1 measure is reached
for the BMF using MI and the highest precision is reached for the SVD using PAM.
Discussion
The usage context-based and -boosted approaches perform best in combination Bottom Line
with the association measures MI and PAM which is in line with the findings of
chapter 4. The combination of MI with the higher-order co-occurrence clustering
leads to large rag bags which distort the recommendation process. Here, the asso-
ciation measures PAM and cor-χ2 perform best. When comparing the usage-based
approaches with one another, one can note that the UC-based standalone recom-
mender systems clearly perform better than the CL-based ones. The BMF is the
best performing approach in all evaluated settings which is also consistent with
the evaluation on the MACE data set. For the Travel well data set, the un-boosted
BMF already reaches a very high f1 score that is only slightly bettered by the UC-
Table 6.14: Travel well: cluster-boosted collaborative filtering
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall f1 score
IBCF 0.8831 45.04% 0.8489 0.4297 0.5706
UBCF 0.8875 45.04% 0.8835 0.4019 0.5525
SVD 0.9416 48.60% 0.8881 0.4101 0.5611
BMF 0.8555 100.00% 0.7977 0.9467 0.8658
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boosted BMF. This is due to the rating value distribution with most rated items
being considered as relevant because they hold rating values of at least 4 out of 5
stars. Though, the UC-boosting improves the RMSE and the precision, thus, it still
seems meaningful to apply it before the CF process starts. The UC-boosted BMF
also reaches a slightly higher precision and f1 score than its content-boosted version
and additionally a smaller RMSE. Thus, even on the Travel well data set that holds
less detailed usage data than the MACE data set and a large collection of semantic
metadata, the usage context-boosting performs better than the content-boosting.
6.3 Conclusion
The evaluation showed that all CF approaches benefit from the usage of additionalUsage Data and
Content information to balance the sparsity of the given user-item-rating matrices. It also
demonstrated that the utilisation of the usage-based similarities can outperform
the content information on both data sets. Thus, the utilisation of usage data to
find similar items seems to be meaningful even if content information is available.
For both data sets, the usage context-based recommender system performed bestUsage Context and
Clustering when its item similarity calculation was based on the association measure MI which
is in line with the findings of chapter 4. The cluster-based recommender system
also performed best in terms of precision when it utilised MI, however, this also
lead to a low recall because large rag bags were produced in the clustering process.
Following the results of chapter 5, PAM was found to be the best trade-off between
quality and quantity to judge the significance of co-occurrences in the clustering
process. When comparing the usage-based approaches with one another, it is no-
ticeable that the cluster-based recommender system could reach higher values for
the precision than the usage context-based one but it also predicted less ratings
because less relations between items were established using the cluster-based ap-
proach. Therefore, the usage context-based recommender system was more useful
to boost CF approaches because the more dense user-item-rating matrices lead to
better results regarding the precision and the recall.
Finally, the different combinations of the association measures with the UC- andImplications
CL-based approaches performed relatively similar compared to one another on the
MACE and on the Travel well data set. This supports the assumption that the
approaches will most probably perform similarly on other data sets from the edu-
cational domain. In the chapter that follows it is investigated whether the usage
context-based approach can be transferred to other domains through the example
of movie recommendations.
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Chapter 7
Usage-based Recommendation of
Movies
In the TEL domain, it can be challenging to create recommendations at all due to Introduction
the data sparsity. Though, there are other difficulties when recommending enter-
tainment items like movies. Here, a lot of rating data including timestamps are
often available to be exploited for the recommendation creation. However, it has
been shown that frequently used items are recommended over-proportionally often
while the niche items are often neglected in the recommendation process. There-
fore, this chapter investigates on how the concept of usage context-based similarity
can be transferred from (rarely used) learning resources to movies in order to en-
able a better representation especially for those movies that only hold few ratings.
Thus, this chapter is part of answering the second research question (i.e. Can usage-
based relations of items be utilised to create recommender systems that are able to accurately
recommend rarely used items?). The experiments are conducted on the MovieLens
and the Netflix data sets in which the latter one holds more rarely used items. The
chapter starts with motivating why it is beneficial for users and online shops to
recommend more niche items. Then, it is discussed how usage contexts can be cre-
ated by only using rating data since no further usage information is available in the
given data sets and how this affects the usage context-based similarities. Thereafter,
the recommendation process and possible hybrid approaches are presented to then
explain the experimental set-up for the evaluation. Finally, a detailed discussion
about the evaluation results and a conclusion are given.
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7.1 Usage Context-based Movie Similarity
7.1.1 Motivation
Users often favour recommendations that are for items they would not have foundUser Satisfaction
by themselves, thus, characteristics like diversity, novelty, and serendipity must be
considered as well (McNee et al., 2006; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005; Herlocker
et al., 2004). A large recent study analysing rating data shows that, for instance in
the case of movies, users regularly give high ratings to niche items, suggesting that
users value speciality items (Goel et al., 2010). However, it also has been shown
that popular items are recommended disproportionately often because they pro-
vide extensive rating data and, thus, can be recommended to more users (Zhang,
2009; Fleder and Hosanagar, 2007). Consequently, a system focussing on providing
a wider range of items and not mainly the popular ones is more likely to recom-
mend novel and diverse items to its users which increases their satisfaction and the
acceptance of the system.
A broader range of recommended items is not only important for the users’ satis-Online Stores
faction but plays an important role for the business model of online stores as well
(Brynjolfsson et al., 2011; Goldstein and Goldstein, 2006). Many markets have his-
torically been dominated by a small number of bestselling products (Pareto Prin-
ciple, Brynjolfsson et al., 2011). Internet markets, though, exhibit a significantly
less concentrated sales distribution. Anderson (2006) describes the phenomenon
that niche products can grow to become a large share of total sales as The Long Tail.
There are two explanations for this phenomenon. First, an online store can easily
offer a larger number of items than a traditional store. Second, by using tools such
as recommender systems, users can be encouraged to buy items they would not
have thought of by themselves (Brynjolfsson et al., 2011). For some online stores
it might be even more beneficial to recommend niche items. For instance, Netflix
could encourage users to rent movies from the long tail, which are less costly to li-
cense than blockbusters (Goldstein and Goldstein, 2006). However, a broader range
of recommended items often lowers the accuracy since it requires the recommen-
dation of idiosyncratic items as well (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2012).
This chapter discusses the application of the concept of usage context-based simi-Transfer from TEL
to Movies larity to movies in order to create suitable recommendations. Here, the recommen-
dations are aimed to be novel and diverse while still being accurate. The usage
context-based approach seems suitable for this purpose as it has shown its ability
to create accurate recommendations for rarely used items. Furthermore, this tech-
nique is preferred over the cluster-based approach as it performed more promising
in the evaluations presented in the previous chapter.
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7.1.2 Usage Contexts for Movies
Movies are typically not watched directly one after another as learning resources Simulation of the
Usage Contextare accessed or songs are listened to in user sessions. Thus, a movie’s usage context
cannot be created as described in the previous chapters. For movies, usage contexts
can be formed considering detailed usage information of the items such as the time
the movie was watched (e.g. Saturday night) and the company (e.g. girlfriend, fam-
ily) it was watched with. However, these features are often not available, thus, the
movies’ usage contexts are simulated using the user profiles containing all movies
rated by the users including the rating values. Here, a movie is described by the
movies it significantly often co-occurs with in user profiles and movies are defined
to be similar if they co-occur with the same movies. Thus, movies can be very
similar according to their usage contexts even if there is no user profile containing
both movies. However, this definition does not yet take the movies’ ratings into
account. In this thesis, two items are defined to be co-occurrences if they are con-
tained in at least one common user profile in which they are both rated similarly.
In this way, they do not only share the same users but also their subjective quality
judgements. The rating values of two movies are defined to be similar if their dif-
ference is not higher than a given threshold or if they both are rated above or below
the user’s average rating. Similarly to the previous chapters, not all co-occurrences
are assumed to be meaningful but the co-occurrences’ significance values are cal-
culated and only the most significant ones are selected to describe an item. Thus,
an item-item matrix is created in which each item is described by the items it sig-
nificantly often co-occurs with holding a similar rating in user profiles. After the
matrix transformation, the item pairs are compared using traditional information
retrieval approaches, e.g. by calculating the cosine similarity of their vectors.
While the approaches discussed in the previous chapters exploit the users’ contexts Effects of the
Usage Context
Simulation
that are indirectly given, for example the mood or the task of a user, this approach
simulates the usage contexts based on the rating history, i.e. the user-item-rating
matrix. Though, it exploits the users’ subjectively felt quality of a movie and in this
connection, it combines and extends the functionalities of the user-based and item-
based CF approaches. This section aims to give an overview over the functionalities
of the usage context-based collaborative filtering (UC-BCF) that are illustrated in
more detail in the examples given thereafter. The functionalities are:
1) If two items share a significant number of users that rated them similarly, they
are described through similar item vectors because they often co-occur with the
same items in a user profile. This is exactly the functionality of the item-based CF
approach.
2) If two items are rated similarly by a significant number of similar users (not ne-
cessarily the same users), they are described by similar item vectors because similar
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users co-rated the same items similarly. This is related to the functionality of the
user-based CF approach.
3) If two items are rated dissimilarly by a significant number of dissimilar users,
they hold similar item vectors, because dissimilar users co-rated the same items
dissimilarly. This is a feature that is not inherent in the user- or in the item-based
CF.
7.1.3 Examples
The following two examples aim to further clarify the mechanisms of the proposedExample 1
approach. Table 7.1a shows the ratings of the two users u1 and u2 on the movies
m1 - m5. The UC-BCF approach first transforms the user-item-rating matrix into an
item-item-rating matrix by calculating the most significant co-occurences for each
item. For simplicity in this small example, movies are considered to be significant
co-occurrences if at least one user rated them similarly (here: with a difference of
1 star or less). Additionally, only a binary attribute is used to state if two movies
are co-occurrences. In the following experiments, this attribute is replaced by the
significance value of the co-occurrence that states its strength. Table 7.1b shows the
item-item matrix that describes the moviesm1 -m5. The most similar item pairs are
m1 and m2 as well as m3 and m4. The movies m1 and m2 were never rated by the
same user, though, they were rated similarly by very similar users and, thus, are
assumed to be similar as stated in point 2 of the previous section. The movies m3
and m4 are assumed to be similar because they were rated similarly by the same
users as described in point 1 of the previous section.
Table 7.1: Example 1
(a) Rating data
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
u1 5 - 4 5 1
u2 - 5 4 4 -
(b) Item vectors
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
m1 0 0 1 1 0
m2 0 0 1 1 0
m3 1 1 0 1 0
m4 1 1 1 0 0
m5 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7.2a shows exemplary rating data for the users u3 and u4 on the movies m6 -Example 2
m10. The corresponding item-item matrix is shown in table 7.2b. Here, the movies
m6 and m7 are assumed to be the most similar pair. Again, these movies do not
hold a single rating from the same user. However, they were rated dissimilarly by
dissimilar users as mentioned in point 3 of the previous section and, thus, hold the
same co-occurrences and are assumed to be similar.
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Table 7.2: Example 2
(a) Rating data
m6 m7 m8 m9 m10
u3 2 - 3 1 4
u4 - 5 5 4 2
(b) Item vectors
m6 m7 m8 m9 m10
m6 0 0 1 1 0
m7 0 0 1 1 0
m8 1 1 0 1 1
m9 1 1 1 0 0
m10 0 0 1 0 0
7.1.4 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the UC-BCF model building process depends on Item Vectors and
Item Similaritiesthe amount of time required to calculate the item vectors and the item pair similar-
ities. The co-occurrence vectors are computed by calculating the significance values
of all co-occurrences and selecting the most significant ones for each item. The up-
per bound on the complexity of this step is O(n2) with n being the number of items
as up to n∗(n−1)2 significance values need to be calculated. However, the actual com-
plexity is significantly smaller because only the significance values for those item
pairs that were actually used together need to be calculated and the user profiles
are generally sparse and the rated items tend to be clustered (Karypis and Kumar,
1999). In the second step of the model building phase, the similarity of all item
pairs is calculated using their co-occurrence vectors. The upper bound on the com-
plexity isO(n2k) because n∗(n−1)2 similarities need to be calculated, each potentially
requiring k operations, with k being the number of significant co-occurrences per
item. Summing up, the complexity of the UC-BCF approach grows quadratically
with the number of items and linearly with the co-occurrence vector size.
7.2 Recommendation Approaches
7.2.1 Usage Context-based Recommender
The basis of the recommendation creation is the prediction of the missing ratings Recommendation
List Creationin the user-item-rating matrix. Here, the item-item matrix and the according item
pair similarities are calculated first. Thereafter, the expected ratings are calculated
as already discussed in the previous chapter, i.e. a predicted rating rˆui on an item
i for a user u is calculated by averaging the ratings given by the user to the other
items in her profile P (u) while each rating ruj is weighted by the corresponding
item pair similarity sim(i, j) with j ∈ P (u), see equation 6.1 on page 112. Finally,
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for each user, the top-N items, i.e. the items with the highest predicted ratings, are
chosen to form the recommendation lists.
7.2.2 Hybrid Recommender
Section 2.5.2 presents several techniques that explicitly try to improve the aggregateIncreasing the
Aggregate Diversity diversity. These techniques can be divided into two research lines. The first line
tries to increase the aggregate diversity by re-ranking the most promising items.
The second line tries to increase the aggregate diversity by improving the rating
predictions for niche items which is usually done by exploiting additional infor-
mation, e.g. semantic metadata. The UC-BCF approach falls in the latter research
line as it tries to improve the rating predictions for niche items as well but differs
in that it does not require any additional semantic metadata or other information
which is an advantage as such data are often not available or incomplete. However,
the UC-BCF approach is not meant to be a mere concurrency for the presented ap-
proaches but can be used as an enhancement. Firstly, similar to other collaborative
filtering approaches, it can be combined with approaches using semantic metadata
if available, thus, the techniques from the second line can be applied to the UC-BCF.
Secondly, it can be used as an underlying algorithm for the re-ranking approaches
from the first line.
In order to demonstrate such a hybrid approach, a simple popularity-based re-Combining UC-BCF
and Re-ranking
Techniques
ranking technique as introduced by Adomavicius and Kwon (2011) is chosen. First,
the missing ratings in the user-item-rating matrix are calculated by applying the
UC-BCF. Then, for each user, all items having a higher rating prediction than a
given threshold are selected as candidates for the recommendation. These items
are re-ranked according to their popularity (i.e. the number of ratings they hold) in
reverse order to recommend the top-N items. Thus, very popular items get rejected
even if their predicted ratings are high and not so popular items are pushed to the
recommendation list if their predicted ratings reach the given threshold.
7.3 Evaluation
7.3.1 Experimental Set-up
The evaluation is conducted on the MovieLens and Netflix data sets that are de-Data Sets:
MovieLens and
Netflix
scribed in detail in section 3.4.2. To recap, the MovieLens data set holds 1,000,209
ratings from 6,040 users on 3,952 movies, which leads to a user-item-rating matrix
sparsity of 95.81%. The Netflix data set holds 1,863,197 ratings from 9,000 users on
17,208 movies, thus, the sparsity amounts to 98.81%. Both data sets hold ratings
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on a scale from 1 to 5 (integral) stars and show a similar rating value distribution
with 57% of the ratings holding values of 4 or 5 stars, 27% of the ratings holding a
medium rating value of 3 stars, and 16% of the ratings holding 2 or 1 star(s) as value
(see figure 3.4b on page 64 for an overview of the rating value distributions). The
average number of ratings per user amounts to 166 (MovieLens) and 206 (Netflix).
However, while the MovieLens data set only contains users that rated at least 20
movies, about 10% of the users in the Netflix data set hold less than 20 ratings (see
figure 3.5a on page 65 for boxplot representations of the rating distribution among
the users). This is to say, the users in the Netflix data set are more diverse than
the MovieLens users according to their rating volume. The main difference of the
data sets is the average number of ratings per item, i.e. 270 (MovieLens) and 108
(Netflix) in which 49% of the Netflix movies but only 12% of the MovieLens movies
hold 10 or less ratings (see figure 3.5b on page 65 for boxplot representations of the
rating distributions among the items). This shows that the Netflix data set holds
much more niche items than the MovieLens data set.
The data sets are each randomly split in five subsets to perform a 5-fold cross evalu- Generation of
Training and Test
Sets
ation. Following the approach presented by Adomavicius and Kwon (2012), all
users that hold less than 20 high ratings in the test set are removed from it and
the ratings are added to the training set. This is done because the recommendation
lists have a length up to 20 and it is important to be able to distinguish between
relevant (liked) and irrelevant (not liked) items (rather than between liked and not
yet reviewed items). As commonly done in recommender systems literature, an
item is defined as highly rated if the user rated it with at least 4 out of 5 stars
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). For MovieLens, the resulting test sets contain
on average 147,494 ratings (85,309 high and 62,185 low ratings) from 2,152 users on
3,423 movies, the remaining ratings form the according training sets. The Netflix
test sets comprise on average 305,132 ratings (177,551 high and 127,581 low ratings)
from 3,439 users on 12,515 movies.
For the evaluation, the aggregate and individual diversity, the novelty, and the Evaluation Metrics
classification accuracy of the recommendations are measured, see chapter 2.6. The
aggregate diversity is defined as the total number of distinct recommended movies
among all users (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2012). Here, only relevant items, i.e.
items highly rated by a user in the test set, are considered for the calculation of the
aggregate diversity to not reward the recommendation of previously not recom-
mended but also irrelevant items (see equation 2.29 on page 42). The individual
diversity measures the diversity of the items in a user’s recommendation list (see
equation 2.28 on page 42). Here, the similarity of two items is defined as the Jaccard
similarity of their genres in which the genres are gathered from IMDb1. According
to Vargas and Castells (2011), the novelty of the recommendations is defined as the
ability of a recommender system to recommend items from the long tail and can
1http://www.imdb.com/
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be measured by the expected popularity complement (EPC). Therefore, the EPC
relates the relevance of an item for a user (based on the rating value), the popularity
of this item (based on the number of ratings it holds), and its position in the user’s
recommendation list. The more items that are relevant and un-popular at the same
time are positioned possibly far in the recommendation lists, the higher the EPC
value (see equation 2.30 on page 43). Finally, according to Adomavicius and Kwon
(2012), the accuracy of the recommendations is calculated as the average precision
of the recommendation lists (see equation 2.20 on page 40).
In order to create baselines to evaluate the UC-BCF approach against, the standardBaseline Algorithms
collaborative filtering methods IBCF (with adjusted cosine similarity) and UBCF
(with Pearson correlation-based similarity) are used. Although these methods do
not explicitly support the notion of novelty, diversity, or the long tail, they con-
stitute fairly reasonable baselines for performance measures besides classical ac-
curacy measures as pointed out by Burke (2007) and supported by Adamopoulos
and Tuzhilin (2011). Additionally, the matrix factorisation (MF) methods offered
by the PREA toolkit (Personalised Recommendation Algorithms, Lee et al., 2012)
as well as the MF methods offered by the Java port of the MyMediaLite Recom-
mender System Library (Gantner et al., 2011) are investigated. The PREA toolkit
offers a single value decomposition (SVD), a non-negative MF, a probabilistic MF,
and a Bayesian probabilistic MF. The MyMediaLite library offers a standard MF as
well as a biased and a factorised MF. Based on the performances of the different
methods on the test sets and to not overload the diagrams, the SVD (Paterek, 2007)
from the PREA toolkit and the BMF (Rendle and Schmidt-Thieme, 2008) from the
MyMediaLite library are chosen, i.e. the same approaches used for the evaluation
conducted on the TEL data sets in the previous chapter.
The evaluation process starts with predicting the top-N movies for each user in theAccomplishment of
the Experiments MovieLens and in the Netflix data set. Thereafter, the aggregate and individual di-
versity, the EPC, as well as the classification accuracy of the recommendation lists
are calculated. Here, the UC-BCF approach is tested with the association measures
mutual information (MI), Yates’ corrected χ2-test (cor-χ2), log-likelihood (LL), and
the Poisson-based similarity (PAM), see section 3.2.2. However, since the simple
association measure MI performs poorly compared to the more sophisticated ones
and to not overload the diagrams, it is not presented in this chapter but the results
can be found in the appendix D on page 164. Furthermore, the co-occurrence vector
sizes are varied from 10 to 100 with the specific sizes 10, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 75 and
100. The usage of an average vector size is neglected here, as it causes the vector
sizes to grow large (i.e. about 800 for MovieLens and Netflix) which is an advantage
for the very sparse TEL data sets but distorts the calculations for the more dense
MovieLens and Netflix data sets. The experiments are run with the recommenda-
tion list sizes 5, 10, and 20. However, since the algorithms perform similarly for the
different values, only the results for the top-10 are presented in this chapter. The
results for the top-5 and the top-20 can be found in the appendix D on pages 165ff.
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7.3.2 Results for the Standalone Recommender System
Figure 7.1 shows the aggregate diversity, i.e. the total number of distinct recommen- Aggregate Diversity
ded items for the different approaches. The baseline algorithms perform dissimilar
on the two data sets. For instance the BMF is the best performing baseline on the
MovieLens data set while on the sparser Netflix data set, it is the worst performing
one. Overall, the UBCF is the best performing baseline approach in terms of ag-
gregate diversity. For the UC-BCF, an increasing vector size results in a decreasing
number of distinct recommended items. This is due to the fact that the less items
are used to describe an item, the more diverse the item vectors are and, thus, the
more distinct items get recommended to the users. It is important to repeat that
only correctly recommended items are used to calculate the number of distinct rec-
ommended items as the recommendation of irrelevant items needs to be prevented
no matter if they increase the aggregate diversity or not. For the sparser Netflix
data set, the UC-BCF is able to recommend more distinct items than the baseline
algorithms for all combinations of the underlying association measures and vectors
sizes. For the MovieLens data set, the vector size needs to be at maximum 10-30 de-
pending on the used association measure in order to perform better than the BMF.
However, for both data sets, the UC-BCF using the association measure cor-χ2 in
combination with vector size 10 is the most promising one. For the MovieLens data
set it increases the number of recommended items by 26.59% compared to the BMF
and by up to 46.10% compared to the IBCF. For the Netflix data set it increases the
aggregate diversity by 52.25% (UBCF) up to 88.77% (BMF).
Figure 7.2 shows the expected popularity complement (EPC) which states how well Expected Popularity
Complement (EPC)a recommender system performs in recommending items from the long tail. In
terms of EPC, the UBCF is the best performing baseline algorithm followed by the
SVD. However, all UC-BCF approaches are able to outperform the baseline algo-
rithms in terms of EPC. Similar to the aggregate diversity, the EPC value decreases
with an increasing vector size. Additionally, the UC-BCF approach using cor-χ2 as
association measure with vector size 10 is the best performing one for both data
sets. This UC-BCF approach results in an improvement of 4.18% (UBCF) up to
11.39% (IBCF) for the MovieLens data set and an improvement of 8.33% (UBCF) up
to 17.78% (BMF) for the Netflix data set.
Figure 7.3 shows the comparison of the classification accuracy in the top-10 recom- Accuracy
mendation lists for the different recommendation approaches. Here, the baseline
algorithms perform similarly on both data sets. As could be expected, the matrix
factorisation methods SVD and BMF outperform the standard collaborative filter-
ing techniques IBCF and UBCF with SVD being the best and UBCF being the worst
performing approach on both data sets. The accuracy of the UC-BCF approach
increases with an increasing vector size until a size of 30-50 depending on the un-
derlying association measure; thereafter it slightly decreases again. This is due to
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Figure 7.1: Aggregate diversity in top-10
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Figure 7.2: EPC in top-10
the fact that the more co-occurring items are used to describe an item, the greater
is the chance of including coincidental (i.e. non-significant) items which can be de-
scribed as noise. However, if the vector size is too small, the vectors do not hold
enough information to create accurate connections between the movies. The UC-
BCF approach with association measure cor-χ2 reaches the best classification accu-
racy value with vector size 30 for MovieLens and with vector size 50 for Netflix.
For the MovieLens data set, this UC-BCF approach performs better than the BMF
(0.46%), IBCF (1.10%), and UBCF (1.96%) approaches whereas it performs worse
than the SVD (-0.81%). For the sparser Netflix data set, the UC-BCF approach is able
to slightly increase the classification accuracy compared to all baseline approaches
by 0.32% (SVD) up to 2.72% (UBCF).
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Figure 7.3: Accuracy in top-10
Due to the fact that only the rating data are used to create the movies’ usage con- Individual Diversity
texts, it is not assumed that the movies’ usage context-based similarities give a hint
at their content similarities but rather to their subjectively felt quality. Indeed, the
calculation of the Pearson correlation coefficients of the usage context-based and
the genre-based similarities results in very small values of 0.07 up to 0.22 depend-
ing on the used association measure and vector size. Accordingly, the use of the
UC-BCF does not have an effect on the individual diversity of the result lists which
reaches a value between 0.78 and 0.8 for all baselines and the UC-BCF on both data
sets (see appendix D, figure D.1 on page 163).
The algorithms perform relatively similar compared to each other for the different Result List Size
result list sizes (the diagrams for the top-5 and the top-20 can be found in the ap-
pendix D on pages 165ff.). However, it can be noted that for all approaches the
aggregate diversity increases with the result list size while the accuracy decreases.
Furthermore, the EPC values of the different approaches tend to align with an in-
creasing result list size. This is due to the fact that for each user only a limited
number of items is available to be recommended, i.e. the items in the test sets that
were previously rated by the user. However, it is conspicuous that while for the
baseline approaches the EPC value increases with a higher result list size, it de-
creases for the UC-BCF. This shows that the presented baseline approaches tend
to select items for the recommendation that hold a large amount of usage data and
only recommend items from the long tail when they are forced to recommend more
items while the opposite holds true for the UC-BCF.
The goal of the UC-BCF approach is to increase the novelty and aggregate diver- Interpretative
Summarysity of the users’ top-N recommendation lists without decreasing the classification
accuracy of the recommendations. Therefore, a co-occurrence vector size needs to
be chosen that is as small as possible to increase the aggregate diversity and the
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expected popularity complement (EPC). Additionally, the size needs to be large
enough to not decrease the classification accuracy. These considerations result in
a vector size between 20 and 25 depending on the used association measure and
the data set. Overall, cor-χ2 with vector size 25 is the most promising association
measure to be used with UC-BCF. For the MovieLens data set, the usage of the UC-
BCF approach with cor-χ2 and vector size 25 raises the number of recommended
items up to 21.7% compared to the UBCF approach (from 919 to 1,118) and at least
by 5.45% compared to the BMF approach (from 1060 to 1,118). In terms of accu-
racy, the SVD approach receives a 0.86% better value than the UC-BCF approach.
Nonetheless, the UC-BCF approach performs even slightly better than all other
baseline algorithms (0.41%-1.91%). Additionally, the EPC value shows that more
items from the long tail are recommended. For the Netflix data set, the number of
recommended items is improved by up to 76.52% compared to the BMF approach
(from 2,101 to 3,709 items) and at least by 42.37% compared to the UBCF approach
(from 2,605 to 3,709 items) when using the UC-BCF approach with cor-χ2 and vec-
tor size 25. The accuracy is slightly increased as well (by 0.1% (SVD) up to 2.5%
(UBCF)) and the EPC value shows an improvement in recommending items from
the long tail. The improvement of the aggregate diversity and expected popular-
ity complement is more significant for the Netflix data set than for the MovieLens
data set, which can be accounted for by the fact that the Netflix data set holds more
rarely rated movies that benefit from the new approach.
7.3.3 Results for the Hybrid Recommender System
In order to increase the aggregate diversity even more, the UC-BCF can be com-Popularity-based
Re-ranking bined with other approaches. Here, the re-ranking approach described in section
7.2.2 is applied. For each user, all items holding a predicted rating that is higher
than a pre-defined threshold are selected as candidates for the recommendation.
According to Adomavicius and Kwon (2012), the threshold is set to 3.5 stars. There-
after, for each user, the candidates with the least ratings are recommended.
The evaluation is conducted as described above. Additionally, in order to enableResults
a better comparison, the threshold is varied from 3.8-4.2 stars to receive a com-
mon recommendation accuracy of 0.85 for each technique. Figure 7.4 shows the
aggregate diversity that is reached using this re-ranking method for the baseline
algorithms and the UC-BCF approach with cor-χ2 and vector size 25 for the Movie-
Lens and the Netflix data set. This combination is chosen as it performed best in the
previous evaluations. Compared to the baseline algorithms, the UC-BCF approach
is able to increase the aggregate diversity by 3.18% (BMF) up to 24.42% (UBCF)
for the MovieLens data set and by 18.37% (SVD) up to 55.8% (UBCF) for the Netflix
data set. Similar to the previous experiments, the Netflix data set which holds more
niche items than the MovieLens data set benefits even more from the UC-BCF.
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Figure 7.4: Aggregate diversity after re-ranking (for an accuracy of 0.85 in top-10)
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter described the transfer of the usage context-based similarity calcula- Summary
tion from learning resources to movies in order to build a recommender system
that is able to deal with rarely used items. Here, items are represented by the items
they significantly often co-occur with in user profiles with similar ratings. This ap-
proach combines and extends the strengths from the well-known user-based and
item-based collaborative filtering approaches and compensates their weaknesses.
In the evaluation, the UC-BCF increased the aggregate diversity and novelty com-
pared to the standard neighbourhood-based and matrix factorisation CF techniques
with only one case of accuracy loss (in all other cases the accuracy could even be
improved) and constant individual diversity. Here, the items in the Netflix data set
benefited even more than the items in the MovieLens data set because they hold
less ratings, i.e. 49% of the Netflix items hold less than 10 ratings.
Concluding, the UC-BCF approach seems to be better suited than the presented Final Marks
CF approaches to provide users with accurate recommendations for idiosyncratic
items. This is important to satisfy the users and, thus, to build long-lasting cus-
tomer relationships. Furthermore, the range of products sold by an online shop
can be increased by recommending more niche items and not only the bestselling
ones. Additionally, the UC-BCF approach is also well suited to form the basis for
hybrid approaches that re-rank possible recommendations to push even more items
from the long tail.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
Recommender systems are steadily becoming more important in order to support Challenges
their users in overcoming the information overload problem. They get recom-
mendations when they shop at Amazon.com, when they watch video clips on
Youtube.com, or when they listen to music on Spotify.com etc. It has been shown
that in many domains recommender systems are able to create accurate recommen-
dations and encourage people to consume or buy items (Ricci et al., 2011). How-
ever, there are still many challenges in recommender systems research. Examples
are the creation of serendipitous recommendations that surprise and satisfy the
users (Taramigkou et al., 2013; Ge et al., 2010), the integration of the users’ long
and short term interests in the recommendation creation process (Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin, 2011), as well as the creation of recommendations for products and ser-
vices in high-risk domains where the recommendations’ quality must be assured,
e.g. for financial products or real estate (Felfernig et al., 2013).
A challenge that one comes across in almost all application domains is data sparsity, Data Sparsity
i.e. missing information about items or users, which can impair the creation of suit-
able recommendations (Zhang et al., 2014; Anand and Bharadwaj, 2011; Desrosiers
and Karypis, 2011). In very sparse application domains, the data sparsity can com-
pletely hinder the creation of recommendations for some users. In more diverse
application domains where few items are heavily used while most items are rarely
used, the popular items tend to be recommended over-proportionally often while
the niche items tend to be excluded from the recommendation lists (Adomavicius
and Kwon, 2012; Zhang, 2009). Systems that try to deal with data sparsity usually
combine different recommendation approaches that incorporate information about
the users (e.g. age, interests, friends) or the items (e.g. topic, genre) additionally to
the users’ interaction with the items (Zhang et al., 2012; Shani and Gunawardana,
2011; Levy and Bosteels, 2010). However, such information is often not available
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or sparse as well. There are also approaches that only exploit the usage data to
enable the recommendation of rarely used items, e.g. popularity-based approaches
that try to push niche items into the recommendation lists by neglecting the most
popular ones (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2011). Though, these approaches tend to
impair the accuracy of the recommendations (Adomavicius and Kwon, 2012). A
detailed survey of the state-of-the-art in recommender systems including systems
that try to deal with data sparsity is given in chapter 2. The aim of this thesis has
been to contribute to the state-of-the-art in handling item data sparsity in recom-
mender systems. Therefore, it discussed and analysed alternatives to exploit the
items’ usage in order to find item relations that can be utilised by recommendation
approaches. This chapter summarises the key findings and contributions to then
give an outlook on future work.
8.1 Summary and Discussion of the Key Findings
A user always interacts in a certain context and this context is assumed to influenceCore Idea of the
Thesis the user’s behaviour (Verbert et al., 2012b; Anand and Mobasher, 2007). Therefore,
this thesis argued that items that are used in a certain context are used as an ex-
pression of it. Furthermore, this thesis claimed that the contexts in which an item
is used are representative for its attributes (e.g. content, quality, etc.). For example,
on a warm and sunny summer day, a user might want to listen to different music
than on a cold and rainy day in winter. Following this claim, an item’s contexts
can be utilised to describe it and, thus, to compare it to other items. This way, two
items are similar if they occur in similar contexts, i.e. with the same co-occurrences.
Therefore, two items do not need to occur together in the same usage contexts to
be similar. A complete overview of this idea and its inspirations that come from
context-aware computing and from corpus linguistics is given in chapter 3. The
following paragraphs summarise the proposed approaches and interpret the evalu-
ation results in respect to the research questions stated in chapter 1.
RQ 1: Can usage-based relations of items give a hint at the items’ similarity?
In order to analyse the relations between items by exploiting their usage contexts,Usage Context
the meaning of this term must be defined first. Therefore, this thesis created two
domain- and data set-dependent specifications that can be adapted and transferred
to other domains as well. The TEL data sets MACE and Travel well were collected
in web portals in which users can search for learning resources and directly con-
sume them. Here, a usage context can be seen as equivalent to a user session, i.e. the
sequence of activities conducted by a single user during one visit. This specification
is assumed to also be applicable to other application domains with similar settings.
Examples are web portals in which users usually directly consume the contents,
e.g. web portals that enable users to listen to songs or to watch video clips. There is
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a different setting for the movie web portals MovieLens and Netflix, though, since
only the rating data are available. Although these rating data hold timestamps they
do not allow an inference on the ordering and the times of the according watching
events. Therefore, a completely different usage context definition needed to be ap-
plied here, i.e. each item held one usage context per user who rated it comprising
the movies that were similarly rated. As a matter of course, the differences in the
usage context specifications are assumed to affect the character of the usage-based
item similarity. However, this thesis aimed to discover attributional similarities be-
tween items that ideally can be utilised to support recommender systems in dealing
with item data sparsity. Thus, this attributional similarity does not only consider
content-related attributes like the items’ topics or genres but also quality-related
ones, see chapter 3.
This thesis therefore investigated two kinds of usage-based relations, i.e. usage Usage-based
Relationscontext-based similarities and higher-order co-occurrence clusters. In the case of
usage context-based similarities, two items are similar to the degree their usage
contexts overlap. In contrast, the higher-order co-occurrence clustering is used to
create groups of similar items. Thus, two items are assumed to be similar if they
belong to the same cluster but no statement about the strength of their similarity
can be made.
For comparing the items based on their usage contexts, each item was either de- Usage
Context-based Item
Representation
scribed by a usage context profile (UCP) holding information about the single usage
contexts it was used in or by a co-occurrence vector that held the item’s most sig-
nificant co-occurrences. The discussion of the computational complexity of the ap-
proaches illustrated that the usage of co-occurrence vectors is usually much less
expensive than the usage of UCPs. Additionally, the evaluations on the TEL data
sets MACE and Travel well presented in chapter 4 showed that the usage of co-
occurrence vectors even resulted in slightly better results (i.e. a higher correlation
with the semantic metadata-based similarities) than the usage of UCPs. The differ-
ences between the pre- and post-usage contexts of an item, i.e. the items accessed
before or after it in a usage context, were investigated as well. The evaluations
have shown that the pre-usage contexts of an item seem to be of more significance
for representing its content. However, for the sparse MACE data set used in this
evaluation, this approach clearly led to a lower number of items that hold usage
context-based relations to other items. Thus, a decision between quality and quan-
tity needed to be taken. For the MACE data set, the decrease of the quantity (i.e. the
number of items holding usage context-based relations) was more significant than
the increase of the quality (i.e. the correlation with the semantic metadata-based
similarity). Following, it seemed to be the best approach to represent an item’s
usage contexts by a single co-occurrence vector that considered the item’s whole
usage contexts.
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The resulting correlation coefficients (of all usage context-based approaches) couldPair-wise Usage
Context-based
Learning Resource
Similarity
be described as medium which indicates the existence of a relationship between
the usage context- and the semantic metadata-based similarity of the learning re-
sources. Though, the considered semantic metadata could only be interpreted as a
shallow content representation because of their sparsity. Thus, an additional man-
ual evaluation was presented in chapter 4 for the MACE data set. This evaluation
showed that indeed almost all of the 100 item pairs with the highest usage context-
based similarity exhibited content similarities although for about a third of these
item pairs the similarity was not entailed in their semantic metadata. The results
of these two evaluations clearly showed that for the considered TEL data sets the
usage context-based similarity of two items gives a hint at their content-based simi-
larity. Furthermore, the usage of this usage context-based similarity in recommen-
der systems showed that users who liked an item also tended to like its related
items, see chapter 6. Thus, the usage context-based similarity of two items also
gives a hint at their (subjectively felt) quality-based similarity.
The concept of usage context-based similarity was also applied to movies and theirPair-wise Usage
Context-based
Movie Similarity
rating data. Therefore, each movie was described by a co-occurrence vector holding
its most significant co-occurrences without considering the order in which the items
were rated. The evaluation conducted in chapter 7 showed that the correlation
between the usage context- and the semantic metadata-based similarity was rather
small for movies. This is to say, the usage context-based similarity of two movies
does not seem to give a hint at their content similarity which is most probably
due to the usage context definition that is applied here. However, the evaluation
also showed that users who like a certain movie tended to also like the movies
that are similar to that movie according to their usage contexts. Thus, the usage
context-based similarity of two movies seems to give a hint at their quality-based
similarity.
Another approach that was borrowed and adapted from corpus linguistics is theLearning Resource
Clusters clustering of entities by calculating higher-order co-occurrences which was inves-
tigated on the TEL data sets. Here, the first-order co-occurrences describing an
item were used to create second-order co-occurrences which in turn were used to
create third-order co-occurrences and so on. The process was repeated until the
higher-order co-occurrence clusters got stable. This approach created a soft cluster-
ing, i.e. each item could belong to several clusters. Though, it has been shown in
the internal clustering evaluation presented in chapter 5 that by merging all over-
lapping clusters and, thus, by creating hard clusterings, the clusterings’ quality
could be increased. Furthermore, the internal clustering evaluation showed that
the items within the clusters were more similar while the items in different clusters
were more dissimilar than expected in a random clustering holding the same clus-
ter structures. Thus, the clusterings seem to indicate the content-based similarity
of items. Additionally, the external evaluation presented in chapter 6 showed that
users who liked an item also tended to like the other items in that item’s cluster.
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Most of the investigated approaches to discover usage-based relations have in com- Association
Measures and
Vector Sizes
mon that they base on association measures that are used to weight the signifi-
cance of each item’s co-occurrences. Furthermore, after the weighting process, the
most significant co-occurrences need to be selected. In this thesis, the association
measures mutual information (MI), Yates’ corrected χ2-test (cor-χ2), log likelihood
(LL), and a Poisson-based similarity (PAM) were investigated. The selection of the
most significant co-occurrences for each item was either done by choosing the n co-
occurrences with the highest significance score or by choosing all co-occurrences
that held a significance score above average. The evaluations showed that the two
application domains and the two different usage-based approaches required differ-
ent techniques to weight and select the most significant co-occurrences. However,
within the same application domain and applying the same usage-based approach,
the association measures performed similarly compared to one another on the dif-
ferent data sets. This indicates that the best combinations can be transferred to
other data sets and possibly also to other domains that exhibit similar attributes.
The usage context-based approach performed best on the sparse TEL data sets Association
Measures for
Learning
Resources
when (almost) all co-occurrences were used to describe the items in which the
weighting of these co-occurrences was secondary. Though, this approach measur-
ably slowed the similarity calculation process because of the large item vectors.
The next best approach was the usage of MI in combination with the average sig-
nificance as threshold which also had the advantage that no value for the param-
eter n needed to be defined. MI is the most simple of the four selected associa-
tion measures and only compares the expected and the observed frequency of a
co-occurrence which showed to be the most suitable approach for the items in the
MACE and in the Travel well data set that are only used in two user sessions on
average. When clustering the items from the TEL data sets by calculating higher-
order co-occurrences, the usage of MI resulted in semantically dense and well iso-
lated clusters. Though, many items were separated and stored in a rag bag. Here,
the more sophisticated association measures were able to create clusterings that
group more items reasonably. This can be motivated by the fact that even items
that were only used once or twice can occur in many more co-occurrence classes
depending on the size of the user sessions they were accessed in.
On the movie data sets that hold more often used items, the simple MI is the by far Association
Measures for
Movies
worst performing association measure while the other measures perform relatively
similar. Additionally, the item vectors needed to be rather small to filter the noise.
A vector size of 25 showed to be the best approach on the MovieLens and on the
Netflix data set. In contrast to the TEL data sets, the smaller item vectors did not
reduce the number of items that hold usage context-based relations to other items
as the items were used more often. Thus, the less used the items are in the consid-
ered data sets, the more information needs to be incorporated to gather sufficient
results, i.e. by considering the whole usage contexts (instead of only considering
the pre-usage contexts) and by describing the items by larger co-occurrence vec-
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tors. Furthermore, the underlying association measures need to be selected based
on the items’ usage. A basic rule can be to use MI (or other simple association
measure like z-scores) in very sparse and the Yates’ corrected χ2-test (or other more
sophisticated measures like LL and PAM) in more dense application domains.
Concluding, the evaluation results clearly indicate that by exploiting the items’Bottom Line
usage contexts, usage-based relations between the items can be discovered that
give a hint at their attributional similarity which comprises content-based and/or
quality-based similarity. This is to say, the users’ knowledge and context, which is
inherent in their activities, can be utilised to reveal item relations without forcing
the users to explicitly share them.
RQ 2: Can usage-based relations of items be utilised to create recommender sys-
tems that are able to accurately recommend rarely used items?
The usage-based recommender system proposed in this thesis calculates a pre-Recommendation
of Learning
Resources
dicted rating from a user on an item by averaging the ratings given by that user
to other items while each rating is weighted by the corresponding usage-based
item pair similarity. The evaluations on the TEL data sets MACE and Travel well
presented in chapter 6 showed that the usage-based approaches were often able to
create more rating predictions than the investigated state-of-the-art collaborative
filtering (CF) approaches. This is due to the fact that the usage-based approaches
discovered more item pair relations that could be used in the rating prediction pro-
cess. Additionally, the quality of the usage-based rating predictions was similar to
the CF approaches. However, because of the data sets’ sparsity it showed to be the
best approach to combine the CF and the usage-based approaches to form hybrid
systems. Therefore, the missing ratings in the user-item-rating matrix were filled in
by a usage-based recommender system to be then used as input for a CF approach.
For all CF approaches, the performance in terms of quantity (recall and number
of rating predictions) as well as quality (precision and root mean squared error)
increased drastically when combined with a usage-based recommender system.
Here, the application of the usage context-based recommender system resulted in
even better results than the higher-order co-occurrence cluster-based one because it
found more and graduated usage-based relations between the item pairs. Further-
more, the utilisation of the usage context-based recommender system performed
better than the usage of the content-based one although both were able to create
about the same number of rating predictions. This showed that the usage context-
based similarity of the learning resources does not only indicate content- but also
quality-based similarity. This is to say, the usage context-based recommender sys-
tem includes subjective features in the rating process that are not available when
using content-based filtering.
The usage context-based similarity was also used to create a movie recommenderRecommendation
of Movies system. While in the MovieLens and Netflix data sets it was not a problem to
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recommend movies at all as there are many heavily used items, it was aimed to
enable the recommendation of rarely used movies as well in order to satisfy the
users. The evaluations presented in chapter 7 clearly showed that while maintain-
ing the accuracy of the recommendations, their aggregate diversity and novelty
could be drastically increased. This effect was the more distinctive the more rarely
used items an application held that could benefit from the usage context-based ap-
proach. Thus, this approach is suitable to be used as a standalone recommender
system in the movie domain. Nevertheless, it was also combined with popularity-
based approaches that try to push even more rarely used items in the recommen-
dation lists by neglecting the heavily used ones. The evaluation demonstrated that
the usage context-based approach was better suited to form the basis for hybrid
approaches that re-rank possible recommendations based on their popularity than
the investigated CF approaches.
Concluding, the usage context-based and -boosted recommender systems are able Bottom Line
to create accurate recommendations in application domains holding predominantly
rarely used items and, thus, can measurably improve the performance of the pre-
sented state-of-the-art CF approaches. Furthermore, in application domains hold-
ing heavily used items that are recommended over-proportionally often in addition
to many rarely used items, it is able to recommend more niche items than the CF ap-
proaches without lowering the accuracy. This shows that the usage context-based
approach is better suited than the CF approaches to provide users with accurate
recommendations for idiosyncratic items.
8.2 Future Work
All evaluations presented in this thesis were conducted offline using stable data User Studies and
Online Evaluationssets. Other possibilities to evaluate recommender systems include online evalu-
ations and user studies (Ricci et al., 2011). In user studies, users are asked to ex-
plicitly rate the recommendations they receive (Levy, 2013). Though, these studies
are usually small with only few users and seldom conducted as their execution is
rather expensive (Ricci et al., 2011). In online evaluations, the recommendations
are directly shown to users of a system. Here, users are not asked to rate the recom-
mendations but the system analyses how often a user accepts a recommendation,
e.g. by clicking on a recommended link or buying a recommended product (Beel
et al., 2013). It is highly desirable to conduct possibly large user and online studies
to evaluate the effect of the usage-based recommender system in real-world sys-
tems. In the TEL domain, a user study conducted with teachers could for example
validate the suitability of the recommendations according to a certain learning goal.
Large online studies including control groups (Konstan and Chen, 2007) conducted
with learners could for example evaluate if learners who receive usage-based rec-
ommendations are more productive (e.g. need less time to learn) or even receive
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better results (e.g. better grades) than the learners from the control group(s). Here,
massive open online courses (MOOCs) seem to be most suitable for such an evalu-
ation as they provide a sufficient number of students that receive their learning
materials through a web system that could also provide the recommendations. For
the movie domain, a usage context-based recommender could directly be included
in the existing recommendation structures that are provided by the respective web
portals. Here, it could be evaluated how often a recommendation is accepted (e.g.
by clicking on a link to a recommended movie) and how it is rated afterwards.
Since in the offline experiments only items included in the test sets, i.e. items the
users already found, could be recommended, it can be assumed that the serendip-
ity and novelty is even higher in a life system in which all available items can be
recommended. This also involves the risk of recommending movies the users are
not interested in at all. However, this risk can be assumed to be rather low as in the
offline experiments the usage context-based recommender was able to distinguish
between the items the users liked and not liked, respectively. Finally, in a life sys-
tem it is important to consider the current context, i.e. the most recent activities, of
a user to correctly recommend items that match the current learning context or the
mood etc.
It has been shown that matrix factorisation-based recommendation techniques ap-Matrix Factorisation
plied on a user-item-rating matrix to directly predict ratings usually perform bet-
ter than neighbourhood-based recommender systems (Luo et al., 2013; Koren and
Bell, 2011). In contrast to the CF approaches, the usage context-based approach
creates an item-item matrix based on the items’ usage and rests its item similarity
calculations thereupon. Though, MF techniques could be applied on the item-item
matrix to find more item relations which might be beneficial for very sparse mat-
rices. Here, it must be considered that the item-item matrix is symmetric and its
two dimensions both represent the same items. When MF techniques are applied
to a user-item-rating matrix, it is usually factorised in two new matrices that when
multiplied will get back the original matrix. In this connection, one matrix repre-
sents the users that are mapped to latent factors while the other matrix represents
the items that are mapped to the same latent factors (Koren et al., 2009). Though,
when factorising the symmetric item-item matrix into two new matrices, both mat-
rices will represent the same items that are mapped to the same latent factors. Thus,
ideally one matrix is found that multiplied with its transposed equivalent gives
back the original matrix. This can for example be done using the Cholesky factori-
sation which factorises the original matrix A in A = G ∗ GT with G denoting a
lower triangular matrix (Golub and Loan, 1996).
Another possibility is to only use selective items in the co-occurrence vectors, i.e.Dimensionality
Reduction items that are particularly discriminative and representative. This way, more sig-
nificant vectors might be created and, thus, more accurate item relations might
be found. Though, the selection of the most suitable items is tricky. In corpus
linguistics, term filtering is usually applied to reduce the dimensionality of term-
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document matrices. A very simple approach is to delete the too frequent as well
as the too infrequent terms since the first ones are not discriminative and the latter
ones are not representative (Csorba and Vajk, 2009). Though, many systems that
automatically analyse text documents weight the terms by calculating their TF-IDF
scores per document (i.e. term frequency divided by inverse document frequency,
see formula 2.1 on page 14) and use these weights to select the terms to be included
in the vector space. This approach is based on the assumptions that the more often
a term occurs in a document, the more representative it is for this document while
the more often a term occurs in the entire document collection, the less relevant it
is to discriminate documents (Lops et al., 2011). These procedures can easily be ap-
plied to the item co-occurrences in order to enable item filtering and, thus, a dimen-
sionality reduction of the item-item matrix. Furthermore, it can also be conducted
using the significance values that have already been calculated. Another approach
successfully applied in automatic text analysis in order to reduce the dimensional-
ity of term-document matrices is latent semantic analysis (LSA, Deerwester et al.,
1998). LSA is based on the assumption that terms with similar meaning often co-
occur and, thus, can be merged into a super-term. The dimensionality reduction
itself is conducted using singular-value decomposition in which the n largest sin-
gular values are retained. This approach can be applied to the item-item matrices
as well.
The integration of additional features in the usage context definition might be es- Integration of
Additional Featurespecially helpful in domains in which the usage context definition is not based on
user sessions. For example in the movie domain, the rated movies of a user could
be divided in usage contexts based on the circumstances they were watched in, e.g.
with children or friends, on a weekday or on the weekend, etc. Though, even if
these data are available at all, they will be sparse and incomplete in most cases.
Thus, a method to incorporate incomplete and sparse additional features needs to
be developed first. There are several possibilities to do so, e.g. by implicating the
missing information based on the available data or by creating a hybrid system in
which the additional information is only considered in one step.
Furthermore, it seems worthwhile to extend the approach to more application do- Extension of the
Application
Domains
mains than discussed in this thesis. For some application domains, e.g. web portals
in which the contents are directly consumed, the user session-based usage context
definition can most probably directly be used with only few adaptions. However,
there are other application domains as well that might benefit from the usage-based
recommendation approach, e.g. online shops. In online shops, some parts of the of-
fered products are directly consumed, for example their descriptions which can
help to make a decision on which washing machine to buy or to get an overview of
the state-of-the-art in commercial game consoles. Additionally, some products like
e-books, songs, or movies can directly be streamed or downloaded. However, most
products cannot be used before they are delivered and are usually rated some time
afterwards. Thus, this is a complex application domain that seems to require the
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usage of a hybrid system combining usage-based recommender systems that rest
on different usage context definitions.
Finally, the usage-based similarities can also be used as input for applications thatFurther Application
Fields do not primarily aim to recommend items like text documents or songs. One pos-
sible application field is the automatic or semi-automatic tagging of items (Wang
et al., 2012; Diaz-Aviles et al., 2010; Chirita et al., 2007). Therefore, the most promi-
nent tags of an item’s most similar items (based on the usage contexts) or the items
in that item’s cluster (using higher-order co-occurrence clustering) can be selected
and recommended to a user or directly be added to an item. Another applica-
tion field is the recommendation of users for example in learning or computer
supported cooperative work platforms (Manouselis et al., 2013; Guy et al., 2011;
McDonald and Ackerman, 2000). Therefore, users accessing items that are simi-
lar according to their usage can be assumed to have the same interests, tasks, or
competences and might benefit from each other’s expertise.
8.3 Closing Remarks
The recommendation of rarely used items is still challenging but highly desirableFinal Words
in many applications, e.g. to be able to surprise and satisfy the users of a recom-
mender system or to enable an online shop to sell a broader range of products.
This thesis aimed to contribute to the state-of-the-art in recommender systems by
proposing and evaluating methods to handle item data sparsity in the rating pre-
diction process. Therefore, the alternatives for finding similarities between item
pairs based on their usage were investigated first. Thereafter, the suitability of these
similarities in the rating prediction and recommendation creation process was ex-
amined. The evaluations on data sets coming from technology-enhanced learning
and movie recommendation web portals clearly showed that the usage-based simi-
larity of two items is an indication for their attributional similarity. Here, the usage
context-based approach in which each item is described by its n most significant
co-occurrences was the most promising one. It has been shown in this thesis that
this approach is more suitable than state-of-the-art CF approaches for creating ac-
curate recommendations for rarely used items. In this connection, it can be used as
standalone recommender system or as basis for a hybrid system that incorporates
further systems to recommend even more niche items. The usage context-based
recommendation approach also has the advantage that it respects the privacy of
its users when items are recommended. Although the users’ sessions are analysed
when they are available, no information about the users is considered in the ana-
lysis process. In fact, the user sessions can be analysed without even knowing the
id of the user who conducted the events. Furthermore, no information about the
items is required but only an id. Finally, it is aspired to further elaborate this ap-
proach and to enable more application domains to benefit from it.
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Additional Figures for Chapter 4
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Figure A.1: Results for the MACE data set
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Figure A.2: Results for the Travel well data set
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Additional Figures for Chapter 5
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Figure B.1: Mean cluster size (Travel well)
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Figure B.2: Mean item count (Travel well)
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Figure B.3: Cluster size distribution after merging (MACE)
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Figure B.4: Cluster size distribution after merging (Travel well)
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Appendix C
Additional Tables for Chapter 6
MACE: Usage Context-boosted Collaborative Filtering
Table C.1: MACE: usage context-boosted CF using Yates’ corrected χ2-test
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.9582 63.21% 0.7403 0.4072 0.5254
UBCF 0.9163 63.58% 0.7639 0.4752 0.5859
SVD 0.8727 66.23% 0.8280 0.5062 0.6283
BMF 1.0220 100.00% 0.7268 0.6804 0.7028
Table C.2: MACE: usage context-boosted CF using log likelihood
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.9803 55.09% 0.7415 0.5380 0.6236
UBCF 0.9280 55.09% 0.7856 0.5472 0.6451
SVD 0.9025 55.85% 0.8273 0.5519 0.6621
BMF 1.2040 100.00% 0.4953 0.8726 0.6319
Table C.3: MACE: usage context-boosted CF using the Poisson-based similarity
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.9535 66.40% 0.7535 0.4765 0.5838
UBCF 0.9163 66.24% 0.7750 0.5490 0.6427
SVD 0.8708 66.98% 0.8249 0.5345 0.6487
BMF 1.0287 100.00% 0.6753 0.7427 0.7074
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MACE: Cluster-boosted Collaborative Filtering
Table C.4: MACE: cluster-boosted CF using Mutual Information
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 1.0346 23.21% 0.7485 0.2309 0.3529
UBCF 0.5750 26.79% 0.9690 0.3208 0.4820
SVD 0.8026 32.64% 0.9547 0.3618 0.5247
BMF 1.1625 100.00% 0.9241 0.3575 0.5156
Table C.5: MACE: cluster-boosted CF using Yates’ corrected χ2-test
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8828 57.36% 0.8278 0.3218 0.4634
UBCF 0.8140 59.81% 0.8138 0.4664 0.5930
SVD 0.9093 64.15% 0.8381 0.4577 0.5921
BMF 1.0214 100.00% 0.8164 0.4802 0.6047
Table C.6: MACE: cluster-boosted CF using log likelihood
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.9829 54.34% 0.6263 0.2756 0.3828
UBCF 0.8774 57.17% 0.8077 0.3391 0.4777
SVD 0.9682 61.70% 0.8020 0.3651 0.5018
BMF 1.1219 100.00% 0.8259 0.4024 0.5411
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Travel well: Usage Context-boosted Collaborative Filtering
Table C.7: Travel well: usage context-boosted CF using Yates’ corrected χ2-test
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8810 90.65% 0.7939 0.8515 0.8217
UBCF 0.9111 90.65% 0.8117 0.8025 0.8071
SVD 0.8699 91.25% 0.8270 0.8083 0.8175
BMF 0.8287 100.00% 0.8316 0.8997 0.8643
Table C.8: Travel well: usage context-boosted CF using log likelihood
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8900 53.93% 0.8149 0.5071 0.6252
UBCF 0.8816 53.93% 0.8185 0.5059 0.6253
SVD 0.8874 54.02% 0.8248 0.5135 0.6329
BMF 0.8747 100.00% 0.7930 0.9720 0.8734
Table C.9: Travel well: usage context-boosted CF using the Poisson-based similarity
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8722 95.37% 0.7965 0.9066 0.8480
UBCF 0.8988 95.27% 0.8137 0.8559 0.8343
SVD 0.8734 95.79% 0.8280 0.8573 0.8424
BMF 0.8260 100.00% 0.8323 0.9138 0.8711
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Travel well: Cluster-boosted Collaborative Filtering
Table C.10: Travel well: cluster-boosted CF using Mutual Information
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8985 35.64% 0.8335 0.3473 0.4903
UBCF 0.8687 35.64% 0.8651 0.3297 0.4774
SVD 0.9062 39.8% 0.8773 0.3526 0.5030
BMF 0.8661 100.00% 0.7897 0.9613 0.8671
Table C.11: Travel well: cluster-boosted CF using Yates’ corrected χ2-test
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8582 91.49% 0.7970 0.8825 0.8376
UBCF 0.9257 91.49% 0.8275 0.7982 0.8126
SVD 0.8824 92.56% 0.8325 0.8133 0.8228
BMF 0.8661 100.00% 0.8130 0.9156 0.8613
Table C.12: Travel well: cluster-boosted CF using log likelihood
Approach RMSE Coverage Precision Recall F1
IBCF 0.8961 33.86% 0.8436 0.3262 0.4705
UBCF 0.9144 33.86% 0.8736 0.3054 0.4526
SVD 0.9235 38.21% 0.8878 0.3297 0.4808
BMF 0.8808 100.00% 0.7917 0.9515 0.8643
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Additional Figures for Chapter 7
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Figure D.1: Individual diversity in top-10
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Figure D.2: Aggregate diversity in top-10
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Figure D.3: EPC in top-10
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Figure D.4: Accuracy in top-10
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Figure D.5: Aggregate diversity in top-5
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Figure D.6: EPC in top-5
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Figure D.7: Accuracy in top-5
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Figure D.8: Aggregate diversity in top-20
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Figure D.9: EPC in top-20
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Figure D.10: Accuracy in top-20
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